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ABSTRACT

The work presented in this thesis makes a number o f significant advances in the field of 
spectral fatigue analysis of offshore platforms. The original objectives o f the work were 
focused on one specific type o f spectral analysis method called the deterministic-spectral 
method. All of the original objectives of the work were achieved, as follows.

The spectral fatigue analysis method used is the so called deterministic-spectral method, so 
named because a deterministic approach is used to evaluate the system transfer functions 
which are then used in a conventional spectral analysis. Spectral methods are a very elegant 
and computationally efficient means of assessing structures where the response can be 
assumed to be linear, Gaussian, stationary and random. For such an analysis, computation of 
the response is straight forward once the transfer functions have been established. Classical 
methods o f solution for the transfer functions become more difficult and for all but very 
simplified structures an approximate method must be used. The deterministic-spectral method 
is one such method. Because of the many assumptions which are made when using this 
method, consideration must be given to the errors. A comprehensive analysis of the 
limitations of the method was carried out and an important improvement to the 
implementation o f the method, concerning the correct choice of the fundamentally important 
transfer functions, was made. The assumption of linearity was thoroughly evaluated and a 
new implementation of the spectral method was developed which enables the approach to be 
used on shallow water platforms. The new deterministic-spectral fatigue approach is based on 
the Longuet-Higgins wave height-period joint probability density function. It is used to 
produce better estimates for the important base wave cases in order to improve the accuracy 
o f the deterministic-spectral method. These base wave cases have a fundamental influence on 
the calculated transfer functions because o f system nonlinearities. This new approach makes 
the method more accurate and efficient. The deterministic-spectral method was used to assess 
the fatigue damage of typical shallow water platforms which experience a wide range of 
random loading condition due to the stochastic nature of the ocean waves. A new time 
domain based approach was used to compare with the spectral and deterministic methods. In 
addition, the effect of uncertainties of some important input environmental parameters needed 
to predict the fatigue life of offshore platforms was investigated.

All fixed offshore platforms are fixed on foundations and these usually have nonlinear 
characteristics because of the surrounding ground conditions. Some typical soil models which 
have strong nonlinear stiffness were modelled using nonlinear springs in order to describe the 
behaviours o f some typical soils. Their influence on the structural dynamic response of 
offshore structures with piled foundations was investigated. The primary limitation of the 
spectral method is that it assumes linearity of both the structural system and the wave loading 
mechanism. A neural network technique was developed for this nonlinear situation. It was 
used for calculating the response spectra o f nonlinear structural systems. The results show 
that this new method is a very promising alternative method for nonlinear spectral analysis. A 
trained network for a specific offshore platform application was developed. This approach is 
a novel and original implementation of neural computing.
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List of abbreviations and symbols

This section list the  more common symbols and notations used throughout this 
thesis.
A =  m em ber cross-section area (4.5).
A =  expirical adjustm ent factor (6.12).
A ( lj) =  transfer function of wave force (2.27).
A*[uj) =  conjugate of A(w) (2.28).
a =  water particle acceleration (4.4 and 4.5).
a(t) =  water particle acceleration (5.9).
ah{i) =  horizontal water particle acceleration (5.7).
a^{t) =  vertical water particle acceleration (5.8).
a i, 0 2  =  coefficients of equation 3.1 (3.1).
B =  expirical adjustm ent factor (6.14). 
b =  slope of S-N curve (2,33, 2.36 and 2.40). 
b =  diam eter of pile (6.9).
C =  damping m atrix (2.1 and 2.4).
C d =  drag coefficient (2.42 and 2.43).
Cd =  drag coefficient (4.5 and 5.9).
Cm =  inertia coefficient (4.5 and 5.9).
D =  diag[2 i i \ ]  (2.3).
D =  member diam eter (2.42 and 4.5).
D =  diam eter of pile (6.2). 
d =  depth of mean water level (4.3).
E[0] =  expected number of zero crossings per unit tim e (2.4).
E[D] =  fatigue damage (2.34).
E[P] =  expected num ber of peaks per unit tim e (2.35).
Ep =  mean square error (7.7).
Eai =  elastic modulus (6.8).
F =  wave force per unit length (2.42, 2.43 and 4.5).
F (t) =  wave force per unit length (5.9).
F(w ) =  Fourier transform  of f(t) (2.4 and 2.27).

=  conjugate of F{u)  (2.18).
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f(t) =  force (2.6 and 2.26).
{ /(^ )) =  force vector (2.1 and 4.6). 
fk  =  discrete frequency (2.12). 
f j  =  transfer function (7.3).
fm  = frequency at the  maximum value of S'r,rj(/) (3.5 and 3.6).
G(f) =  one-sided PSD in units of herts (2.38).
G(ùJk) = one-sided spectral density function (2.16).
Gxx(fk)  =  one-sided autospectral density function (2.15).
g =  gravity acceleration (3.6 and 3.11).
g(a) = probability density function of peaks (2.38).
H =  wave height (3.1, 3.7-3.9, 3.11, 3.12, 4.2 and 5.1).
H(f) =  transfer function (4.16).
H{uj) = transfer function (2.7).
Ha = significant wave height (3.5, 3.7-3.9, 3.13 and 5.2).
H*{u)  =  conjugate of H{lj) (2.18).
I =  unit m atrix  (2.9 and 4.9).
Im x { t )  = im aginary p art of %(f) (2.17).
K =  stiffness m atrix  (2.1, 2.4 and 4.1).
K =  coefficient from S-N curve (2.32). 
k =  coefficient from S-N curve (2.33, 2.36 and 2.40). 
k =  wave num ber (4.3). 
k =  coefficient from test (6.8).
L =  wave length (3.11, 4.2 and 5.1).
Li  =  wave length (5.4 - 5.8).
M =  mass m atrix  (2.1, 2.4 and 4.1). 
rrin =  nth m oment of PSD (2.38 and 2.41).
N =  number of cycles to  failure (2.33 and 2.34).
N =  number of waves in one sea state (3.10 and 5.2).
N(H,T) =  to tal num ber of waves of all sea states (3.15).
Ni =  number of cycles in stress range i needed to  cause failure (2.32). 
Ni(H^T^HayTz) = num ber of waves for the ith  sea state (3.15 and 5.2).
Np =  nondimensional ultim ate resistance coefficient (6.1).
n =  proportion num ber of tim e for the given sea state  in parts per thousand (3.10). 
Hi = number of cycles in stress range i (2.32).
Ug =  actual num ber of stress range cycle (2.34 and 2.35).
netpj =  summed inputs from the connections of processing element j for pattern p 
(7.2).
Oij =  input of connection i of processing element j (7.2).
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Opj =  output of processing elem ent j (7.3).
Opk = output of network (7.6).
P =  actual lateral resistance (6.3-6.7).
P { H  > H')  =  wave height probability (3.7).
Pc = u ltim ate resistance from theory (6.12).
Pu = u ltim ate resistance per length (6.1-6.7).
P(H ,T) =  joint wave height-period probability (3.14).
p(R,S) =  nondimensional joint wave height-period probability density function (3.12 
and 3.14).
p(U) =  Gaussian probability density function (2.44)
p(H ,T) =  joint wave height-period probability density function (3.14).
p(S) =  probability density function of stress ranges (2.35, 2.36 and 2.40).
Pr r {S)  = probability density function of rainflow ranges (2.41).
R =  nondimensional wave height (3.12)
R n  =  num ber of wave records in N years (3.10).
Agj =  to tal num ber of occurrences of sea states in the omnidirectional scatter dia
gram  (3.10).
Rsdi =  to tal num ber of occurrences of sea states in the directional scatter diagram 
(3.10).
jZe%(f) =  real part of %(f) (2.17).
S =  stress range (2.33, 2.36 and 2.40).
S =  wave steepness (3.11 and 5.1).
S =  nondimensional wave period (3.12)
S(H) =  stress range (3.1).
S j  =  PSD of force (2.22).
Sr =  PSD of structural response (2.25).
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C hapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 General background

This thesis focuses on the task of calculating the response and consequent fatigue 

damage for deep water and shallow water offshore platforms subjected to random 

environmental loading conditions. Over the last 30 years, the need for new sources 

of energy has especially motivated industry and government to  develop offshore p la t

forms in order to produce oil and gas on the sea. Since the first wooden wharf was 

built to aid in oil drilling off the California coast, over 10,000 offshore platforms 

have been erected in the bays, gulfs and oceans of the world. So far, several kinds of 

offshore platforms have been designed and adopted. They can be generally catego

rized as steel jacket platform s, concrete gravity platforms, compliant guyed towers, 

tension-leg platforms, and semisubmersible platforms. W hat typifies a steel jacket 

platform  are its steel legs and smaller tubular cross braces of the K and X type. The 

legs, slightly inclined to  the vertical, act as sleeves through which piles are driven, 

thereby pinning the structure to the bottom . Sometimes clusters of piles around 

each corner leg are necessary to achieve structural stability in a soft foundation. 

The most common use of steel jacket platforms is for drilling and production. The 

concrete gravity platform  depends on self-weight to  m aintain its stability. The cais

son rests directly on a concrete m at on the sea bed. Hollow concrete legs extend 

from the caisson to the steel deck. The compliant guyed tower is supported by piles 

and is designed to  oscillate with the waves. It is stabilized by guy lines which extend

1
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to the lines of clumped weights whose far end is anchored. The clumped weights lift 

from the bottom  only during severe weather conditions, to comply with the natural 

forces. For a tension-leg platform , its floating hull is held in place with m any vertical 

high strength steel tethers at each corner. The tethers remain under tension even 

during the most extreme storm  conditions. The semisubmersible platform floats on 

pontoons in relatively calm water below the sea surface. Small columns from the 

pontoons to the deck can be used to minimize wave forces. This platform is either 

towed from place to place or self-propelled, and is kept in place by mooring lines in 

a spread-mooring configuration. The work of this thesis deals only with fixed steel 

jacket platforms.

Offshore platforms experience a wide range of random loading conditions due 

to  the stochastic nature of the environmental loadings. These environmental load

ings are caused by ocean waves, wind, current, earthquakes and so on. The most 

im portant design consideration for an offshore platform is the wave loading. This 

kind of loading is the focus of the work in the thesis. W hen faced with the task 

of designing offshore platforms to  resist environmental loadings structural engineers 

must face three separate problems. Firstly, they must ensure th a t the structure in 

question will not collapse under the action of extrem e forces. Secondly, excessive 

and unacceptable deflections must be avoided which might cause the structure to 

become unserviceable because of cracking or be unusable by humans because of the 

discomfort caused by movement of the structure. Finally, eventual collapse due to 

progressive fatigue damage must be avoided.

Experience over the last several decades and m any laboratory tests have proven 

th a t a m etal may fracture at a relatively low stress if th a t stress is applied a great 

number of times. It is known th a t sometimes a crack will form and grow under 

the repeated action of applied stresses which are much lower than  those required 

for yielding the same m aterial under unidirectional static loading. Such fractures 

are referred to as fatigue failures. Therefore, fatigue is a m ajor consideration in the 

structural performance of offshore platforms.
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Fatigue damage in structures is caused by progressive crack growth. Even quite 

small loadings can contribute to the fatigue damage and so all response experienced 

by the  structure must be included. This is not a simple task when carrying out an 

assessment of the fatigue damage. Most readers will be familiar with a conventional 

stiffness analysis to obtain the static response for a linear system caused by a single 

point load. If the loading varies with tim e the logical next step is to perform a 

tim e history analysis on the structure to find the output response caused by the 

tim e varying input. In effect, the input loading is broken up into a series of impulse 

loads. The response at any tim e is then found by superimposing the effects of all 

the impulses up to th a t tim e. The tim e interval between impulses is determined by 

the expected frequency response of the system.

Of crucial im portance here is th a t the tim e domain analysis has to be carried out 

for each input tim e history. In this way the input and the  bulk of the analysis work 

are coupled together. Most platforms experience a  wide range of loading conditions. 

Typically, several hundred load cases are required for a fatigue analysis resulting in 

an equal number of tim e domain analysis runs which, for a large structure, is a very 

laborious task. Furthermore, should the design prove to  be unacceptable, the whole 

analysis may have to be repeated.

A much more elegant and efficient m ethod of analysis involves the use of spectral 

techniques for the analysis. A power spectral density (PSD) of the loading is ob

tained by performing a Fourier transform  on the tim e history of the  input loading. 

Careful consideration needs to be given to the validity of the  m ethod. Generally, the 

assumptions which are required are th a t the data  should be stationary, random and 

Gaussian (normal). The transform ation between tim e domain, i.e. the tim e history 

of the loading, and the frequency domain, i.e. a PSD, is straight forward and is well 

documented in the  literature. The PSD simply shows the  frequency content of the 

tim e signal and is an alternative way of specifying the tim e signal.

In order to  obtain the PSD of the output response caused by any input loading 

the transfer function of the structure is required. This transfer function represents a
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linear relationship between the input and output PSD’s. Therefore, the assumption 

of linearity has to  be added to the earlier assumptions of stationary, randomness and 

normality. In general, there are many experimental and analytical ways of obtaining 

the transfer function. The simplest and easiest m ethod to  visualise is the so called 

sine sweep. Using this m ethod the response of a structure to a particular sine wave 

of unit height is noted, the frequency of the sine wave is then incremented by a small 

amount and the m agnitude of response is recorded again. By repeating the  process, 

a response versus frequency plot for all frequencies of interest can be obtained which 

can then be used directly to  evaluate the transfer function. An alternative way of 

obtaining the transfer function is to apply an input of white noise which is an input 

which has a flat topped PSD over all frequencies of interest. The response to this 

random input can be used directly to obtain the transfer function by dividing the 

output PSD by the (constant) height of the white noise input PSD.

These experimental techniques have their analytical equivalents. The deterministic- 

spectral method described later is a variation on the sine sweep m ethod. A lterna

tively, a tim e domain analysis could be performed using white noise as the input 

to  the computer model and the response obtained could then be used to  obtain the 

transfer function. The transfer function is therefore a characteristic of the system 

or structure. It is not until the transfer functions have been established th a t the 

actual loadings are applied in order to calculate the  response PSD and then fatigue 

damage.

After the transfer functions are obtained, com putation of the response PSD ’s 

is a relatively easy task. This is particular so if the fatigue damage estim ate is 

carried out directly on the PSD ’s. However, offshore platforms can be subjected 

to  a number of nonlinearities, such as the foundation behaviour, the type of wave 

hitting the structure and due to the wave kinematics to force relationship (Morisons 

equation), and so it is perhaps because of the linearity requirement, more than any 

other, th a t spectral techniques are not used as widely as they might otherwise be.

It is therefore clear th a t some new methods for dealing w ith the nonlinear problems
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associated with spectral techniques are needed. Such work forms a m ajor part of 

this thesis.

1.2 Scope o f the work

This thesis addresses the issue of linearisation in term s of its influence when perform

ing spectral fatigue calculations. Two new and original approaches are developed to 

improve any fatigue design. One incorporates the Longuet-Higgins joint probabil

ity density function of wave heights and periods in order to  obtain a more reliable 

linearisation procedure and the m ethod is presented in a form which can be incor

porated into existing design procedures.

The second involves the use, for the first tim e, of neural network to characterise 

the nonlinear offshore structural system. The results show the technique is effective 

for a single degree of freedom and so it is now ready for a more rigorous assessment 

using a fully detailed platform.

In order to achieve these goals the most rigorous assessment to date, of the so 

called determ inistic-spectral m ethod of analysis, has been carried out.

The determ inistic-spectral m ethod is an efficient but approxim ate spectral anal

ysis m ethod. The transfer functions are produced deterministically using a series of 

regular waves with different wave heights and associated wave periods covering the 

frequency range of interest.

An im portant objective of the thesis was to develop a new and more reasonable 

m ethod for selecting the wave heights associated with particular wave periods in 

circumstances where nonlinearities between the wave heights and wave forces can not 

been ignored. The fatigue damage of offshore structures is strongly influenced by the 

various environmental param eter variations. An assessment of the influence of these 

param eters on fatigue analysis was therefore another objective. Piled foundations 

play an im portant role in offshore engineering. A further objective was therefore 

to assess the influence of some nonlinear piled foundation soil models subjected to 

dynamic loadings on the fatigue analysis result. The last objective was to  use the
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neural computing technique within a nonlinear spectral analysis approach.

1.3 Layout of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents a sum m ary of the research background theory. The relevant 

published m aterial dealing with the structural analysis and fatigue analysis of off

shore structures is reviewed, especially the work on fatigue analysis of fixed offshore 

platforms. Various methods of fatigue damage assessment are highlighted. Studies 

on the uncertainties related to the various environmental and structural param eters 

are reviewed. Research on piled foundations, especially the relationship between the 

nonlinear stiflFness and dynamic structural response is reviewed.

Chapter 3 deals with the determ inistic analysis m ethod which is a common 

approach used to  calculate the fatigue damage of shallow water platforms. However, 

this m ethod can sometimes not adequately deal with the fatigue damage caused by a 

real ocean environment. Therefore, it was suggested th a t the determ inistic-spectral 

fatigue analysis m ethod should be assessed for shallow water platforms. In order to 

compare the fatigue damage results from the two methods for the same sea states 

used, alternative but equivalent descriptions of the wave loadings for both methods 

were derived. The results from the two methods are compared and discussed.

The calculated fatigue damage for an offshore platform is very sensitive to the 

uncertainties in the input data. Each of these uncertainties needs to  be addressed in 

order to  assess its influence on the calculated fatigue life random variable. For this 

reason. Chapter 4 assesses the influence of the following param eter uncertainties on 

the structural fatigue damage:

(i) Wave direction;

(ii) Mean water level;

(iii) The number of base wave cases used;

(iv) The number of increments used for subdivision of the individual structural 

elements;

(v) The number of increments used for the nodal wave force sine fitting process;
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(vi) The wave theory chosen;

(vii) The effect of using a rainflow cycle counting routine instead of the narrow band 

solution.

Chapter 5 presents a new approach for dealing with the nonlinear relationship 

between wave force and wave height which can be a significant problem for the 

determ inistic-spectral m ethod. The new m ethod uses the Longuet-Higgins wave 

height-period joint probability density function. To dem onstrate the effectiveness 

of the new approach, both the old and new methods are used to calculate the 

fatigue damage of both a typical deep water and a shallow water platform. In 

addition, a simple linear single degree of freedom system (SDOF) and a fully detailed 

shallow water platform were used to carry out tim e history analyses. In order to 

do this a sophisticated approach had to  be adopted to decompose the stochastic sea 

loading conditions into their constituent velocity and acceleration components. An 

additional procedure for a proprietary software package was w ritten for this purpose. 

The fully detailed shallow water platform was an in-service jacket operated by the 

UK’s leading gas operator so practical relevance and applicability was m aintained 

throughout. In this way, the results from both a frequency domain spectral analysis 

method and a tim e domain spectral analysis m ethod were compared.

In Chapter 6, a dynamic structural analysis incorporating nonlinear piled foun

dations was performed. In order to investigate the effect of the nonlinear piled 

foundation stiffness, a set of nonlinear springs were used to represent the foundation 

behaviours. Several typical soil models, such as sand, soft clays and stiff clays, were 

used to  establish appropriate p-y curves for the nonlinear springs. The dynamic 

structural response was calculated in the tim e domain. The influence of different 

soil models on the natural periods of the structural system was established and 

discussed.

Chapter 7 presents a new m ethod which combines the neural computing tech

nique with a spectral analysis approach for a nonlinear structural system. By using 

this new approach the link between input spectra and output spectra for a nonlinear
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system can be constructed. This new m ethod is proposed to  deal with the analysis 

of nonlinear stiffness piled foundations.

Chapter 8 presents some general conclusions and recommendations for future 

work.
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A nalysis M ethodology and  
Previous Work

This chapter summarizes the general theories which are required in later chapters 

and reviews previous work on wave loads, structural response, fatigue analysis and 

nonlinear piled foundations.

2.1 W aves and wave loading

Offshore platform s are very costly structures. They are located in the open sea 

and continuously subjected to hostile environmental loads. For reliability, many 

environmental factors need to be considered in the engineering design. These factors 

include sea bed shape, water depth, wave, wind, current, tide, ice, earthquake and 

so on. Because waves are the most im portant environmental loading, wave data 

is the most critical environmental variable for the design and operation of offshore 

platforms.

2.1.1 W aves and wave theories

The determ inistic m ethod (using a tim e domain description of regular wave loading) 

and spectral m ethod (using a frequency domain description of wave loading) are the 

two main approaches describing waves in offshore engineering.

The basic steps of the deterministic m ethod are shown in Figure 2.1. This 

method has been the traditional method for offshore structural design since the
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Figure 2.1: A tim e domain approach.

1940’s. The extreme wave in a 50 or 100 year return period is estim ated from the 

statistical description of the data over a long tim e period. Therefore, a regular wave 

w ith an associated wave height (H) and wave period (T) is used to represent the 

loading conditions. This method can also use a group of individual regular waves 

to  calculate fatigue damage. One advantage of this method is th a t the effect of 

nonlinearity can be taken into account. However, the random features of waves are 

not considered and an associated wave period is often determined arbitrarily.

The main steps of the frequency domain approach to  define wave characteristics 

are illustrated in Figure 2.2. W hen using this method, instead of evaluating
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Figure 2.2: A frequency domain approach.

th e  individual waves, sea states representing stationary periods of the stochastic 

sea surface elevation random variable are found and represented usually in term s 

of their significant wave heights (Ug) and mean zero crossing periods (T^). Then a 

design wave spectrum  is chosen, analogously to the 50 or 100 year wave. Finally the 

structural response spectrum  is calculated by multiplying the wave spectrum  by the
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frequency response function. From this the maximum response value can be worked 

out. The advantage of th is m ethod is that random features of the wave loading 

are taken into account. However, it is difficult to deal with the nonlinear problem 

because of the required assum ption of linearity associated with the use of transfer 

functions.

Regular waves are identical waves following one another. They can not properly 

model the waves in the sea, which are random and irregular. However, regular waves 

provide a starting point for understanding the behaviour of irregular waves and are 

commonly used to  estim ate the  wave loading for an offshore structure design.

Regular wave theories were developed for calculating the water particle kine

matics of regular waves. The calculation of the wave loading is based on the  water 

particle kinematics. A num ber of regular wave theories are now available. These 

wave theories can be categorised as linear wave (Airy) theory, Stokes’ wave the

ories, Cnoidal wave theory, stream  function wave theory, long wave theory. Goda 

wave theory, Trochoidal theory and Chappelear wave theory. Each theory has its 

corresponding restrictions in order to  correctly obtain wave particle kinematics.

Such wave theories are based on velocity potential or stream  function. The 

velocity potential is a function of space coordinates and tim e, and satisfies the 

Laplace equation and boundary conditions at sea bed and surface. The boundary 

conditions are nonlinear and sometimes lead to difficulty in solving the equation.

Linear wave theory was developed by using linear boundary conditions. The 

linear wave theory describes 2 dimensional flow. Because of its simple form it has 

been widely applied for offshore structural design. However, it is mainly suitable for 

small waves and deep w ater situations.

Stokes (1880) developed Stokes’ wave theory. The linear wave theory can be 

regarded as a first order Stokes’ wave theory. The Stokes’ higher order theories 

include other higher order term s. Stokes’ higher order theories can more accurately 

describe the waves and can be applied to more wide areas. However, the higher order 

the more complicated th e  solutions. Skjelbreia and Hendrickson (1960) presented
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a methodology for developing theories to  any desired order and gave the results to 

fifth order. It has been frequently applied to  offshore engineering. This theory may 

be suitable for many extreme wave conditions.

A high order Cnoidal wave theory was developed by Fenton (1979). This theory 

is based on a stream  function. The solution procedure is similar to th a t for the 

Stokes theory. It is suitable for shallow water waves.

Stream function wave theory was developed by Dean (1965). It can be applied 

to  the m ajority of water depths. Its disadvantage is tha t it is slower to converge in 

deep water cases than the corresponding Stokes theory.

It is im portant to select a suitable wave theory for a specific wave case in or

der to  obtain the correct kinematic results. Dean (1970) and Le M ehaute (1976) 

gave a guide for selecting a wave theory for a given wave height, period and water 

depth. Baritrop et al (1990) compared the water particle velocities, accelerations, 

crest heights and wavelengths predicted by the commonly used wave theories, such 

as linear, Stokes 5th and Dean’s stream  function theories. An improved selection 

diagram  of wave theories was presented.

Regular wave theories can not properly be used to model some features of the 

real sea. Therefore, random wave theories are presented to estim ate more reasonable 

results. These theories describe random features of real sea better. They are based 

on the linear or higher order regular wave theories. Random theories take a water 

surface elevation spectrum  and decompose it as a number of wavelets with different 

frequencies. The resulting particle kinem atics can be built up by using regular 

wave theories for each wavelet respectively. They are then summed for the further 

calculation of wave loading. Higher order random  theories are generally avoided 

because of computing tim e limitations.

Neumann and Pierson (1940’s) suggested the use of stochastic analysis theory 

to  carry out the analysis of random waves. It should be noted tha t the probabilis

tic  distributions of wave height and period play a very im portant role for offshore 

engineering design.
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Longuet-Higgins (1952) derived theoretically the statistical distribution of wave 

heights on the assumptions th a t the wave spectrum  contains a single narrow band 

of frequencies and th a t the wave energy is being received from a large number of 

different sources whose phases are random. The results from the distribution were 

noted to be in close agreement with observation.

Michel (1967) gave the practicing naval architect a clear view of how regular 

waves combine into an irregular pa ttern  and how the consequent irregular behaviour 

of a vessel at sea can be predicted.

Arhan, Cavanie and Ezraty (1979) presented two methods to determine the range 

of periods associated with the design wave. The first was based on an analysis of 

the  extrem e wave for each storm recorded. The second used an adaption of the 

individual wave height-period joint distribution.

Longuet-Higgins (1983) presented a theoretical probability density function for 

the  wave height-period. The probability density function has the following prop

erties. The distribution is asym m etric in accordance with observation. It depends 

only on three lowest moments mo, m i and mg of the spectral density function. The 

distribution agrees quite well with measured wave data.

Coniero, Losada and Gimenez-Curto (1985) proposed an expression for the dis

tribution function of maximum wave height. It Wcis approximated by a double 

exponential function, in which the param eters depend on mg and only weakly on 

sea state  duration.

Wave spectrum  is conventionally a  powerful means to describe the random sea. 

The significant wave height and m ean zero crossing period in conjunction with a 

spectral shape which is suitable for the  given wind and fetch conditions determine 

the  wave spectrum . A number of spectra are nowadays being used as standard spec

tra  both in model testing and in design. They are based on both theory and experi

ence. The Bretschneider spectrum  (by Bretschneider, 1959) and Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum  (by Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964) spectra are commonly used for fully de

veloped sea. Hasslemann et al (1973) developed the JONSW AP spectra according
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to  the  m easurements made off the island of Sylt in the German Bight of the North 

Sea. This spectrum  is suitable for the North Sea area.

2.1.2 W ave loading

Wave loading consists of drag loading, inertia loading and diffraction loading. The 

drag loading is caused by vortices and is proportional to velocity squared. The 

inertial loading is caused by the presure gradient in an accelerating fluid and the 

local interaction of the member with the accelerating fluid. It is proportional to 

the acceleration. The diffraction loading is caused by the presence of the structure. 

The structu re  modifies the wave pattern  and changes the loading on the structure. 

For a  m em ber which is small, compared with the wave length, the drag loading and 

the inertia  loading only are required. Morison’s equation (by O ’Brien and Morison 

1952) was developed to  calculate wave loading with drag and inertia terms. It has 

been commonly used in offshore structure design. Its expression is given in a later 

chapter.

Borgman (1965) investigated wave forces on vertical piling for narrow band spec

trum  loading. The param eters of Morison’s equation to  determine wave forces were 

given. The distribution of peak forces depends on two param eters tha t are functions 

of the  drag and inertial coefficients cls well as the physical dimensions characterizing 

the  pile and spectrum . Methods were developed for estim ating these parameters.

Tung (1975) derived expressions for some statistical quantities related to wave 

field kinem atics and wave forces on elements of a vertical cylinder in a random wave 

field. Expressions for the mean and standard deviation of the horizontal components 

of fluid particle velocity, acceleration, and wave force on elements of cylinders were 

derived. Some numerical studies were also carried out.

Ferrante et al (1981) carried out an analysis using Morison’s equation for steel 

jacket structures. They considered the determ ination of the drag coefficient and the 

mass coefficient, application of the equation for inclined members and linearisation. 

The drag coefficient and the mass coefficient have a large influence on the wave
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loading. The linearisation technique was shown to give reasonable results.

Kaplan and Jiang (1982) carried out a theoretical analysis applied to measured 

data  in order to determ ine the loading power spectra from first principles, based 

upon knowledge of the  geometry of the structures and the power spectrum of the 

incident wave system. The results of the analytical approach were compared with 

the measured spectra and good agreement was shown.

2.2 A nalysis o f structures subjected to  wave load
ing

Offshore platforms are often found to have failed under the action of random cyclic 

wave loading, and the  analysis shows th a t the maximum stresses are below the 

ultim ate strength of the material and even frequently below the yield strength. 

In order to estim ate structural fatigue damage it is obviously quite important to 

correctly calculate wave loading and structural response.

The governing equation of motion is given by

M { x }  +  C {x}  +  K { x ]  =  { f i t ) }  (2.1)

where

{ x }  acceleration vector,

{ i }  velocity vector,

{ x }  displacement vector,

{ / ( O )  force vector,

M, C, K  mass m atrix, damping m atrix and stiffness m atrix.

W hen the wave loading period is much longer than structural natural period, the 

inertia term  M { x ]  and the damping term  C {x]  in the equation of motion are very 

small compared with K{x}. Therefore, it is reasonable to ignore M { x ]  and C{x}, 

and to solve K {x}={f(t)} instead. This is called quzisi-static analysis of structures.

W hen structures have been designed for deeper waters, their natural frequencies 

decrease to a range where there is significant energy from the  waves. Dynamic
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excitation then begins to have a profound effect on the stress levels achieved for all 

wave conditions and fatigue considerations, rather than extreme stresses, may then 

dom inate the  design process. This is because the structures are likely to  resonate 

under the  action of the more frequent but far less severe sea states with energy 

content near to  the fundamental frequency of vibration. Therefore any method of 

analysis which does not fully include the dynamic characteristics of the system may 

be significantly in error for deep water platform design.

There are m any possible methods for calculating this wave loading and structural 

response. In general, the analysis for offshore structures can be broadly categorised 

into two main methods, which are a determ inistic analysis m ethod or a random 

analysis m ethod.

2.2.1 D eterm in istic  analysis m ethod

The determ inistic analysis method is a very common method for the structural 

analysis of offshore platforms. For a fatigue analysis a series of regular waves are 

used to  represent the  tru ly  random sea conditions. For a maximum response analysis 

the most damaging of these individual waves is used according to  a chosen return 

period of say 50 or 100 years. This method is simple and considers the statistical 

features of the waves. It can also provide a satisfactory design strength and can 

easily take different nonlinearities into account, such as nonlinear wave forces, and 

nonlinear piled foundations.

A determ inistic analysis can be performed either in the tim e domain or the 

frequency domain. However, a frequency domain analysis can only include steady 

state  responses and is suitable only for linear systems. A tim e domain analysis must 

be used for any transient state response or where nonlinearities are im portant.

T im e dom ain analysis m ethod

Analysis in the tim e domain can be implemented by using direct integration or a 

modal technique.
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Direct integration:

A direct integration m ethod uses numerical integration to find a solution of 

the  equation of motion step by step at discrete tim e intervals. There are many 

numerical integration m ethods, such as the Runge-Kutta m ethod, central difference 

m ethod, linear acceleration m ethod, Newmark 0 method and Wilson 9 m ethod. The 

m ost im portant advantage of the direct integration method is th a t various nonlinear 

problems can be taken into account. But the main problem with its use is th a t it is 

expensive in term s of computing time.

Modal analysis m ethod:

Equation 2.1 can be transform ed by using the following form,

X =  01/ (2.2)

where

y  mode shape coordinate,

0  normal mode m atrix.

Then equation 2.1 is expressed by

ÿ + Dy + = $^ /(< ) (2.3)

where

A =  0 ^ A :0  =  diag[Xj],

D =  0 ^ C 0  ^  diag[2^i\il

A,- natural frequency of the ith mode shape,

 non-dimensional damping ratio of the ith mode shape.

Here it is assumed th a t C can be approximately transformed aa a diagonal m a

trix . This assumption is true  under small damping. Therefore, a set of sim ultane

ous differential equations is decoupled into a set of independent ordinary differen

tia l equations. Because the  frequencies of wave loadings are normally lower than 

th e  structural natural frequencies, only a few mode shapes for the  lowest natural 

frequencies need to be considered. The modal method is only suitable for linear 

systems.
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Frequency dom ain analysis m ethod

The frequency domain analysis m ethod has been widely used for linear systems 

since the Fast Fourier Transform was developed in the 1960’s. Equation 2.1 can be 

transformed by Fourier transform ation into the following form,

[K -  w"M +  iuC] X { u )  = F(uj) (2.4)

where

X ( u )  = —  /  x{t)e-"^‘dt (2.5)
2 7 T  J— o o  

1 fw
f(w ) =  —  / (2.6)

Z T T  j — o o

From equation 2.4 %(w) can be expressed by

X(w) =  ^ (w )F (w ) (2.7)

where H(uj) = [K — (J^M +  iu}€]~^ is called the transfer function. The dynamic 

response can then be obtained by using the Inverse Fourier Transform

/ oo
X(w)e'""jw  (2.8)

-OO

Modal analysis can be applied within a frequency domain analysis method by 

using a normal mode m atrix  0  for transformation.

%(w) =  $[A -  wV +  zw D ]-'$^F (w ) (2.9)

where I is unit m atrix.

2.2.2 R andom  analysis m ethod  

A uto spectral estim ate

Consider a transform ed data  record x(t) of to tal length Tr th a t is stationary with 

X =  0. Let the  record be divided into n j continuous segments. It follows th a t each

segment of x (t) is Xi{t), (z — 1)T <  t < iT^ i = 1,2, - -, An estim ate of the

two-sided autospectral density function Sxx for an arbitrary f is given by

5 „ ( / )  =  ^ E | X , ( / , T ) r  (2.10)
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where

X i ( f , T )  =  (2.11)

In digital term s, let each record segment Xi{t) be represented by N data  values

{xin}, n =  0 ,1 ,2 , , rid. The finite Fourier transform in equation 2.10 will produce

at the discrete frequencies

f ' ’ =  f  =  =  0 , 1, 2 , - - , # - 1  (2 .12)

The Fourier components for each segment are then given by

N - l  ^

Xi( fk )  =  A tX ik  = (2.13)
n=0

The two-sided autospectral density function estim ate of equation 2.10 now becomes

1 na
S . 4 Â )  = ^ =  0,1,2, - - , # - 1  (2.14)

W hen FFT  procedures are used, the Nyquist frequency fc occurs where k =  

N /2. Hence, the first (N /2 )-fl spectral values at k = 0 ,1 ,2 , • • •, A^/2, define the 

autospectral density estim ate in the frequency range from 0 <  /* <  /c. Whereas the 

last (N /2)-l spectral values at fc =  (A^/2)-fl, (jV/2)4-2, • • • , TV—1, can be interpreted 

as autospectral density estimates in the frequency range from —/c <  /  <  0.

The one-sided autospectral density function is estim ated directly from equation 

2.14
p na

G M  = ; ^ ^ E | X , ( A ) r  k =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , lV /2  (2.15)

M onte Carlo sim ulation m ethod

For a stationary Gaussian random  process Xo{t) with zero mean and a spectral 

density S ( up), its simulated stationary random process X(t) can be obtained by

N

=  '^[2G{uJk)^<^kY^^cos{üJkt-\- t̂>k) (2.16)
fc=i

where
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G{(jJk)  the  one-side spectral density function, G{uj)k =  2 S{u))k for

LJk > 0.

The simulated stationary  random process X(t) can be also given by an alternative 

form as follows.

X { t )  =  V  A u R e x { t )

X { t )  =  V  A ü j lm x ( t )  (2.17)

where

R e x { i )  the real part of %(f),

I m x { t )  the  imaginary part of %(^).

and

x{t)  = E [ v / 2 G (a,t)e‘'»‘]e*'““
k=l

is the  finite complex Fourier transform  of ^2G(w)e*^. The simulation of a stationary 

random  process by using this technique was indicated by Rice (1955), and later was 

extended to the cases of multidimensional processes by Shinozhuka (1972). Yang 

(1971) used it in the simulation of random envelope processes.

Frequency dom ain analysis m ethod

For wave loading the power spectral density function (PSD) or correlation function 

of sea surface elevation is usually calculated from the statistics of the current and 

previous wind conditions. The structural response can then be obtained by using 

the appropriate structural transfer function. Each PSD of sea surface elevation is 

assumed over short tim e periods to  be a random, stationary ergodic and Gaussian 

process with a zero m ean value. Random analysis methods can effectively consider 

the  random features of realistic loadings. Therefore, it is often applied for the 

strength analysis of offshore platforms, especially fatigue analysis and reliability 

analysis.

For linear systems, the  conjugate relationship of equation 2.7 is given by

X*{uj) = (2.18)
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where

X*{uj), ---- are conjugates of X(w), H (u)  and F(w),

= [K -  w^M -  i u C ] - \

The PSD of Xj is as follows

27T
=  \ i m - X i X ;  (2.19)

X j  = H j F  (2.20)

X* = H f F -  = F-'^H] (2.21)

where

X j  Fourier transform  of Xj,

H j  jth  row of H,

Xj^  Hj  conjugates of X j  and Hj.

Srjriiu^) = H jS ,H ' j  (2.22)

where

Sj  =  lim ‘% F F ' ’̂  (2.23) ̂ T^OO T

is the cross power spectral density function of force.

Similarly, the cross power spectral density function of displacement is given by

5„vi(a>) = HTSjH  ̂ (2.24)

Therefore, the PSD of response 5'r(w) can be obtained from the PSD of input 

Sj{uj) using

Sr(u>) =  HSjH-'^  (2.25)

Suppose the force f(t) is a function of wave elevation rj

m  = Ari{t). (2.26)

By using a Fourier transform  we get,

F(uj) =  A{uj)rj{uj). (2.27)
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where

A { u )  the transfer function of wave force.

The conjugate of F{u)  is

F"(w) =  A*{uj)rj*{u) (2.28)

Therefore, the cross power spectral density function of wave force is expressed by

^A{uj)r](uj)rj*(üj)À^(uj)
I -+00 i

=  |/l(w ) |'g ,,(w ), (2.29)

where

^vv i^ )  =  lim (2.30)I —*co ±

Finally, the relationship between the structural response spectrum and the wave 

spectrum  is found as

Sr{u>) = H\A \^H ’‘'^S^^{u>). (2.31)

Of course, the random response can be calculated using the modal analysis 

m ethod which reduces the number of degrees of freedom greatly.

T im e domain analysis m ethod

In order to estim ate the dynamic response of nonlinear systems under irregular wave 

loadings, a tim e domain based simulation m ethod was developed. This m ethod 

transfers the design wave spectrum  into a tim e history of wave loading by using the 

Monte Carlo simulation technique. Then a numerical integration method was used 

to find the structural response caused by this loading tim e history. The advantage 

of the  method is th a t it includes both nonlinearities and the irregular features of the 

waves. Further details about this method are given in Chapter 5.
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2.3 Fatigue analysis

W hen an offshore structure is subjected to a sufficiently large fluctuating tensile 

stress, small crack-like defects will grow in size and eventually cause fatigue damage 

a t some critical condition. Although the fatigue damage mechanism is now fairly 

well understood an accurate and complete description of the loading conditions is 

still difficult to establish for many offshore platforms. Essentially what is required is 

the  probability density function of rainflow cycle ranges, these being now generally 

accepted as the most relevant fatigue damage indicator in a random signal. The 

problem then becomes th a t of obtaining these rainflow cycles and this can be done 

either in the tim e or frequency domains.

2.3.1 General fatigue m odel

The most widely used fatigue model is referred to as the Palmgren-Miner rule (by 

Palm gren and Miner, 1945). In M iner’s words, “ ... the number of cycles applied at 

a given stress level [ is proportional to  the ] useful life expended. W hen the to tal 

damage, as defined by this concept, reaches 100 percent, the fatigue specimen should 

fail.” This may be expressed m athem atically as:

-  1 (2-32)
t=l

where

r ii  num ber of cycles occurring in stress range i.

N i  num ber of cycles in stress range i needed to cause failure,

m  num ber of stress range intervals considered.

Tests on steel specimens subjected to fluctuating loads show tha t the num ber 

of cycles to failure N is inversely proportional to the stress range according to  the 

following relationship.

N  = kS~^ (2.33)

where k and b are obtained experimentally. Figure 2.3 shows a typical S-N curve.
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Figure 2.3: S-N curve.

Based on the use of the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage hypothesis, Bendat 

(1964) quoted an expression, as follows, for calculating fatigue damage.

n.
(2.34)

Since, in general, the actual number of stress cycles of m agnitude from S to S-|-dS 

during tim e T is

n ,  =  TE[P]p{S)dS  (2.35)

Since we know th a t the  allowable number of stress cycles N (from the S-N curve) is 

given by TV =  kS~^y the calculation of fatigue damage is given by

T1 I
E[D\ =  E [ P \ - j  S'’p(S )dS (2.36)

where

E[D ] fatigue damage,

T  tim e duration over which the fatigue damage is being calculated,

k  coefficient from S-N curve,

b  slope of S-N curve.
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S  stress range,

p ( S )  probability density function of stress ranges.

2.3.2 T he narrow band solution

A term  which is useful when interpreting the type of response is the irregularity 

factor

where

E [0] the number of upward zero crossings per second,

E [P ]  the number of peaks per second.

The irregularity factor is an im portant characteristics in fatigue analysis, since 

th e  difficulty of predicting cycle distributions from a PSD is largely determined by 

its value which varies between 1 and 0. As it approaches 1 the frequency bandwidth 

of the  signal becomes very narrow. In this lim iting case the signal is said to  be 

narrow band, and its probability density of peaks become Rayleigh

g{oc) =  — e . (2.38)
tuq

where

mo =  zeroth moment of PSD,

=  fS°rG(f)df ,

G ( f )  one sided PSD in units of hertz (f).

As the  irregularity factor approaches 0 the  signal becomes more like shot noise. 

In th is lim iting case the signal is said to be completely wide band, and its probability 

density of peaks becomes Gaussian

Designers have generally used the narrow band approach which allows the as

sum ption th a t the distribution of peaks is equal to  the distribution of stress am 

plitudes or stress ranges. This is because it has been simpler to implement and
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gives a conservative result. But positive troughs and negative peaks are ignored. 

In addition, all positive peaks are matched with corresponding troughs of similar 

m agnitude regardless of whether they actually form stress cycles or not. In general, 

the  results from this m ethod will be overconservative. This problem was discussed 

in detail by Dowling (1972), Sherratt (1983) and Bishop (1987). The narrow band 

solution is
T  L

E[D] =  E [0 ] -  /  S' 'p{S)dS  (2.40)
K Jo

where

P(S) = 4mo

S  stress range (twice stress amplitude).

2.3.3 Im proved m ethod for fatigue dam age analysis based  
on rainflow cycles

Although the probability density function of peaks can be obtained for the narrow 

and completely wide band ceises, the range distribution can only be obtained in 

this way for the narrow band caae. In practical situations for m any structures the 

response is not narrow band and so the design approach is conservative.

Some empirical expressions have been put forward to correct this conservatism. 

For example, Dirlik (1985) haa produced an empirical closed form expression for the 

probability density function of rainflow ranges, p r r {S) .  The expression is produced 

using extensive com puter simulations to  model the signals using the Monte Carlo 

technique.

PRr {S)  =  ^ M/2 '-----    (2.41)2(mo)^/^

where

7 =
77% r

mo77%4

1 / 2
77%i 

=  ------
77%o

77%2
77%4J

r, 2 (x „  -  Y )
D\ =

1+7

D ,  =  D, = X - D , - D „  Q = 125(7  -  ^ 3
i  — I t  U \
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This expression can be easily calculated once mo, m i, m 2 and  are obtained. 

The fatigue damage can then be produced by substituting prr  for p(S) in the equa

tion 2.36.

2.3.4 C ategorization of m ethods for calculating fatigue dam 
age

Many m ethods have been used to carry out a  fatigue analysis for an offshore struc

ture. They can be broadly categorised as follows (by Bishop 1988):

(a) Deterministic: A deterministic analysis makes no a ttem pt to model the true 

nature of sea. The data  required for this type of analysis is an H-N curve (wave 

exceedance diagram ), S-H curve (stress range/wave height relationship) and an S-N 

curve (fatigue data).

(b) Transient ( or Tim e Domain ): The basis of tim e series analysis is to divide the 

forcing function up into a set of discrete tim e steps from which the response may be 

calculated using numerical integration routines.

(c) Spectral: For random loading the transfer function approach can be used in 

spectral analysis. This approach is valid for any system th a t can be broken into 

separate linear input-output relationships. It is relatively easy to obtain the re

sponse of a system with a few degrees of freedom, but as the system becomes very 

complicated it is practically impossible to apply to  systems with many degrees of 

freedom without severe simplifications to  the modelling.

(d) Deterministic-spectral: This method uses a m ixture of tim e and frequency do

main techniques to  provide results which retain  m any but not all the advantages of 

a frequency domain analysis over tim e domain calculations.

(e) Transient-spectral: This sort of analysis has been so named because it uses a 

transient analysis to  produce the transfer functions which are then used spectrally. 

The lim itation of cost and complexity for th e  transient analysis method also apply 

to  this approach.

(f) Probabilistic: This method is a spectral m ethod th a t allows for non-linearities
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of response.

The main advantage of the tim e domain approach is the possibility of taking 

into account any kind of nonlinearities. Unfortunately this m ethod requires a lot of 

computing tim e and this is an im portant problem when performing fatigue checks 

and param etric studies on a platform concept. Therefore, the deterministic-spectral 

approach appears to  be the most effective method of handling the random nature 

of the sea eis long as some account can be taken of these nonlinearities. Further 

details about the determ inistic m ethod and determ inistic-spectral method are given 

in later relevant chapters.

2.4 Previous work on fatigue analysis o f offshore 
structures

M alhotra and Penzien (1970) carried out a nondeterm inistic analysis of offshore 

structures. In their analysis, the dynamic wave forces on the  structures were as

sumed to have zero mean, Gaussian characteristics when suitably linearized. The 

structural response of a linear system to nondeterministic input is also zero mean 

and Gaussian. The nonlinearities due to  drag effects were linearized through an 

equivalent linearization technique. Unfortunately, field test results were not suffi

cient to  make a correlation with their analysis.

Mansour and Millman (1974) strongly recommended the use of a dynamic anal

ysis for deeper water offshore platforms and presented a spectral analysis m ethod to 

carry out dynamic random  analysis of fixed platforms. The m ethod presented used 

modal techniques to construct the transfer function in order to  obtain the structural 

displacement response spectral densities from the force power spectral densities. 

Some im portant conclusions were obtained from the analysis. The stresses in the 

undam ped structure were considerably higher than in the dam ped structure. The 

stresses were highest a t the m ember ends and decrease uniformly as one moves away 

from the joint. The relatively high stresses resulted from the  imposition of the first 

mode dynamic displacements. Deep water platforms have lower natural frequencies
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associated with vibrational modes.

Maddox (1974) carried out a fatigue analysis for a deep water fixed platform 

using the determ inistic analysis method. An example platform in 260 metres wa

ter depth was analyzed. It was shown th a t a  dynamic analysis for structures with 

natural period of 2.5 to 3.0 seconds and up is required. It was emphasized tha t the 

determ inistic dynam ic analysis approach does not require the linearization assump

tion.

Maddox and W ildenstein (1975) performed a spectral fatigue analysis for a num

ber of deep water platforms. The dynamic response of the platforms was determined 

by using a lumped-mass mathem atical model with viscous damping, linearised soil 

springs, and a consistent forcing function béised on a generalized Morison’s equa

tion. The stress-history curve was calculated by using frequency domain techniques 

to solve the equations of motion, by assuming th a t the stress cycles were Rayleigh 

distributed for each sea state. In addition, several other assumptions about the sys

tem  being quasi-linear and the process narrow banded, stationary and ergodic were 

made.

W illiams and Rinne (1977) developed some simplified equations for both a deter

ministic and spectral analysis of offshore structures. These equations were based on 

simplified interrelationships between appropriate S-N curves, the wave exceedance 

spectrum  (H-N) and stress range/wave height diagram (S-H). Their work provided 

a useful calculation techniques for the fatigue analysis of offshore platforms.

Wallis, Bayazitoglu and others (1979) presented a procedure for fatigue analysis 

of offshore structures. The spectral analysis m ethod was used and the characteristics 

of the distribution of the response Wcls considered in their work. An investigation 

of offshore structure designs indicated tha t fatigue analysis using the more accurate 

response distributions can differ appreciably from those obtained using the Rayleigh 

distribution.

M arshall (1979) derived a concise linear theory for wave forces and resulting hot 

spot stresses, including directionality and spreading. Directionality and spreading
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are im portant for the description of lower period waves which are of prim ary interest 

in a fatigue analysis. The theory was calibrated by experiment and was proposed as 

the  m ethod for performing a dynam ic fatigue analysis for thousand-foot platforms 

in the Gulf of Mexico.

Kinra and Marshall (1979) used the  finite element analysis m ethod to  perform 

a fatigue analysis for an offshore platform  with 1400 members. The deterministic- 

spectral m ethod was used in their analysis and an extensive prelim inary fatigue 

analysis was carried out. This was followed by a detailed m ember by member check 

of the designed structure using probabilistic techniques.

Hallam (1979) used the finite element analysis computing m ethod to carry out 

a fatigue analysis using the determ inistic-spectral method. The technique of using 

regular wave trains to set up the stress transfer functions for a  jacket structure with 

2,000 degrees of freedom waa dem onstrated. The approach of using transfer functions 

in a spectral analysis to estim ate fatigue damage was shown to  give realistic and 

economic results when compared with a detailed joint design.

Kan and Petrauskas (1981) presented a hybrid time-frequency domain fatigue 

analysis m ethod for deep water platforms. This method utilizes pseudo transfer 

functions th a t were derived from stress tim e histories calculated from a relatively 

small number of random wave tim e histories for representative sea states. Therefore, 

th e  hybrid m ethod is a much more economical approach to use than  the tim e domain 

m ethod, yet it retains the capability of accurately handling nonlinear behaviour. It 

also overcomes the difficulty with the  use of spectral methods for nonlinear systems.

Zijp carried out a spectral dynam ic fatigue analysis for a specific offshore p la t

form and compared the results between a deterministic and spectral analysis and 

between a harmonic solution and a tim e step integration.

Ferrante, Ebecken and others (1981) evaluated the structural fatigue life using 

different analysis methods. Their results showed that the fatigue life obtained from 

th e  random response analysis m ethod is much lower than obtained from the de

term inistic method. The fatigue life predicted using both m ethods were in better
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agreement for a more refined analysis at resonance. In any caxse, because the random 

response analysis m ethod takes into account the continuous spectrum  of waves, it 

produces more reliable results and is generally preferred for fatigue analyses.

Bishop (1987) used the deterministic-spectral analysis m ethod to carry out an 

investigation for a typical deep water offshore platform. Several problems with it 

were investigated and discussed. The most im portant Wcls shown to be how to 

choose the baae wave Ccises for setting up the transfer functions. This is because 

of the nonlinear relationship between wave height and wave force. Despite these 

problems, the  m ethod was shown to have significant advantages when compared 

w ith other m ethods. He put forward some very significant suggestions for future 

work.

Lutes and Larsen (1990) presented an improved spectral method for variable 

am plitude fatigue prediction. The method only involves one spectral moment. It 

is significantly simpler than some other spectral methods which involve three or 

four spectral moments. Simulated data was used to dem onstrate th a t the improved 

m ethod is substantially more accurate than the Rayleigh approximation for some 

situations.

Some relevant work on the fatigue analysis of offshore platforms using spectral 

analysis techniques and determ inistic method was reviewed in this section. The 

advantages and disadvantages with each method were discussed. The original work 

in this thesis is baised on the publications reviewed above.

2.5 N onlinear structural analysis

It is usually preferable to use frequency domain analysis methods for dynamic anal

ysis because of the  reduced computational requirements. However, it is usual to 

assume th a t frequency domain methods can only correctly deal with linear systems. 

In a  fatigue analysis for offshore structures nonlinearities occur at various stages 

of the analysis. For example, they may be result from the fluid force calculation 

m ethod, nonlinear foundation stiffness and so on. Therefore, a lot of work on solv
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ing nonlinear problems in a frequency domain analysis has been done with some 

success in specific areas. Time domain analysis methods can easily include nonlin

earities. However such approaches result in very long computing times, and th a t is 

why frequency domain approaches are preferred, if possible.

2.5.1 N onlinear frequency dom ain analysis

Borgman (1967) presented a m ethod to linearise the nonlinear drag term  in Morison’s 

equation for a spectral analysis. The nonlinear term  of Morison’s equation is

F  = ^ C d pD\U\U (2.42)

Borgman expanded \U\U as a series of sinusoidal velocities, took the first term  only, 

and suggested replacing \U\ with (S/7r)^’̂ Urms- For the case of a sinusoidal velocity 

superimposed on a current Borgam (1969) produced a more complicated formula 

based on the minimum average error between \U\U and the linear approximation.

F  =  ^CDpD[Ki{U + K,)].  (2.43)

Kd is found by minimising:

/ oo
{\U\U -  Ks -  KdU)p(U)dU =  0 (2.44)

-OO

U — ‘̂ wave d" ‘̂ current — (2.45)

where p(U) is the Gaussian probability density function of U. Ks results in a mean 

force. For dynamic calculations:

K j  =  2 m \ 2 P ( ^ )  -  1 4<rp(— ) (2.46)
(7

Sigbjornsson and Morch (1982) dealt with the stochastic theory of nonlinear 

wave forces emphasizing their effects on the structural response of offshore towers. 

A nonlinear stochastic wave effect analysis was presented. The nonlinear stochas

tic  differential equation describing the structure-sea system was approxim ated by a 

linear random differential equation with a stochastic damping matrix. The results
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seems to be reasonable for most fixed offshore platforms. The solution procedure 

was based on a spectral analysis technique and simplified hierarchy closure approx

imation.

Lipsett (1986) presented a new perturbation method based on Lindstedt’s m ethod 

to calculate the mean square structural response and the response spectral density 

for a simple single degree of freedom model of an offshore structure. In the calcu

lation the effect of the nonlinear drag force in random waves was included. The 

relative velocity formulation of Morison equation couples the structural response to 

the fluid forcing resulting in a nonlinear equation of motion with random forcing. 

This method was shown to be closely related to the well-known method of equiva

lent linearisation and represents a consistent improvement to  the linearised solution. 

In addition, Monte Carlo numerical simulations were performed to assess the accu

racy of the perturbation method. This new method can be applied for a much wider 

range of nonlinear values while the regular perturbation m ethod can only be applied 

for extremely small values of nonlinearity.

Jain and D atta  (1987) proposed a frequency domain iterative method to deal 

with the nonlinear drag term  in the equation of motion used in the dynamic analysis 

of offshore structures. An idealised cantilever offshore tower was used to test this 

method. The displacement response spectrum  was calculated using both a tim e 

domain m ethod and a frequency domain iterative method for a specified sea state. 

The results from the two were consistent. This method was shown to be much faster 

computationally than  the tim e domain analysis. It can be conveniently used in place 

of the linearised m ethod for obtaining the dynamic response of a jacket platform  

where the nonlinear drag term  predominates. However, its accuracy needs to  be 

investigated and examined further for different random sea states.

A new methodology for determ ining the dynamic behaviour of deep water p la t

forms in the frequency domain was presented by Deleuil (1989). In this method the 

hydrodynamic forces were separated into two parts. The first one was associated 

with the forces acting on the always immersed part of the structure. The second
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one is the hydrodynamic contribution of structural members located in the vicinity 

of the mean water level. The second part is a highly nonlinear drift force and must 

be taken into account in order to obtain a sufficient good description of the dynamic 

response of a compliant structure in random seas. For this purpose, a second or

der spectral analysis was used. Comparisons were carried out between the results 

obtained from the proposed m ethod and a tim e domain method.

Spanos and Donley proposed an equivalent statistical quadratization method 

baaed on an extension of the equivalent statistical linearisation method for analyz

ing the stationary response of nonlinear single degree of freedom systems subject to 

filtered Gaussian white-noise excitation. This m ethod was applied on two represen

ta tive  systems, one with a damping nonlinearity and the other one with a stiffness 

nonlinearity. Several improvements were incorporated into the new m ethod. One 

was to include higher order term s in the  polynomial expansion of the nonlinearity. 

O ther improvements were to include higher order terms in the Gram-Charlier ex

pansion of the probability distribution and to  seek better functional expressions for 

the  probability distributions. These improvements yielded more reliable response 

statistics. But they substantially reduced the efficiency of the procedure.

Inglis and Kint (1985) carried out a fatigue analysis for the Fulmar A platform by 

using the deterministic-spectral m ethod. Stress transfer functions were developed by 

stepping periodic waves paat the structure in the tim e domain. This was achieved 

by stepping a wave with a particular period and a selected wave am plitude past 

the  structure and recording the cyclic fluctuation in stresses, split into an axial and 

two bending components, at all m em ber ends. The range of the stress fluctuation 

was normalised by the wave height to obtain the transfer function ordinate. This 

procedure was repeated for a certain num ber of wave frequencies of interest. Because 

th e  wave forces and hence the stresses involve nonlinear effects, the wave height 

associated with the specified wave periods used for determining the transfer functions 

m ust be selected using an appropriate technique which effectively linearises the 

nonlinear problem. The predicted results and measured results were compared using
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the relevant stress histories. The fatigue damage obtained from the  measured hot 

spot stress locations were substantially lower than predicted.

Some approxim ate calculation methods for nonlinear frequency domain analysis 

were reviewed above. Although some progress has been made, the spectral analysis 

techniques still need to  be further improved in order to apply it to  offshore platform 

design, in particular, when nonlinearity can not be avoided. This thesis presents a 

new approach to deal with the nonlinear relationship between wave height and wave 

force when used w ithin a spectral fatigue analysis method.

2.5.2 N onlinear piled  foundations

Piled foundations are widely used for fixed offshore structures. Interaction occurs 

between an offshore structure, its foundation and the supporting soil. The flexibility 

of the  soil makes the soil/structure system less stiff than if the structure was on a 

fixed base. This increases the natural period of the system which in tu rn  tends 

to  increase the dynam ic response of the structure. Therefore, in an analysis such 

piled foundations should be taken into account. In general, the analysis of piled 

foundation models can be separated into three approaches. The first one is to use 

elastical theory to  carry out an analysis and then find some approxim ate solution 

under isotropic and uniform assumptions. The dynamic characteristics of the soil are 

described by Young’s modulus or a Shear modulus and damping ratio. However, this 

m ethod does not consider non-uniformity or nonlinearities. The second approach 

involves using a set of nonlinear springs and dashpots to represent the foundation 

behaviour. This m ethod is based on the W inkler assumption. The nonlinear soil 

forces are described using p-y curves which are obtained by experiments. The effect 

of the mass of the soil around the piles is ignored. The third approach involves using 

a finite element technique for the analysis. This method can consider nonlinearities, 

non-uniform soil and so on. Its disadvantage is th a t it requires a lot of computing 

resources and there is a lack of information concerning the dynamic characteristics 

of the  soil from experiments.
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Reese, Cox and Koop (1974) presented a theoretical method to predict the family 

of p-y curves based on the properties of sand and the pile dimensions. Procedures 

were suggested for both static  loading and cyclic loading. While there is some 

theoretical justification for the  m ethod, the behaviour of sand does not lend itself to 

a completely theoretical analysis. Therefore, a considerable amount of empiricism is 

involved in the recommendations. The computed results from the presented m ethod 

were compared with experim ental results.

The same authors as above (1975) proposed a method to predict the family of 

p-y curves for stiff clay. Some experiments were employed for piles under static  and 

cyclic loadings. The results of the experiments were analyzed to obtain families 

of curves showing soil resistance p as a function of pile deflection y. Ba^ed on 

the  experim ental p-y curves and on a theory for the behaviour of soil, procedures 

for predicting the p-y curves were presented. Results from both experiment tests 

and from the proposed m ethod were compared. The development of a m ethod for 

predicting the p-y curves for all manners of stiff clays is a complex problem and 

alm ost certainly requires full-scale tests to be carried out. Therefore, care should be 

taken before using the methods presented.

M atlock (1970) determined some nonlinear spring characteristics from full-scale 

tests  on a pile embedded in soft clays and suggested rules to construct the  corre

sponding p-y curves. In his work, three loading conditions were considered to be 

particularly  pertinent to the design of laterally loaded piles in soft normally con

solidated m arine clays. The loadings were: (1) short tim e static loading, (2) cyclic 

loading, and (3) subsequent reloading with forces less than previous maximums. A 

sum m ary of the recommended procedure for producing p-y curves for the above 

th ree  different loadings in soft clays was given.

Penzien (1964) determined the spring constants in the linear elastic range from 

a static  solution based on the  use of M indlin’s equation. In order to account for 

nonlinear soil behaviour, bilinear force deformation characteristics were used for the 

analysis.
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Novak (1974) derived the spring constants as a function of frequency by using 

Baranov’s equations. In contrast to the two previous solutions this is basically 

a dynamic formulation including inertia effects implicitly (through the frequency- 

dependence of the stiffnesses) and the radiation of waves away from the pile into 

the  surrounding soil. It assumes a plane strain condition and it is only valid for 

relatively high frequencies. The resulting static stiffness of the springs is zero. It is 

only applicable for small levels of strain.

Blaney (1976) applied the la tter approach to the determ ination of the coupled 

lateral and rocking stiffness of a pile embedded in a stra tum  of finite depth. By 

using a consistent boundary m atrix in cylindrical co-ordinates derived by Kausel 

for the analysis of circular foundations and assuming a soil layer with properties 

which are constant in the radial direction, Blaney was able to  avoid the use of finite 

elements. Instead he modelled the pile as a series of regular beam elements. Also, 

to  the dynamic stiffness of the pile he added the boundary m atrix  at each particular 

frequency. The resulting procedure was not only particularly economical but it also 

provided an excellent and complete solution in the linear elastic range for a point 

bearing pile. The soil properties were allowed to change with depth in any arbitrary 

fashion w ithout any extra cost in the com putation. The approach can be extended to 

include variation of soil properties in the radial direction by placing several cylinders 

of soil between the pile and the far field. This extension can be used to approximate 

non-linear soil behaviour in the neighbourhood of the pile.

Angelides (1979) extended Blaney’s work whilst studying the  vertical stiffness of 

piles by simulating the condition of a floating pile by simulating, in an approximate 

way, nonlinear soil behaviour.

Novak and Nogami (1977) determined the pile stiffness for point bearing piles 

by expressing the pile deformations in term s of the natural modes of the stratum . 

Therefore, coupling along the height of the pile is included although vertical dis

placements of the soil are neglected under horizontal excitation and vice versa.

Roesset (1980) reviewed some of the results available on the dynamic stiffness
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of piles. In the linear elastic range a variety of procedures were shown to give very 

sim ilar results. However, more work waa suggested for nonlinear soil behaviour and 

pile group effects.

Novak (1980) described two theories for the calculation of impedance functions 

of piles. These two theories are based on soil reactions derived from the constitutive 

equations of the linear viscoelastic continuum. Such soil reactions have the advan

tage of including the nature of wave propagation associated with the vibration of 

th e  embedded pile but they make the theories only applicable prim arily for small 

strains. For large strains approximate corrections were suggested.

Liou and Penzien (1980) developed a m athem atical modelling technique to evalu

ate  the dynamic stiffness of a piled foundation. It is difficult to evaluate the stiffness 

through a rigorous m athem atical formulation because of the complicated boundary 

conditions. This m ethod is an alternative approach. The m ethod involves four steps. 

Firstly, the soil resistance to  the pile movement, obtained by numerical solution of 

the  boundary value problem, is decomposed into the product of two orthogonal 

functions. This step yields the frequency dependent subgrade stiffness. Secondly, 

th e  dynamic stiffness of a single pile is calculated by using the subgrade stiffness 

obtained in the first step and the inertia and damping of the pile. Thirdly, the pile 

group interaction factor is determined by using the soil resistance functions at adja

cent piles when one pile in the pile group is excited. Finally, the dynamic stiffness 

of a  pile group is calculated from the results of the second and th ird  steps.

In conclusion, it can therefore be stated  th a t in the linear elastic range the 

various methods available give similar results. However, more work about nonlinear 

soil behaviour for pile foundations needs to be done.

2.6 Sensitiv ity  of fatigue damage to  uncertain
ties o f input data

As stated  in the previous sections, fatigue considerations are im portant in the design 

of offshore structures and, in some cases, may govern the design. The random nature
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of the calculated fatigue damage is strongly associated with uncertainties in the input 

data. It is therefore necessary to assess the influence of these uncertainties on the 

calculated fatigue damage random variable.

Atkins Oil and Gas Enginering Ltd (1988) performed such sensitivity studies on 

shallow water jacket structures. Four different offshore platform s were used for the 

investigation. Three of them  were located in a nominal water depth of 36.58 metres 

and the other in 25.93 metres. The objective of the sensitivity studies were:

(a) to determine the sensitivity of global loading to changes in the  input parameters 

and methodologies associated with oceanographic data and fluid loading.

(b) to assess the influence of jacket type and structure fram ing on global loading 

sensitivity.

(c) to assess the contribution to global loading made by typical platform appurte

nances.

The global loading sensitivity study wa5 presented in term s of base shear and 

overturning moment and investigated the parameters below using standard deter

ministic analysis techniques. Industry standard engineering interpretation and ap

plication of the oceanographic and other data was adopted.

(a) Oceanographic p a ram ete rs  wave height, wave period, water depth, current

velocity, current profile and wind;

(b) Fluid param eters and m ethodology wave theory, wave/current interaction,

drag coefficient, inertia coefficient and wave kinematics;

(c) structural p a ram ete rs  appurtenance, splcish zone framing level and marine

growth.

The results of the investigation were presented in terms of the  percentage change 

in maximum load due to  an arbitrary 10% change in the chosen param eter. The 

results showed th a t environmental loading, as determined by the  use of Morison’s 

equation and a determ inistic analysis, was most sensitive to wave height. The sec

ond most im portant param eter was water depth, then drag coefficient and current 

velocity. Therefore, wave height was suggested as the greatest cause of loading
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uncertainty.

From the analysis an estim ate was made of the expected variation on each pa

ram eter as a percentage of the total possible variation. The results are as follows,

(a) water h e ig h t------ 20%to +  40%,

(b) drag coefficient-------- 30%to +  30%,

(c) current ve locity-------- 10%to -f-1 0 %,

(d) wave p e rio d ------- I0%to -f 7%,

(e) water d e p th ------- 6%to +  4%,

(f) inertia  coefficient-------- l%to  -f 2 %.

Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (1988) carried out further sensitivity studies on 

fixed offshore platforms to assess the im portance of particular design param eter 

uncertainties. The objective of this research was to determ ine the sensitivity of 

the  static  and fatigue strength of fixed platforms to uncertainties in various design 

param eters. Two Northern North Sea platform s for deep water and one Southern 

N orth Sea platform  for shallow water were used. The design param eters were varied 

one at a tim e, within appropriate ranges, and the  influence on both the static and 

fatigue strength was calculated. Of course, it was a formidable task to cover all 

possible ranges of values for the design param eters. Therefore, the range for each 

param eter was kept within reasonable limits. In the investigation the average life of 

a num ber of critical joints was used for validation. In addition, the number of joints 

below a threshold life was used as an alternative measure of fatigue strength.

Some im portant results were obtained from the investigation. The uncertainties 

associated w ith Cd and Cm  were quantified. It was found th a t these, as well as the 

accuracy involved with the estimation of design wave height, have most influence on 

the  global base shear and overturning moment. It was found th a t the uncertainty 

associated with Cd for rough members has a much larger effect than  the variation in 

the  thickness of marine growth. Different approaches for dealing with wave-current 

interaction resulted in large variations in global load compared with the effect of 

using different oceanographic current profiles or with the effect of variation in the
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magnitude of the depth averaged current. In determining the m agnitude of the 

global loading, the choice of wave theory (Airy, Stokes’ 5th theory or D ean’s stream 

function) has very little  effect for the deep water platforms. Global loading was 

underestim ated by 15% when using Airy wave theory on the shallow water platform. 

However, when the water depth and wave height combination was near the wave 

breaking point the choice of wave theory was shown to have a more significant 

influence on global loading.

The fatigue sensitivity of the platforms was shown to be most affected by the 

choice of S-N curves and the variation of the inertia coefficient. In addition, different 

SCF formulae used in the design produce a large variation in the expected fatigue 

life of individual joints, even though the expected life over all joints remained ap

proxim ately constant. So it seems th a t no single set of existing SCF formulae is 

conservative and th a t the various differences in the existing SCF formulations need 

to  be resolved.

The work on the assessment of the influence of some im portant environmental 

param eters was reviewed. It can be seen th a t the uncertainties of the input data 

affect the calculation of fatigue damage. Therefore, an investigation of the sensitivity 

of fatigue damage to  the  uncertainties in some im portant environmental parameters 

were carried out in C hapter 4.

2.7 A nalysis m ethod used for sensitiv ity  studies

Following on from the studies described in section 2.6 Atkins Oil and Gas Enginer

ing Ltd (1989) carried out some research on the analysis of uncertainties in offshore 

platform  design for the following purposes:

(a) to develop a statistical technique for the analysis of uncertainty,

(b) to provide an objective measure of the relative importance of the various uncer

tainties in the problem under analysis,

(c) to consider the inform ation generated in the earlier sensitivity studies, to ap

ply this technique to a range of different fixed jacket structures, and to a  range of
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different output param eters, such as base shear, overturning moment and fatigue 

life.

The Atkins studies were based on the concept of an “uncertainty tree” , which 

was a representation of the design process in which attention was focussed on the 

input param eters and the calculation steps which connect them  to the chosen output 

param eter. A schematic diagram of a simple uncertainty tree is illustrated in Figure

2.4.

Input
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Input
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Input
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Intermediate
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Figure 2.4: Uncertainty tree.

The input param eters were assumed to be uncertain, but to  have known proba

bility distributions describing their uncertainties, and for each node in the tree there 

is a specified equation relating the input and output param eters at tha t level. To 

avoid introducing the full complexity of the design process, these linking equations 

were highly empirical, and were developed by least squares curve fitting techniques 

from the results of the previous sensitivity studies for the selected platforms.

For each of the input param eters, in each uncertainty tree developed in the 

present study, an estim ation of the probability distribution was made by an analysis 

of data in the open literature or by exercising engineering judgement. The distribu

tions obtained are believed to  be the best th a t could be made without undertaking
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a specified study.

During the study, Atkins used com puter software, based on M onte Carlo simu

lation techniques, to analyze the  uncertainty tree. The software can calculate the 

probability distribution of the output param eter from the given input probability 

d istributions and linking equations. It is also possible to perform a more limited 

analysis in which the output param eter is calculated from a selected set of values 

of the input param eters. However, it has proved more convenient to construct a 

non-dimensional measure, by defining an “uncertainty index” , equal to the range 

for the active input param eter divided by the sum of the ranges for all the input 

param eters represented in the uncertainty tree. The advantage of this definition is 

th a t the sum of the uncertainty indices is always equal to  unity, which is in the form 

of a pie-chart. An example of such a pie-chart is shown in Figure 2.5.

marine growth current
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mass coefficient
meix. wave height physical veiriability____________  8.0%

^ wave period
8 .0 %
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max. wave height statisticed variability 25 0%
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Figure 2.5: U ncertainty index.
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Fatigue D am age A ssessm ent of  
Shallow W ater P latform s U sing  
the D eterm in istic and  
D eterm inistic-Spectral M ethods

3.1 Introduction

Shallow water offshore platforms are located in a wide range of random wave loading 

conditions. However, spectral analysis techniques have not been used very much for 

the analysis of such platform s, partly because of the nonlinearities present for such 

systems and also because of the lack of dynamic response. A typical shallow water 

jacket-type platform  may have a longest natural period of about 1.5 seconds. The 

platform  will respond qucisi-statically to  the wave loading at periods much longer 

than  the natural periods. Therefore, the deterministic analysis m ethod is a common 

approach to  estim ate the  fatigue damage of shallow water platforms. However, this 

m ethod has some flaws which are:

(1) The num ber of cycles of stress ranges of a structure may differ significantly from 

the num ber of cycles of input waves.

(2) The determ inistic m ethod requires tha t all the random sea states which occur 

during the life of the platform can be represented by perhaps 1 0 0  or so different 

regular wave trains. In fact, it is very difficult to justify this.

(3) It is unsuitable with structures which are dynamically excited because a small

44
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change in the assumed period of the applied load will considerably influence the 

results.

This chapter assesses the use of, need for, and limitations of, spectral analysis 

techniques applied to shallow water platforms. Details about the deterministic and 

the  deterministic-spectral methods are described below. In order to compare the 

fatigue damage estim ated by the two methods for a typical shallow water platform 

in the same sea states, different descriptions of the equivalent wave loadings for both 

methods were needed and these were estim ated from the sea state scatter diagrams. 

Then, the two m ethods were used to investigate the fatigue damage of a shallow 

water platform using the ASAS-Offshore package. Finally, the results obtained for 

the  two m ethods are compared. The platform  used is a typical North Sea (Rough 

Field) platform  operated by British Gas. British Gas have been strongly linked 

w ith the work because of the likely advantages th a t they might get from performing 

frequency instead of tim e domain analyses.

3.2 structural m odel for analysis

A typical shallow water platform, which is located in 36 metres water depth in 

the  Rough Field of the North Sea, was used for the investigation. A sketch of the 

structure is shown in Figure 3.1. Such a shallow water jacket-type platform might 

typically have a longest natural period of about 1.5 seconds. It would respond 

quasi-statically to the wave loading. This platform  wais assumed to be fixed on rigid 

foundations w ith 8  legs. It is 41 metres high with 3 stories and has 255 tube mem

bers. The prim ary structure of the jacket comprises 2x3 bay frames connected by 

4x1 bay rows of tubular bracing. Torsional resistance is provided by 4 horizontal 

levels, the first being located at the seabed, the  4th located 44 metres above at the 

top of the jacket. The jacket legs are approxim ately 1 metre diameter, and prim ary 

bracing is between 0.4-0 . 6  metres diameter. The 3rd horizontal level lies approxi

m ately 4 metres below the water surface. All calculations were performed for a 225 

degree angle with respect to  x axis this being the direction used for the original
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design.
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Figure 3.1: Structural model of the shallow water platform.

3.3 D eterm inistic analysis method

When the structure does not respond at its natural frequency, the deterministic 

analysis approach is often appropriate. The method is usually applied for the ex

trem e load analysis of a fixed structure and for the fatigue analysis of relatively 

shallow water fixed structure which has a high natural frequency.

A large spacing between structural natural frequency and (lowest) wave fre

quency means th a t the structure will respond to the wave loading at any instant as 

if the loading were applied as a static load, with perhaps a small dynamic amplifica

tion factor. This “quasi-static” behaviour permits the dynamic amplification factor 

to be calculated by just considering the dominant waves in the sea. If, however, the 

natural frequency was in the range of the significant wave loading then the struc

tu re ’s response at its natural frequency is importamt and it is necessary to consider 

the range of frequencies in the sea and to perform a more complicated analysis. Sea
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wave loading is generally deemed to be in the range 4 to 20+ seconds periods or 

below 0.25Hz. Therefore, if the natural frequency is well above 0.25Hz then static 

rather than dynamic response is assumed.

A deterministic analysis makes no attem pt to model the true  nature of the sea. 

In this method, the loading on the  structure is represented by many representative 

loading cases. Each case has a defined num ber of cycles in a certain period of time. 

Then, the structure is analysed to  determ ine the stress range for each of the  loading 

cases. Hence the total fatigue damage in the certain period of tim e can be calculated 

by using Miner’s rule on the various separate stress responses.

The data required for a determ inistic analysis is (Williams and Rinne, 1976):

( 1 ) H-N curve ( wave exceedance diagram ),

(2 ) S-H curve ( stress range/wave height relationship ),

(3) S-N curve ( normal fatigue da ta  ).

The H-N curve can be worked out from Ha — Tz scatter diagrams. The frequency 

content of the wave is removed for a simple deterministic approach. Only the  number 

of waves expected for a particular wave height is given. But the H-N curve is also 

available, in which the joint probability density of a given individual wave height 

and period in a sea state is considered. This kind of data is suitable for a so-called 

semi-probabilistic deterministic analysis method. Details about the determ ination 

of the H-N curve are described more fully in a later section.

The static stress range/wave height relationship can be approxim ated by a 

quadratic polynomial (Williams and Rinne, 1976):

S (H )  =  a iH  + a^H'^ (3.1)

Putting  0 2  equal to zero results in a linear relationship.

As usual the fatigue S-N data  can be put in the form:

N  = K S - ’’ (3.2)

where
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N  the number of cycles to failure at stress S,

b, K  m aterial constants from the actual S-N curve used.

S  stress range.

Using the Binomial theorem can be approxim ated by

5 ‘ =  b  +  H*' e ' ^ ^ d H  (3.3)

Using M iner’s rule it is possible to define the damage a t a particular wave height

A£> =  —  (3.4)
n

The to tal damage can then be obtained by integrating over the range of wave heights.

The above equation takes no account of any dynamic characteristics which the 

structure might have. An attem pt at including the dynamic response can be made 

by using a dynamic amplification function (D.A.F.) into the expression of the total 

fatigue damage (Williams and Rinne, 1976).

This D.A.F. is not very satisfactory because it applies to height, not frequency. 

Even though H and T are strongly linked for a particular sea state, this link is not 

strong if a longer tim e period is used as in the form of a wave exceedance diagram. 

Although some flaws exist with this m ethod, it has the advantage that im portant 

non-linearities can be included.

The procedure used with the ASAS-Offshore Finite Element Analysis package 

for the determ inistic m ethod is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Firstly, the ASAS-WAVE 

program is used to  produce the static loads for each node of the structure. The water 

particle velocities and accelerations are then calculated by using a suitable wave 

theory. The wave load forces on submerged tubular sections are then computed using 

Morison’s equation. More details about this stage are given in the next chapter. 

Next, the wave loads on the structure are used to  calculate structural response 

displacements and forces for each node using the static analysis method used by 

the  ASAS-H program. Finally, the FAT JACK program calculates the structural 

response stresses at each specific hot spot of each node using stress concentration
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factors and hence the fatigue life is obtained. The material (S-N) data  curve is 

required for both the deterministic m ethod and the deterministic-spectral method. 

In addition, wave spectral data is required for the determ inistic-spectral method 

instead of the wave exceedance diagram used in the deterministic analysis.

3.4 D eterm inistic-Spectral m ethod

The deterministic-spectral method is a mixed tim e and frequency domain approach 

which retains many but not all the advantages of a frequency domain analysis over 

a tim e domain analysis. The basis of the m ethod is th a t the transfer function is 

produced deterministically using a series of wave trains of different periods and wave 

heights. Each wave train  with a certain wave height and associated period is called 

a base wave case. The structural stress response to one base wave case produces 

one point on each transfer function between the sea state spectrum  and structural 

response spectrum. There is one such transfer function between the incoming sea 

surface elevation and each hot spot stress point on the structure. It should be noted 

th a t the structural stress response (and the transfer function point) depends on the 

choice of the wave heights and the wave periods for the ba.se wave case. If the  system 

is linear then a change of ba.se wave case height will cause a change in structural 

response but the transfer function point, which is actually a normalised response 

point, will not change. Of course though, if any nonlinearities are present then the 

transfer function will be base wave ca.se dependent. Wave period is im portant be

cause it affects the wave length of the base wave case. Because the jacket of a typical 

structure is spaced both laterally and longitudinally the load receiving members of 

the  jacket will see different phases of the ba.se wave case. The all im portant total 

load is therefore dependent on the wave period. This in turn  means tha t the trans

fer function is wave period dependent. The stress response spectrum  is obtained 

by multiplying the transfer function by the sea state spectrum. Finally, several 

m ethods are available to find the fatigue damage from this response spectrum.

The general steps of the determ inistic-spectral method are briefly described be
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low:

( 1 ) A series of wave trains of different wave periods and wave heights are determined 

for the base wave cases. The range of periods is chosen to cover the expected range 

of wave energy and the highest structural natural periods.

(2) The wave loading pattern  is calculated for each base wave case.

(3) The transfer function relationship for stress per unit wave height is calculated 

by carrying out a structural analysis for each base wave case. The response for each 

hot spot stress location, caused by each base wave case, is used to  get one point on 

the hot spot stress transfer function.

(4) W ater surface elevation spectra are determined.

(5) The structural stress response spectrum  is obtained by multiplying the ordinates 

of the wave surface elevation spectrum  by the transfer function.

(6 ) The stress amplitudes are assumed to  be narrow banded and hence Rayleigh- 

distributed in any sea state.

(7) The fatigue calculation is carried out directly on the response spectrum.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the main steps of the determ inistic-spectral method.

3.5 Equivalent loads for the two m ethods

An im portant objective of this thesis was to  compare the performance of the deter

m inistic and spectral methods of analysis. In order to  do this it is im portant to have 

an equivalent set of loads. For the determ inistic m ethod a finite set of wave caaes are 

needed but for the spectral approach the equivalent sea s ta te  spectra are required. 

Considerable attention has therefore been given to deriving two sets of equivalent 

load cases. In fact the individual waves used in a determ inistic analysis are usually 

derived from sea state  spectra so the objective Wcls to obtain these spectra.

3.5.1 Wave data for sea states

The results from wave forecasting or ocean measurements are usually presented in 

the  form of the wave spectrum . Exam ination of the spectrum  shows th a t the wave
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the analysis m ethods using the ASAS package.

energy is often concentrated in a relatively narrow band. The Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum  describes conditions in a fully developed wind generated sea state (Pierson 

and Moskowitz, 1964). The energy density at each frequency is given by

where

H s  significant wave height,

Tz zero crossing period,

f  frequency,

 wave spectral density.

7T
(3.5)
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However, the Perison-Moskowitz spectrum  may not always give a realistic de

scription of the sea conditions of the North Sea, particularly during the wave growth 

stage. There is an evidence to show that the wave spectrum  can be much more 

sharply peaked than would be indicated by an equivalent Pierson-Moskowitz spec

trum .

In order to improve the understanding of the processes th a t develop a wind- wave 

field, a m ulti-national experiment was conducted in the southern North Sea, The re

sults of this experim ent showed that wave/wave interaction produced a considerable 

rise of the peak in the energy spectrum during the wave growth stage (Hasselman et 

al,, 1973), In a corresponding Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum there is much less energy 

content in the  peak. This is illustrated in Figure 3,3, This “overshoot” phenomenon 

is found to be more or less consistent for all of the wave growth recordings. The

sharply peaked spectra are parametrised with least squares fit of the  JONS WAP

spectrum . It can be expressed by

S n , ( f )  = { a f f^ (2 7 r ) -V -^ x p [ :ÿ ( - f  (3 .6 )
Jm

where

7  peak enhancement param eter ( 7  =  3,3 for North Sea ),

a   0.076(^x/C/)"°-^ ,̂

X ------------- f e t c h ,

U ----- mean wind speed at 10 metres above sea level,

cr ------- (Ta = 0,07 ( /  <  fm), (Th =  0,09 ( /  >  /m).

The JONSWAP wave spectrum  was used throughout this thesis for the shallow 

water situation,

3.5.2 W ave data for a determ inistic approach

For a determ inistic analysis it is assumed th a t the sea state  can be modelled a,s 

a series of discrete waves of various heights and periods, A simple deterministic

analysis concentrates on modelling correctly the height distribution of the  waves.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the relationship between JONSWAP and Pierson-
Moskowitz spectra.

No information on wave period is included in this distribution and therefore typical 

wave periods have to be assigned to the wave heights by the analyst, usually on the 

basis of a steepness criteria. The distribution of individual wave heights is usually 

estim ated from the Hs — Tz scatter diagram using a method proposed by Battjes 

(1970). This distribution is based on a Rayleigh wave height distribution

(3.7)

where

H  the individual wave height,

H s  significant wave height.

For the  specified sea situation used in this investigation (Rough Field) it is 

thought th a t the distribution of individual zero-crossing wave heights may be better 

represented by the Gluhovski distribution, in the form of a two param eter Weibull 

distribution (Marex Technology Ltd, 1991 and M artin et al., 1988). The two pa

ram eters form of the Gluhovski distribution is as follows:

P { H > H ' )  =  exp[ -A {HIH s) (3.8)
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where

A  7 ,

B  .

7  and -0 are taken individually 2.12 and 9.14 for the particular investigation here. 

Therefore, the Gluhovski distribution is given by

P { H > H ' )  =  exp{-2 .l2(HIH,f-^°^]  (3.9)

The to tal number of waves in each Ha and T, interval on the scatter diagram  is

calculated by the following expression

"  =  < " » )

where

N  the num ber of waves in each Ha and T, interval,

T z  zero-crossing period,

n  the proportion number of tim e th a t the given sea-state occurs in

parts per thousand,

 the num ber of wave records in N years ( for an average 1 year

period and 3 hourly wave date, is 2,922 ),

Radi  the to tal num ber of occurrences of Ha and Tz in the directional

scatter diagram.

Rad  the to tal num ber of occurrences of Ha and Tz in the omnidirec

tional scatter diagram.

Having produced the Gluhovski distributions for each wave height range and the 

to ta l num ber of waves for all of the sea states in the scatter diagram in one year, 

the  num ber of the individual wave heights in one year for each wave height range 

can be worked out. These num bers of wave heights are tabulated in Table 3.1.

It is physically possible for waves of a given height to exist with a wide range 

of associated periods, provided th a t the wave height to wave length ratio does not 

exceed the theoretical breaking lim it of around 1:7. However, there is no similar
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Wave Height 
(metres)

Distribution of Waves 
(Battjes)

D istribution of Waves 
(Gluhovski)

0.0-0.9 453036 391056
1.0-1.9 178960 154477
2.0-2.9 45305 39107
3.0-3.9 12718 10978
4.0-4.9 3939 3400
5.0-5.9 1319 1139
6.0-6.9 473 408
7.0-7.9 175 151
8.0-8.9 65 56
9.0-9.9 24 2 1

10.0-10.9 9 8

11.0-11.9 3 3
12.0-12.9 1 1

Total 696072 600805

Table 3.1: Gluhovski distribution of waves for north direction.

lower limit to  this param eter. The relationship between wave steepness, height and 

period is given by

S  = H I L  = {2irH) /  (gT^) (3.11)

where

S

H

T

L

wave steepness,

- individual wave height, 

associated wave period, 

wave length.

The effect of increasingly shallow water is to  reduce the wavelength of the incident 

waves increasing their steepness until they break. In practice this occurs around a 

steepness of 1 : 1 0  for all waves except the smallest so th a t the theoretical lim it of 1 : 7  

is probably an over estim ate. This may also be due to the approxim ations of the 

wave theories.

Although wave period has an im portant effect on wave loading, some value of a 

steepness of wave is usually chosen and applied to each individual wave height band 

to  obtain a representative period for th a t band. For the Rough Field area of the
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Wave Height 

(metres)

Period 
S =  1/18
(second)

Period 
S =  1/10 
(second)

Wave Height 

(metres)

Period 
S =  1/18
(second)

Period 
S =  1/10 
(second)

12.50 1 2 . 0 8.95 5.50 7.96 5.94
11.50 11.51 8.58 4.50 7.20 5.37
10.50 1 1 . 0 0 8 . 2 0 3.50 6.35 4.73
9.50 10.46 7.80 2.50 5.37 4.00
8.50 9.90 7.38 1.50 4.16 3.10
7.50 9.30 6.93 0.50 2.40 1.79
6.50 8 . 6 6 6.45

Table 3.2: Wave heights and representative wave periods.

North Sea S was taken as the mean steepness 1/18 or largest non-breaking value of 

1/10 (Marex Technology Ltd, 1991). Based on these values for S, the wave heights 

and associated periods can be produced using equation 3.11. These are given in 

Table 3.2.

A more realistic determ inistic m ethod pays proper attention to the associated 

period. This more realistic approach is referred to as the semi-probabilistic deter

ministic analysis method. In order to apply this method the i f ,  — Tz scatter diagram 

is used to obtain the distribution of the individual wave heights and the associated 

periods through a bivariate probability distribution.

Several formula^e are available which give the joint probability density of a given 

individual wave height and period in a sea-state. Longuet-Higgins (1983) derived a 

theoretical probability density function for the joint distribution of wave heights and 

wave periods. This probability density function is an approximate formula which is 

given by

(3.12)

where

R H
2V2mo ’

H ---- the individual wave height,

S -----TJT\ where T is the wave period,

T \  m o/m i.
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i ( ^ ) _ 2 [ l  +  (l +  ^^)-V2]-i,

1 /  {[{Triom 2) /  TTil] — 1} /̂^

This expression represents an asymm etric distribution which is in accordance with 

realistic observation, and which only depends on the  three lowest spectral moments, 

mo, m i, m 2 - It avoids using the fourth moment which is adopted in other prob

ability distributions. It is inconvenient to use m^ because it may depend rather 

critically on the behaviour of the spectrum  at high frequencies. Technically this 

distribution expression is correct only to order z/, but by not making certain ap

proxim ations, legitim ate to  this order. Undoubtly there are further corrections of 

order to  be made if the distribution is to  be entirely correct to this order, but 

the  observational evidence suggests th a t such corrections are small and not very 

significant for practical applications. In comparison with the analysis of other au

thors, the Longuet-Higgins’ model has the advantage of comparative simplicity, in 

depending only on lower spectral moments. The most satisfactory procedure may 

be to estim ate u not from the spectrum  S(f) but from the measured distribution 

of wave periods, as was done by Longuet-Higgins (1975) and Coda (1978). Indeed 

Coda found th a t u is highly correlated with certain other param eters which shows 

th a t it is reasonably stable. Apparently the reason for the success of this m ethod of 

estim ating i/ is tha t it reflects whatever subjective choices are made by the observer 

when measuring r  from the wave record, choices which may amount to applying a 

subjective low-peiss filter to  the record.

To obtain the overall average annual distribution of individual wave heights and 

associated periods the contribution from each sea state  has to be considered.

In order to do this the following procedure is adopted. Firstly, a JONS WAP 

spectrum  based on given values of Hs and Tz of the form suggested by C arter is 

fitted to  each Hg, Tz square of the scatter diagram (Hasselman et al., 1973). It is 

given by

5 , , ( / )  =  0 .0 7 4 9 H ^ % ( T J ) - ^ e x p [ - 0 A 5 6 7 / { T jy ]  3.3« (3.13)

where
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Q ------exp[—(1.2867^/ —

a ------- 0.07 ( 1.286 T J  < 1 ), 0.09 ( 1.286 T J  > 1 ).

The wave spectra are calculated using equation 3.13.

Secondly, the  spectral moments, mo, m i, and m 2 are calculated by using a 

numerical integration technique and hence u and L(u) are obtained.

Finally, the Longuet-Higgins wave height-period probability density function is 

used to determ ine the number of waves th a t would occur in each sea-state for a full 

year. The calculation procedure is as follows,

(1 ) Evaluate the  probability of each H, T band using equation 3.12

P { H ,T )  =  E E  p ( R , S ) A R A S
R S

= EE P i m ^ n  S ( H , T ) ] ^ ^  A H A T  (3.14)

where P(H ,T) is the joint probability of wave heights and periods, A H  is the wave

height band selected to be 1.0 m etre and A T  is the wave period band chosen to be

1 . 0  second.

(2) Find the  to ta l number of waves, per year using equation 3.10.

(3) Calculate the number of waves representing any H, T bands per year using 

N iP {H ,T ) .

The procedure above wcls repeated for each box in the Hg-, Tz scatter diagram. 

The num ber of waves was then summed in order to obtain the to tal number of waves 

for all sea states

N ( H , T )  =  E E  Ni{H,T,Hg,Tz)  (3.15)
Hs Tz

The procedure described above was implemented by producing a FORTRAN 

com puter program developed by the author. The individual waves computed from 

the north directional scatter diagram are tabulated in Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

The three sets of the numbers for the wave height bands from Battjes, Gluhovski

distribution and Longuet-Higgins joint probability distribution are plotted in Figure

3.4. It can be seen th a t they are generally consistent.
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Wave
Height

(m)

Period
0 - 1

(s)

Period
1 - 2

(s)

Period
2-3
(s)

Period
3-4
(s)

Period
4-5
(s)

Period
5-6
(s)

O.O-l.O 1417.5 10493.8 40301.3 78830.7 80598.4 57823.3
l.G-2 . 0 0 . 0 1.73 1052.5 13481.4 34474.6 36855.1
2.0-3.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 14.969 805.536 5314.357 9914.596
3.0-4.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.317 53.271 695.907 2340.206
4.0-5.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.003 3.506 90.273 520.958
5.0-6.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.183 11.574 110.767
6.0-7.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.007 1.382 23.678
7.0-8.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.146 5.254
8.0-9.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.013 1.191

9.0-10.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 1 0.263
1 0 .0 - 1 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.054
1 1 .0 - 1 2 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 0

12.0-13.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 2

13.0-14.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

14.0-15.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

15.0-16.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

16.0-17.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

17.0-18.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

18.0-19.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

19.0-20.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

Table 3.3: Distribution of individual wave-period joint probability density function
for shallow water waves.
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Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period period
Height 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 2 12-13

(m) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
O.O-l.O 36140.9 22219.9 14157.2 9476.1 6653.5 4870.4 3691.9
1 .0 -2 . 0 26024.1 15574.9 8979.8 5292.8 3260.9 2109.4 1428.6
2.0-3.0 9233.6 6076.9 3499.8 1963.1 1125.5 672.5 420.9
3.0-4.0 3027.0 2324.7 1410.9 792.6 443.1 254.1 151.3
4.0-5.0 960.21 892.98 593.59 348.24 196.23 110.38 63.45
5.0-6.0 296.42 343.99 260.72 164.07 94.22 52.24 29.10
6.0-7.0 90.81 132.73 117.66 80.17 47.06 25.88 14.11
7.0-8.0 27.96 50.85 52.96 39.31 23.86 13.22 7.17
8.0-9.0 8.62 19.03 23.21 18.98 12.14 6.90 3.76

9.0-10.0 2.606 6.859 9.798 8.941 6.126 3.621 1.990
1 0 .0 - 1 1 . 0 0.753 2.366 3.978 4.079 3.027 1.878 1.042
1 1 .0 - 1 2 . 0 0.203 0.780 1.552 1.786 1.446 0.949 0.532
12.0-13.0 0.203 0.246 0.580 0.745 0.661 0.463 0.262
13.0-14.0 0 . 0 1 2 0.074 0.206 0.293 0.288 0.217 0.123
14.0-15.0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 2 1 0.069 0.109 0.119 0.097 0.055
15.0-16.0 0 . 0 0 0 0.006 0 . 0 2 2 0.038 0.046 0.041 0.023
16.0-17.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0.007 0 . 0 1 2 0.017 0.017 0.009
17.0-18.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.004
18.0-19.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1

19.0-20.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0

Table 3.4: Distribution of individual wave-period joint probability density function
for shallow water waves (continued).
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Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19

(m) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
O.O-l.O 2881.1 2303.5 1879.5 1560.1 1314.2 1 1 2 1 . 2

1 .0 -2 . 0 1007.6 735.9 553.9 427.8 337.7 271.8
2.0-3.0 275.6 275.6 132.8 96.83 72.56 55.68
3.0-4.0 94.02 60.88 40.97 28.54 20.51 15.14
4.0-5.0 37.78 23.41 15.09 1 0 . 1 0 6.98 4.973
5.0-6.0 16.69 9.942 6.167 3.973 2.648 1.820
6.0-7.0 7.874 4.552 2.730 1.696 1.087 0.717
7.0-8.0 3.932 2 . 2 1 1 1.277 0.758 0.462 0.289
8.0-9.0 2.030 1 . 1 0 2 0.606 0.340 0.194 0.114

9.0-10.0 1.052 0.546 0.283 0.147 0.078 0.042
1 0 .0 - 1 1 . 0 0.536 0.263 0.127 0.061 0.029 0.014
1 1 .0 - 1 2 . 0 0.264 0 . 1 2 1 0.054 0.023 0 . 0 1 0 0.004
12.0-13.0 0.125 0.053 0 . 0 2 1 0.008 0.003 0 . 0 0 1

13.0-14.0 0.056 0 . 0 2 2 0.008 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0

14.0-15.0 0.023 0.008 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

15.0-16.0 0.009 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

16.0-17.0 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

17.0-18.0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

18.0-19.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

19.0-20.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

Table 3.5: Distribution of individual wave-period joint probability density function
for shallow water waves (continued).
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Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height 19-20 2 0 - 2 1 2 1 - 2 2 22-23 23-24 24-25

(m) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
O.O-l.O 967.1 842.3 739.9 654.8 583.5 523.1
1 .0 -2 . 0 222.3 184.5 155.1 131.9 113.3 98.1

2.0-3.01 43.6 34.8 28.2 23.2 19.3 16.3
3.0-4.0 11.45 8.847 6.962 5.570 4.522 3.719
4.0-5.0 3.636 2.721 2.078 1.616 1.277 1.024
5.0-6.0 1.285 0.929 0.687 0.517 0.396 0.308
6.0-7.0 0.486 0.337 0.239 0.172 0.127 0.095
7.0-8.0 0.185 0 . 1 2 2 0.082 0.056 0.039 0.028
8.0-9.0 0.068 0.042 0.026 0.017 0 . 0 1 1 0.007

9.0-10.0 0.023 0.013 0.008 0.005 0.003 0 . 0 0 2

1 0 .0 - 1 1 . 0 0.007 0.004 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0

1 1 .0 -1 2 . 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

12.0-13.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

13.0-14.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

14.0-15.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

15.0-16.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

16.0-17.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

17.0-18.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

18.0-19.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

19.0-20.0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

Table 3.6: Distribution of individual wave-period joint probability density function
for shallow water waves (continued).
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Figure 3.4: Number of waves against wave height from Battjes, Gluhovski and 
Longuet-Higgins distributions.

3.5.3 Wave data for the determ inistic-spectral method

The wave data for the determ inistic-spectral method is presented in the form of 

com plete wave spectra. For the specific offshore location being considered in this 

thesis the  69 sea states used are given in Table 3.7 (Marex Technology Ltd, 1991).

As described earlier a series of wave trains of different wave periods and heights 

are required to produce the structural transfer function. It is conventional to use the 

largest non breaking wave height for the particular period being considered. This is 

the most conservative approach. Sometimes the average wave steepness of 1/18 is 

used. In this thesis therefore, these values of 1/10 and 1/18 were used as reference 

values. In addition, the base wave cases were selected by using an improved method. 

The details of this improved method are given in C hapter 5. The wave heights and 

associated wave periods for the chosen base wave cases were calculated by using 

equation 3.11. The results are given in Table 3.8.
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Hs
(metres)

T.
(seconds)

Proportion 
of Occurrence

Hs
(metres)

Tz
(seconds)

Proportion 
of Occurrence

0.25 1.5 0.00025 2.75 8.5 0.0020
0.25 2.5 0.0060 2.75 9.5 0.00025
0.25 3.5 0.0240 3.25 4.5 0.0010
0.25 4.5 0.0180 3.25 5.5 0.0090
0.25 5.5 0.0080 3.25 6.5 0.0250
0.25 6.5 0.0010 3.25 7.5 0.0050
0.25 7.5 0.00025 3.25 8.5 0.0020
0.75 2.5 0.0070 3.25 9.5 0.00025
0.75 3.5 0.0590 3.75 5.5 0.0020
0.75 4.5 0.0900 3.75 6.5 0.0140
0.75 5.5 0.0480 3.75 7.5 0.0070
0.75 6.5 0.0090 3.75 8.5 0.0020
0.75 7.5 0.0020 3.75 9.5 0.00025
1.25 3.5 0.0210 4.25 5.5 0.00025
1.25 4.5 0.1150 4.25 6.5 0.0060
1.25 5.5 0.0880 4.25 7.5 0.0030
1.25 6.5 0.0280 4.25 8.5 0.0010
1.25 7.5 0.0040 4.25 9.5 0.00025
1.25 8.5 0.00025 4.75 6.5 0.0010
1.75 3.5 0.0020 4.75 7.5 0.0040
1.75 4.5 0.0540 4.75 8.5 0.0020
1.75 5.5 0.0950 5.25 6.5 0.0010
1.75 6.5 0.0380 5.25 7.5 0.0030
1.75 7.5 0.0060 5.25 8.5 0.0020
1.75 8.5 0.0020 5.75 6.5 0.0010
2.25 3.5 0.0010 5.75 7.5 0.0010
2.25 4.5 0.0110 5.75 8.5 0.0010
2.25 5.5 0.0530 6.25 8.5 0.0010
2.25 6.5 0.0360 6.25 9.5 0.00025
2.25 7.5 0.0090 6.75 7.5 0.00025
2.25 8.5 0.0010 6.75 8.5 0.00025
2.75 4.5 0.0020 7.25 8.5 0.00025
2.75 5.5 0.0290 7.25 9.5 0.00025
2.75 6.5 0.0310 7.75 10.5 0.00025
2.75 7.5 0.0070

Table 3.7: The sea state data.
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Wave
frequency

(Hz)

Wave
period

(seconds)

Wave height 
S =  1/10

(metres)

Wave height 
S =  1/18

(metres)

Wave height 
Improved method 

(see Chapter 5) 
(metres)

0.0389 25.57 15.60 15.60 6.50
0.0404 24.74 15.60 15.60 6.60
0.0418 23.91 15.60 15.60 6.70
0.0433 23.08 15.60 15.60 6.90
0.0449 22.25 15.60 15.60 7.10
0.0466 21.42 15.60 15.60 7.30
0.0486 20.59 15.60 15.60 7.50
0.0506 19.76 15.60 15.60 7.80
0.0528 18.93 15.60 15.60 8.10
0.0552 18.10 15.60 15.60 8.40
0.0579 17.27 15.60 15.60 8.80
0.0608 16.44 15.60 15.60 9.30
0.0641 15.61 15.60 15.60 9.70
0.0677 14.78 15.60 15.60 10.40
0.0717 13.95 15.60 15.60 10.80
0.0762 13.12 15.60 14.93 11.50
0.0813 12.29 15.60 13.10 11.90
0.0873 11.46 15.60 11.39 12.10
0.0941 10.63 15.60 9.80 12.00
0.1020 9.80 14.99 8.33 11.70
0.1115 8.97 12.56 6.98 11.20
0.1223 8.14 10.34 5.75 10.40
0.1368 7.31 8.34 4.64 9.40
0.1543 6.48 6.55 3.64 8.30
0.1770 5.65 4.98 2.77 5.53
0.2075 4.82 3.62 2.02 4.03
0.2506 3.99 2.48 1.38 2.76
0.3268 3.16 1.55 0.87 1.73
0.4291 2.33 0.84 0.47 0.94
0.6667 1.50 0.35 0.19 0.39

Table 3.8: Wave heights and representative wave periods for the base wave cases.
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Simple Deterministic Method

Element No. Node No.
Hot Spot Fatigue Life 

S = l/1 8
(yrs/cri order)

Fatigue Life 
S = l/1 0  

(yrs/cri order)
315 310 1 162.54/1 127.70/1
305 302 2 189.04/2 135.33/2
310 309 1 252.03/3 188.97/3
306 309 6 318.09/5 244.65/4
314 303 5 289.94/4 245.98/5
302 301 5 442.42/7 257.76/6
317 310 5 481.00/8 300.98/7
309 302 5 410.57/6 333.13/8
319 311 4 554.59/9 348.33/9
318 304 4 757.96/10 386.30/10

Table 3.9: Fatigue lives of the most critical nodes using the simple deterministic 
method.

3.6 R esults

Once the  distribution of the individual wave heights and associated wave periods was 

determ ined, the determ inistic method was implemented by using the AS AS-Offshore 

package combined with various pre and post process programs w ritten by the author. 

The equivalent wave load data was used for both the deterministic method and for 

the determ inistic-spectral method. The fatigue lives of the first ten most critical 

nodes of the structure are listed in Tables 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. Fatigue lives were 

produced using the simple deterministic, the  semi-probabilistic deterministic and 

the determ inistic-spectral methods. It can be seen from the results tha t the order 

of the first ten most critical nodes for each m ethod are apparently the same. The 

fatigue life values obtained are however, very different.

3.7 Conclusions

By comparing the fatigue life results from the  determ inistic and the deterministic- 

spectral m ethods for the same sea states, some im portant conclusions can be made 

as follows.
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Semi-probabilistic Deterministic Method
Element No. Node No. Hot Spot Fatigue Life 

(years)
Critical Order

315 310 1 168.20 1
305 302 2 207.44 2
314 303 5 272.89 3
310 309 1 277.97 4
306 309 6 337.88 5
309 302 5 445.44 6
302 301 6 510.25 7
319 311 4 549.65 8
318 304 8 599.33 9
317 310 5 609.60 10

Table 3.10: Fatigue lives of the most critical nodes using the  semi-probabilistic 
determ inistic method (continued).

Deterministic-S )ectral Method
Element Node Hot Fat. life Fat. life Fat. life Fat. life

spot S = l/1 8 S = l/1 0 Improved Improved
(0.01%)" (0.1%)"

(yrs/cri.) (yrs/cri.) (yrs/cri.) (yrs/cri.)
315 310 1 124.06/1 48.58/1 72.5/1 131.65/1
305 302 1 153.38/2 59.28/2 86.36/2 168.39/2
310 309 1 207.97/5 78.71/5 120.62/5 222.54/5
306 309 6 178.72/3 67.89/4 96.91/4 191.10/4
314 303 5 182.81/4 64.85/3 96.32/3 183.80/3
309 302 5 265.28/6 89.92/6 146.81/6 281.06/6
302 301 6 430.12/7 176.53/8 215.18/7 399.11/7
317 310 5 510.47/9 193.48/9 307.08/10 553.51/10
318 304 8 474.76/8 155.66/7 287.22/8 520.10/8
319 311 4 570.25/10 211.21/10 303.15/9 552.95/9

Table 3.11: Fatigue fives of the most critical nodes using the determ inistic-spectral 
m ethod (continued). (*see Chapter 5)
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(1) The predicted fatigue lives produced by both the simple deterministic method 

and the semi-probabilistic deterministic method are longer than those of the deterministic- 

spectral m ethod by using largest nonbreaking wave heights. The reasons for this are 

probably related to the choice of base wave cases. The 13 wave trains of different 

wave heights and periods can not adequately represent the real sea states because for 

shallow w ater platforms nonlinearities are very im portant. All waves in the real sea 

state  with heights greater than the height of the wave used to produce the transfer 

function point a t th a t wave period will be underpredicted in term s of response be

cause of the nonlinear wave height against force relationship. More importantly, for 

this analysis, all waves with lower heights will be overpredicted in terms of response.

The spectral approach will therefore tend to be over conservative if base wave Ccises

are chosen w ith wave heights which are too large.

In addition, com putation of the equivalent wave loadings is perhaps not com

pletely accurate. This problem is more im portant for the determ inistic method than 

for the spectral m ethod because the data used for this m ethod is derived from the 

data  used for the  spectral approach.

(2) It can be seen by comparing the results from the simple and the semi-probabilistic 

determ inistic methods tha t wave periods have an im portant effect on the fatigue 

analysis results. Assigning a representative period for each wave height is difficult 

and can result in some variation to the expected fatigue damage. The effect of wave 

periods should therefore be considered.

(3) Although it is usual to use the deterministic method to perform a fatigue analysis 

for a shallow water platform , the main flaws with it can not be ignored. The main 

problem with its use is th a t a discrete set of representative waves can not adequately 

represent the  random sea conditions. Another im portant problem is related to the 

fact th a t the  da ta  for the deterministic method is derived from the data used for the 

spectral analysis and there are some doubts about the data  conversion process. It 

is therefore worth trying to use the deterministic-spectral method as an alternative 

fatigue analysis approach for shallow water platforms. The problem then becomes
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one of correctly choosing the appropriate ba^e wave czises and this is addressed in 

chapter 5.



C hapter 4 

Sensitiv ity  of Fatigue Dam age to  
U ncertainties in Environm ental 
Param eters

4.1 Introduction

T he fatigue damage of an offshore platform is very sensitive to uncertainties in both 

environm ental and structural parameters. For a realistic sea environment there are 

m any such uncertainties which affect the resultant environmental loadings on an 

offshore platform. Therefore, it is im portant to  carry out an investigation of these 

param eters. The objectives of the investigation were:

(i) To establish which parameters should ideally be retained in the fatigue analysis 

as variables, to give an indication of the sensitivity of the fatigue response to their 

variation and thereby estim ate the likely effect of giving a param eter some fixed 

value;

(ii) To establish which parameters should be fixed, to give an indication of the sen

sitiv ity  of the fatigue response to their variation and thereby estim ate the optimum 

value to  use in term s of computational accuracy and efficiency.

However, a thorough investigation of the uncertainties and possible range of 

values for structural and environmental param eters would be a formidable task. 

It was therefore decided th a t certain fixed ranges would be chosen in the studies. 

T he influence of these parameters was then determ ined from the sensitivity of the

71
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structural response to the variations of the param etric values. The ranges of values 

used for the selected param eters were identified on the basis of those th a t could 

reasonably be expected in the realistic environment.

This chapter presents the results from such an investigation using the deterministic- 

spectral fatigue analysis method for both a typical deep water platform and the same 

shallow water platform used in Chapter 3. Again this work was implemented by us

ing the ASAS-Offshore package combined with programs developed by author. The 

param eters which were used were,

(i) Wave direction;

(ii) Mean water level;

(iii) The num ber of base wave cases used;

(iv) The num ber of increments used for subdivision of the individual structural ele

ments;

(v) The num ber of increments used for the nodal wave force sine fitting process;

(vi) The wave theory chosen;

(vii) The effect of using a rainflow cycle counting routine instead of the narrow band 

solution.

An evaluation of the fatigue life of a platform is based on local damage at a 

num ber of selected “hot spots” at particular joints on the structure. In this investi

gation, the fatigue damage and life of two offshore platform s (1 deep water platform 

and 1 shallow water platform) for “critical” joints were established. The fatigue 

damage sensitivity and fatigue life sensitivity to  the variation of each param eter was 

established. The results represent a valuable guide to  the relative im portance of the 

param eters considered.
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4.2 Structural models and fatigue analysis method

4.2.1 Structural models

Two typical fixed offshore platforms were selected for the investigation. The foun

dations were assumed rigid. Figure 4.1 shows the typical deep water platform from 

the X and z directions. A water depth of 225 metres was used. It has 10 stories and 

342 tubular members. Each story is 25 metres high. The total height is therefore 

250 metres. The structure is symmetric with respect to the x and y ajces. Each side 

is 40 metres wide. The shallow water platform is located in 36 metres water depth 

and is a typical North Sea platform. Its structural model is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

0o

-►
o

Figure 4.1: Structural model of the deep water platform.

node 902 

element 163
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4.2.2 Fatigue analysis m ethod

The determ inistic-spectral m ethod was used for the investigation here. Its main 

aspects and the details needed for a static analysis (for the shallow water platform) 

are described in Chapter 3. The details needed for a dynamic analysis are given 

below.

The analysis can be briefly divided into four main stages:

(i) Solution for the mode shapes and natural frequencies.

(ii) Calculation of static wave forces at several tim e increments for each wave th a t 

is stepped through the structure.

(iii) The reduction of forces obtained by stage (ii) into harmonic loadings at each 

node on the  structure for each base wave case being considered. This is done by 

sine fitting the tim e history of forces at each node into a sine wave. Once these 

harm onic loadings are produced then harmonic stress ranges can be divided by the 

wave height producing the stress to get one point on the transfer function.

(iv) M ultiplication of chosen sea state  spectra by transfer functions made up of 

points from (iii).

Stages i, ii and iii are used to  obtain the transfer function. Stage iv produces 

the  response spectra and hence the fatigue damage.

All the  stages above for the deterministic-spectral method can be performed us

ing the ASAS-Offshore package and are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The following five 

sets of programs were used.

(i) A SA S-H  natural frequency and mode shapes,

(ii) ASAS-WAVE and author w ritten program s wave loads,

(iii) A SA S-RESPO N SE structural analysis,

(iv) ASAS-FATJACK damage calculation,

(v) A uthor w ritten p rogram s damage calculation.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the deterministic-spectral method for deep water platforms 
using the ASAS package.
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Mode No. Frequency Period
1 0.29385 3.4031
2 0.29385 3.4031
3 0.79123 1.2639
4 1.6395 0.60993
5 1.6395 0.60993
6 2.5422 0.39336

Table 4.1: 6 lowest natural frequencies for the deep water platform 

S ta g e  1  n a tu ra l  f req u e n cy

The six lowest natural frequencies and mode shapes for the deep water platform 

were calculated from the following equation, using the sub-space iteration m ethod,

M { x }  +  K { x }  = {0} (4.1)

The first six lowest natural frequencies are listed in Table 4.1. Modes 1 and 2 are 

sway modes in the x and y directions. Mode 3 is the fundamental torsional mode. 

Mode 4 and 5 are second harmonic sway modes and mode 6 is a compression mode. 

The mode shapes are plotted in Figure 4.3. From the listed frequencies, it can be 

seen th a t only the fundamental sway and torsional modes are likely to  be excited by 

the  wave energy. The calculation in this stage was implemented using the ASASH 

program.

S ta g e  2 —  w ave loads

A suitable wave theory was employed to calculate the water surface elevation and 

the  particle velocities and accelerations. The following wave theories are currently 

available in the ASAS-Offshore package:

(i) Linear Wave Theory ( Airy ),

(ii) Solitary Wave Theory,

(iii) Stokes V Order Theory,

(iv) Stream Function Theory.

Wave theories assume th a t the wave characteristics are unaffected by the presence
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mode 1 mode 2 mode 3

mode 4 mode 5 mode 6

Figure 4.3: Mode shapes of the deep w ater platform.

of the  structure.

For example, for linear theory the sea surface elevation is defined by a simple 

cosine wave (Lamb, 1932 and Stoker, 1957);

^ (0  = Y  cos[27r(^ -  ^ ) ]

The horizontal water particle velocities and accelerations are then given by,

TrHcosh(k(z 4 -d))  . z  t . .
" =  T M i k d )

277"̂ HCOSh{k{z +  d)) . , . 2; t
“ =  T^srnhikd)  -

where

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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H —  the wave height,

z —  height measured positively above mean water level, 

d —  the depth to mean water level, 

k —  the wave number ( ^ )  ,

L —  the wavelength,

T —  the wave period.

The most widely accepted approach for the  calculation of wave forces on a rigid 

body is based on the assumption th a t the wave force can be expressed as the linear 

sum of a drag force and an inertia force. This can be expressed by Morison’s equation 

which is commonly used for the calculation of drag and inertia loading on framed 

structures. Morison’s equation assumes th a t the structure is rigid, th a t is, tha t the 

structural velocities are insignificant compared to the water particle velocities. The 

wave load intensity is calculated at both ends and at the centre point of each element 

in the x, y and z directions. The equation is given by (O’Brien and Morison, 1952)

F  =  0.5CdpD\u\u +  Cmp-^ci (4.5)

where

F —  force/unit length of member,

Cd —  drag coefficient.

Cm —  inertia coefficient, 

p —  density of water,

D —  member diameter.

All the  calculations for this stage were dealt with by the ASAS-WAVE program 

and programs w ritten by the author.

Stage 3  structural analysis

Having determ ined the wave loadings, structural displacements and stresses may 

be calculated. If the fundamental structural period is very much lower than the 

wave periods, a conventional finite element static analysis will suffice. If, however.
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structural and wave periods are close together, it is necessary to  allow for increased 

response due to dynam ic effects.

A finite element representation of the structural dynamic system gives rise to a 

m atrix equation of the  form:

M { x )  +  C{x}  +  K { x }  = { f i t ) }  (4.6)

where

M —  mass m atrix,

C —  dam ping matrix,

K —  stiffness matrix,

{ x }  acceleration vector,

{ x }  velocity vector,

{ x }  displacement vector,

 force vector.

The above equation represents a set of simultaneous differential equations. It is 

possible to perform a co-ordinate transform ation which decouples these equations so 

th a t they reduce to  a set of independent ordinary differential equations. Analysis is 

then simplified, operating on each equation individually ra ther than  trying to solve 

the coupled system. This equation is decoupled, in the absence of damping, by the 

operation

= $ n / ( < ) }  (4.7)

where

 norm al mode matrix.

{x} =  (4.8)

W ith $ 3 7  normalised such tha t

=  /  (4.9)

A- =  ü l  (4,10)
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where

Çln a diagonal m atrix of eigenvalues,

This equation reduces to

I Ü  +  S l l u  =  € { / ( < ) }  (4.11)

If the forces acting on the original structure, are harmonic then so is

the  generalised forcing function In predicting dynamic response it is

often im portant to  establish and retain the phase relationship. The steady state

solution retains this information by calculating the response using complex variable

techniques. The generalised loading is expressed by

{ / }  =  { / i }  +  j { f 2 ]  (4.12)

A steady-state response is calculated from

J J  . . .  _  [(1 ~  { / i}  +  +  j [ ( l  -  %) { /: }  +  2 4 j^ {/i}]

'  ^ '  0M(1 -  +  ( 2 J &
(4.13)

where

fin —  natural frequency, 

n  —  wave frequency,

(  —  damping ratio.

The uncoupled solutions are then transformed back to original co-ordinate system 

using

+  j{^2} =  (Cl -f j U 2 )  (4.14)

Similarly, stresses are recovered from the displacement functions using the same 

ASAS-H techniques as in a standard linear stress analysis:

=  /  (xi -H j x 2 )  (4.15)

These are stored on backing files for access by the fatigue post processor. At this 

point the  stress information available is the am plitude and phase of the axial, bend

ing and shear stress components at each end of each tube member. Each stress value
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is held as a complex num ber so th a t all phase information between the  various stress 

components is available. Prior to  the fatigue calculation it is necessary to  combine 

these components and apply a stress concentration factor (SCF) to  determ ine the 

“hot spot” stress range.

Stress concentration factors are generally calculated using empirical relation

ships. The hot spot stress range is calculated at 8 points around the  circumference 

a t each end of each tube  by combining the axial and bending components of the 

stress together with the  appropriate SCF’s.

For any fatigue calculation, it is of paramount importance to  calculate the  stress 

accurately, since small errors in stress will generally produce very large errors in 

fatigue life estimation. All the  calculations for this stage were carried out using the 

ASAS-RESPONSE program.

Stage 4  dam age calculation

The random  sea state can be considered to be made up by a large num ber of sine 

waves with different wave heights and periods superimposed onto one another. Prac

tical investigations show th a t the  amplitude versus frequency content of the sea 

sta te  is related to the significant wave height Ha and the mean (zero crossing) pe

riod Tz. Ha is defined as the average height of the highest th ird  of the  waves and 

Tz =  Td/1.408 where To is the  dominant period. Wave spectra such as Jon- 

swap, Pierson-Moskowitz or Scott-Wiegel spectra relate the water surface elevation 

components to the frequency range.

Stress transfer functions are built up for every stress inspection point on the 

structure  by using the nodal responses for each base wave case calculated by ASAS- 

RESPONSE. The procedure for each “inspection point” is

(i) Select stress concentration factors,

(ii) O btain the stress range for base wave case i by multiplying the values read from 

the  ASAS-RESPONSE program  by the values in (i) above,

(iii) Point i on the transfer function is then the stress range squared, normalised by
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the wave height of ba^e wave case i,

(iv) Repeat for i =  1 to  N, the number of points on the transfer function.

Inspection points are chosen by default at 8 points around the circumference 

of each members end. Therefore, for a structure with 384 members, 6144 transfer 

functions have to  be generated.

Once the wave spectrum  and the transfer functions are determined the stress 

power spectrum  can be evaluated using

S , a{ f )  =  H( f )  S , , { f )  (4.16)

where

—  water surface elevation spectrum,

H(f) —  transfer function,

^vv( f )  —  structural response spectrum.

Then the fatigue damage caused by a given sea state can be calculated using equation 

2.36 after substitu tion of the relevant stress response pdf. Hence the fatigue life can 

be obtained.

It m ust be remembered th a t a transfer function is formed for each “hot spot” 

stress so th a t for a typical large jacket structure at the first analysis, with high default 

stress concentration factors applied, a lot of transfer functions will be formed and 

analysed with the  damage equation. The calculations involved in this stage were 

carried out using the ASAS-FATJACK program and programs w ritten by the author.

Sea state data

For the studies in this chapter 11 sea states were used for the deep water platform. 

They were described using the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. The data is given in 

Table 4.2. For the  shallow water platform the 69 sea states given in Table 3.7 

as described by the  JONSWAP spectrum  were used. The largest non-breaking 

base wave height (wave height for each base wave case) for each associated wave 

period was used to  carry out the fatigue analysis. The values of the largest non-
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(metres)
Tz

(seconds)
Proportion 

of Occurrence
16.01 12.3 0.0000368
14.48 11.7 0.0000932
12.96 11.2 0.00037
11.43 10.4 0.0022
9.90 9.7 0.0073
8.38 9.0 0.0135
6.86 8.2 0.0265
5.53 7.3 0.06
3.81 6.5 0.21
2.28 5.5 0.49
0.76 3.1 0.19

Table 4.2: Sea state  d a ta  for the deep water platform.

breaking wave heights are beised on empirical formula. It should be noted th a t using 

the  largest non-breaking wave height to  produce the transfer function is the most 

conservative approach. A m ethod for establishing a set of more realistic bcise wave 

cases is described in Chapter 5.

4.3 Param eters used for sensitivity analysis

4.3.1 Selection o f param eters

The param eters which were selected for the investigation relate to the real sea sit

uation and analysis methods used. They are im portant in the calculation of wave 

loadings and fatigue damage. Therefore, the fatigue damage estim ation procedure 

for offshore platforms is theoretically dependent on the values used for these param 

eters. Details about the range of values used for each param eter are given below. 

It should be noted tha t this investigation does not consider any interaction effect 

between the parameters. This should be considered in a future study.

The standard values used for wave direction, mean water level, the num ber of 

base wave Ccises chosen, the num ber of increments used for the nodal wave force sine 

fitting process and the number of increments used for subdivision of the individual 

structural elements are given in Table 4.3. The 0 degree direction is along the  x axis
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deep water platform shallow water platform
wave direction 0° wave direction 0°

mean water level 225 m mean water level 36 m
number of 

increments for 
sine fitting

12
number of 

increments for 
sine fitting

12

number of base 
wave causes

25 number of 
wave cases

30

number of increments 
for subdivision of 

structural elements
1

number of increments 
for subdivision of 

structural elements
1

Table 4.3: Standard values of the parameters, 

for both platforms.

4.3.2 Scope o f th e param eters used  

W ave direction

The directionality of waves in the sea is quite uncertain. It influences the structural 

response of offshore platforms. In order to  understand the effects caused by the 

directions of waves, several wave angles of attack were selected. For the deep water 

offshore platform only 0° — 45° directional sectors need to be considered because 

of structural symmetry. For the shallow water platform 0° — 180° directional 

sectors were considered. Only the approaching direction of the waves was changed, 

keeping all other param eters, including the wave height and period, constant. The 

directional data  is given in Table 4.4.

M ean water level

Areas where offshore platform s are constructed often experience tidal effects. These 

effects therefore need to  be considered for the calculation of structural response. 

The range of the mean water level selected for the deep water platform  was from 

-15 m etres to -1-15 m etres in comparison with the original standard level, i.e. 225 

m etres. The range for the shallow water platform  is from -6 metres to  -j-6 m etres in
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variation of wave direction for 
deep water platform (degrees)

1 variation of wave direction for 
1 shallow water platform (degrees)

0.0

■ ' ■ ■ ...........  -

27 0.0 72.0
4.5 31.5 9.0 81.0
9.0 36.0 18.0 90.0
13.5 40.5 27.0 108.0
18.8 45.0 36.0 126.0
22.5 45.0 144.0

54.0 162.0
63.0 180.0

Table 4.4: Wave directions used for the investigation.

variation of wave depth for deep 
wave platform (m)

variation of wave depth for shallow 
wave platform (m)

210 227 30 37
213 229 31 38
215 231 32 39
217 233 33 40
219 235 34 41
221 237 35 42
223 240 36
225

Table 4.5: Mean water depths used for the investigation.
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comparison with the  original standard level, i.e. 36 metres. The exact values used 

for the investigation are tabulated in Table 4.5.

N um ber of base wave cases used

The transfer function in the deterministic-spectral approach is produced determin- 

istically using a series of wave trains of different frequencies and wave heights. The 

number of points on the  transfer function corresponds directly with the number of 

base wave cases used. Theoretically, the more base wave cases, the more accurate the 

calculation of the structural stress response. However, there is also a corresponding 

increase in com puter analysis time. Therefore, the num ber of base wave cases is a 

very im portant param eter to determine for the determ inistic-spectral method. It is 

necessary to  determ ine the minimum number of base wave cases which can be used 

without causing unacceptable errors. For this purpose, 5 sets of different base wave 

case numbers were chosen for both the deep water and the shallow water platforms. 

The numbers of base wave cases in each set for deep water platform are 5, 10, 15, 

20 and 25 and for the  shallow water platform are 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 respectively.

N um ber of increm ents used for subdivision of individual structural ele

m ents

The finite element technique is used to carry out the fatigue analysis for offshore 

platforms. Usually, the  structure is divided into many individual elements. In 

general, the more elements, the better the results, bu t the more time consuming of 

course. Therefore, the number of increments used for subdivision of the individual 

structural elements was investigated in order to obtain the effect on the fatigue 

response. The num ber of elements was chosen as one, two and three between every 

two structural joints for the investigation.
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N um ber of increm ents used for the nodal wave force sine fitting process

The number of increments used to  calculate the wave loading at each nodal point 

on the structure plays a very im portant role because a sine wave fitting procedure is 

applied to  the static loading at each node to produce a complex value or harmonic 

representative of the loading. This complex value has a real and imaginary part. 

Errors can result from this process regardless of the  number of increments chosen. 

The result improves as the num ber of increments increases. If the num ber of in

crem ents is large enough then a fairly accurate result for m agnitude of loading is 

obtained. In order to understand this effect, the num ber of increments was chosen 

as 4, 8, 12 and 16 for both the deep water and the shallow water cases.

W ave theory chosen

In order to estim ate wave forces, the first step is to compute the water particle 

velocities and accelerations used in Morison’s equation. For this purpose, a suitable 

wave theory is used to calculate the water particle kinematics. There are m any wave 

theories available. The following wave theories are currently included in the ASAS 

wave package:

(1) linear wave theory;

(2) Stokes 5th order theory;

(3) stream  function theory;

(4) solitary wave theory.

Linear wave theory is applicable in deep water for all finite wave heights even 

though it is developed for infinitesimally small wave heights. This theory is com

patib le with spectral analysis techniques and considerable simplification is inherent 

in its application when finite wave effects are ignored, i.e. all force evaluations are 

carried out only up to  the still water level. Stokes 5th order wave theory provides a 

b e tte r fit to  the dynamic free surface boundary condition and is also applicable in 

deep water depths. The wave elevation profile is unsymmetric about the still wa-
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te r level, except for deep water, with steeper crests and shallower troughs. Stream 

function theory is applicable right up to  the wave breaking limit and for all water 

depths. This theory provides a higher order description. Solitary wave theory is 

an infinite wave length special case of cnoidal theory in which the crest lies wholly 

above the still water. The theory is mainly used for waves caused by land and ice 

slides. In summary, linear wave theory is more simple and economical to use.

However, wave theories are not always well behaved. For instance they will 

frequently introduce interm ediate wave crests which eifect the results. It is therefore 

good practice to  compare the results from two theories th a t are expected to be 

applicable in the region of interest. The effect of variations in the wave kinematics 

from linear wave theory and Stokes 5th order theory was investigated for the deep 

w ater and shallow water offshore platforms respectively.

Effect of using a rainflow cycle counting routine instead of narrow band 

solution

W hen the tim e signal becomes more like a regular sine wave, it is said to be narrow 

banded. When the tim e signal becomes more like shot noise, it is referred to as 

completely wide band. There are a number of flaws involved with the narrow band 

solution. In the ASAS-Offshore package, fatigue damage is calculated by using the 

Rayleigh distribution, which assumes the signal is narrow band. But in practice 

for offshore and other structures the response signal is not narrow banded and so 

errors are introduced. Positive troughs and negative peaks in the signal are ignored. 

In addition, all positive peaks are m atched with corresponding troughs of similar 

m agnitude regardless of whether they actually form stress cycles. It is obvious 

th a t the results based on a narrow band solution are overconservative because of 

the overprediction of high stress cycles. In order to estimate the errors associated 

with the narrow band assumption, the  rainflow cycle counting routine was used to 

calculate the fatigue damage and life using the structural stress response spectra 

generated by the ASAS package. Dirlik’s empirical solution for rainflow ranges was
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used to obtain the stress range probability density function from the PSD (power 

spectral density) of response stresses. A program which can compute fatigue damage 

and life from the stress response spectrum  generated by the ASAS package by using 

both the rainflow cycle counting m ethod and the  narrow band solution was developed 

by the  author for comparing the results of the two methods.

4.4 R esults and discussions

The values of geometry and data of S-N curve for the deep water platform  were 

chosen arbitrarily. The results shown below were normalised. The values of geometry 

and data  of S-N curve for the shallow water platform were from a real platform 

operated in South North Sea.

4.4.1 W ave direction

For the deep water platform, the “hot spot” point 3 of the most critical node 902 

of element 163 was chosen to illustrate the sensitivity of fatigue damage and life 

to  wave direction. The fatigue life and damage were normalised by specifying the 

results for 0 degrees as 1.0. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the lowest fatigue life 

or the  largest damage was caused by waves coming from the 0 degrees direction. 

On the other hand, waves coming from the 36 degrees direction result in the  least 

damage. It can be seen from the figures th a t the  fatigue response of the  deep water 

platform  is very sensitive to wave direction.

For the shallow water platform, the fatigue damage and life at the “hot spot” 

point 1 of node 310 of element 315 are plotted in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The most 

dangerous damage is caused by waves coming from approximately 55-60 degrees, 

and the least fatigue damage is caused by waves attacking from 135 degrees. The 

results show th a t the response of the shallow water platform is also very sensitive 

to  wave direction.
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Figure 4.7: Fatigue damage against wave direction for the shallow water platform.
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Figure 4.8: Fatigue life against mean water level for the deep water platform.

4.4.2 M ean w ater level

The fatigue life and damage at the “hot spot” point 3 of critical node 902 of element 

163 for the deep water platform are plotted in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The fatigue 

life and damage were normalised by specifying the results for mean water level of 

225.0m as 1.0. The most dangerous place for the mean water level is at a horizontal 

bracing level. W hen the  mean water level increases, the fatigue life becomes longer. 

B ut the fatigue life goes down again once the mean water level goes over 235 metres. 

The fatigue life increases as the mean water level decreases below 225m. The least 

fatigue damage occurs at a m ean water level of -10 metres lower than the standard 

level of 225 metres. The variation of the fatigue lives or damage with mean water 

level is difficult to  explain at the points midway between the bracing levels, but is 

most probably a result of the way the loading is calculated.

The results for the shallow water platform are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 

for the  “hot spot” point 1 of node 310 of element 315. By looking at the fatigue life 

and damage in these figures, it can be seen th a t the largest damage occurs when 

the mean water level is close to the horizontal bracing level. The fatigue damage
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Figure 4.9: Fatigue damage against mean water level for the deep water platform.

becomes less severe when the mean water level is far from the horizontal bracing 

level. Therefore, once again the fatigue life and damage are very sensitive to the 

variation of mean water level.

4.4.3 N um ber o f base wave cases used

The effects of the number of ba.se wave cases used to estim ate the fatigue life and 

damage for “hot spot” point 3 of critical node 902 of element 163 for the deep water 

platform  are plotted in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The fatigue life and damage were 

normalised by specifying the results for 25 base wave cases as 1.0. It would appear 

from these results th a t at least 10 base wave cases are needed for the deep water 

platform  and at least 20 for the shallow water platform.

The sensitivity of the shallow water platform  to the number of base wave cases 

used is shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The “hot spot” point 1 of node 310 of 

element 315 was selected.
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num ber of increments 1 2 3
hot spot 1 
hot spot 2 
hot spot 3 
hot spot 4 
hot spot 5 
hot spot 6 
hot spot 7 
hot spot 8

1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)
1.0 (yr)

1.14 (yr)
1.15 (yr) 
1.18 (yr)
1.15 (yr) 
1.14 (yr) 
1.27 (yr) 
1.25 (yr) 
1.20 (yr)

1.07 (yr)
1.08 (yr) 
1.0 (yr)

1.08 (yr)
1.07 (yr)
1.07 (yr) 
1.13 (yr)
1.07 (yr)

Table 4.6: Fatigue life against num ber of increments used for subdivision of the 
individual structural elements.

4.4.4 N um ber of increm ents used for subdivision o f the  
individual structural elem ents

The effect on the fatigue response of the number of increments used for subdivision 

of the individual structural elements for the deep water platform is shown in Table 

4.6. The fatigue life and damage were normalised by specifying the results for 1 

subdivision of the individual structural elements as 1.0. From the fatigue life against 

the  number of increments at the critical node 902 of element 163 on the deep water 

platform , it is shown th a t the fatigue life is not very sensitive to the num ber of 

increments used for subdivision of the individual structural elements. Because the 

wave forces around the sea surface are more complicated there are still some errors 

between the results of using different number of increments used for subdivision of 

the  individual structural elements. However, the number of the elements between 

structural joints will not cause big errors. In general, it is suitable for the global 

analysis of the jacket platforms to  choose one element between every two structural 

joints.

4.4.5 N um ber o f increm ents used for nodal wave force sine 
fitting  process

The fatigue life and damage against the number of the increments used for nodal 

wave force sine fitting for “hot spot” point 3 of critical node 902 of element 163 for 

the deep water platform  are illustrated in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, The fatigue life
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Figure 4.16: Fatigue life against number of increments used for sine fitting for the 
deep water platform.

and damage were normalised by specifying the  results for 12 increments as 1.0. It 

can be seen th a t the fatigue life or damage varies quite a lot if too few increments 

are used. But the variation of the  fatigue life or damage gradually converges as the 

num ber increases. In particular, if the num ber is over 12, the result for fatigue lives 

or damage is fairly constant.

The fatigue life and damage of “hot spot” point 2 of node 310 of element 315 for 

th e  shallow water platform are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. From these figures, 

it seems obvious tha t 12+ increm ents should be used for the deep water platform  

and  8+  for the shallow water platform.

4.4 .6  Wave theory chosen

T he effect of variations in the  fatigue life a t critical node 902 of element 163 for the 

deep water platform when changing from linear wave theory to Stokes’ 5th order 

theory is shown in Table 4.7. The fatigue life and damage were normalised by 

specifying the results for linear theory as 1.0. The variations due to  the choice of 

wave theory seems to have little  effect on the fatigue life or damage for the deep water
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platform . Hence both linear theory and Stokes’ 5th theory are equally applicable 

for the deep water caae.

However, Table 4.7 shows th a t the effects for shallow water platform is more 

im portant. Therefore, the choice of a suitable wave theory should be carefully 

considered.

4.4.7 Effect of using rainflow cycle counting routine in
stead  o f the narrow band solution

In order to compare the results produced by the narrow band method and rainflow 

cycle counting m ethod, the com putation of fatigue life and damage was carried out 

on the stress response spectra generated by the ASAS package. For the deep water 

platform  the  numerical results (not normalised) for node 602 of element 160 for all 

11 sea states are given in Table 4.8. The results show th a t the rainflow m ethod 

predicts fatigue lives greater by 0.16% to 32.62% than the narrow band method.

For the shallow water platform the  numerical results for sea states 1, 10, 20, 30 

and 40 out of the 69 sea states in the  wave direction 225° are listed in Table 4.9. As 

expected, the  results in this case are very close together.
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deep water platform shallow water platform
linear wave theory Stokes’ 5th theory linear wave theory Stokes’ 5th theory
fat. life/hot spot fat. life/hot spot fat. life/hot spot fat. life/hot spot

(year) (year) (year) (year)
1.0/1 1.0/1 19.80/1 37.57/1
1.0/2 1.0/2 12.99/2 24.16/2
1.0/3 1.0/3 126.79/3 260.94/3
1.0/4 1.0/4 1403.76/4 2869.47/4
1.0/5 1.0/5 17.06/5 32.05/5
1.0/6 1.0/6 11.01/6 20.04/6
1.0/7 1.0/7 82.47/7 157.35/7
1.0/8 1.0/8 1349.81/8 2296.33/8

Table 4.7: Fatigue lives using different wave theories.

Narrow Band M ethod Rainflow Method
sea state/life sea state/dam age sea state/life sea state/dam age

1/0.18967E+08
2/0.25920E+08
3/0.37365E+08
4/0.53275E+08
5/0.81727E+08
6/0.13352E+09
7/0.22787E+09
8/0.34637E+09
9/0.87626E+09
10/0.24538E+10
11/0.49047E+10

1/0.52724431E-07
2/0.38580328E-07
3/0.26762958E-07
4/0.18770498E-07
5/0.12235883E-07
6/0.74894375E-08
7/0.43885526E-08
8/0.28870859E-08
9/0.11412152E-08
10/0.40753548E-09
11/0.20388477E-09

1/0.24550E+08
2/0.33787E+08
3/0.48983E+08
4/0.70398E+08
5/0.10839E+09
6/0.17633E+09
7/0.29375E+09
8/0.41919E+09
9/0.98095E+09
10/0.25419E+10
11/0.49126E+10

1/0.40732370E-07
2/0.29597219E-07
3/0.20415323E-07
4/0.14205045E-07
5/0.92262571E-08
6/0.56711600E-08
7/0.34042926E-08
8/0.23855256E-08
9/0.10194188E-08
10/0.39341352E-09
11/0.20355777E-09

Tot/0.91598E+10 Tot/0.1655918E-6 Tot/0.96108E+10 Tot/0.12725358E-6

Table 4.8: Fatigue lives and damage using the narrow band method and rainflow 
cycle counting m ethod for the  deep water platform.

Narrow Band M ethod Rainflow M ethod
sea state/life sea state/dam age sea state/life sea state/dam age

1/0.30493E+16
10/0.97747E+09
20/0.17881E+09
30/0.42660E+08
40/0.43917E+08

1/0.32794860E-15
10/0.10230445E-08
20/0.55925224E-08
30/0.23441398E-07
40/0.22769992E-07

1/0.31812E+16
10/0.10107E+10
20/0.18416E+09
30/0.43791E+08
40/0.44016E+08

1/0.31434314E-15
10/0.98941444E-09
20/0.54299614E-08
30/0.22835634E-07
40/0.22719020E-07

Table 4.9: Fatigue lives and damage using the narrow band method and rainflow
cycle counting m ethod for the shallow water platform.
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4.5 Conclusions

An investigation of 7 param eters was carried out to assess the sensitivity of the 

fatigue damage calculation procedure to variations in these param eters. The con

clusions are as follows:

(1) The sensitivity of the fatigue damage or life a t critical nodes of the platforms 

w ith respect to  the wave direction and m ean water level has been estim ated. The 

fatigue life haa been shown to be very sensitive to  these parameters. It could be 

concluded th a t the  structure should be located a t an angle to the incoming waves 

which avoids the most dangerous damage caused by wave loadings and the mean 

w ater level should be as far as possible from the horizontal bracing level in order to 

reduce the fatigue damage. In other words, the  fatigue damage should be estim ated 

by integrating over all possible still water levels and all possible angles of attack, 

taking account of the likely probability of occurrence. This damage value should 

then  be minimised with respect to  the mean water level and mean angle of attack. 

Therefore, for a complete analysis, a knowledge of the wave directional probabilities 

and tidal variations is required.

(2) The optim um  value in term s of com putational accuracy and efficiency for the 

num ber of increments used for the nodal wave force sine fitting, the num ber of the 

increm ents used for subdivision of the individual elements, the number of base wave 

cases and the choice of wave theory have been estim ated. The results are given in 

Table 4.10. Linear wave theory has been shown to be satisfactory for the deep water 

platform . It is not possible to  make definitive statem ent about the choice of wave 

theory  for the shallow water platform.

(3) The rainflow cycle counting m ethod is a  b e tte r way for computing fatigue dam

age than  the narrow band m ethod because the  narrow band method overestimates 

fatigue damage. This is more im portant for th e  deep water case than for the  shallow 

w ater case because the response of the shallow water platform is narrow banded.
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optim um  values deep water platform shallow water platform
number of base wave cases 10+ 20+

number of increments for sine fitting 12+ 8+
choice of wave theory linear theory Stoke’s 5th theory

num ber of increments for 
subdivision of individual 

structural element
1 1

Table 4.10: Optim um  values for deep water and shallow water platform s
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A  N ew  A pproach to  Im prove the  
D eterm in istic-Spectra l M ethod

5.1 Introduction

The determ inistic-spectral m ethod has been shown to have many advantages for 

handling the  random  nature of the sea. The main advantage with the  method is 

th a t the  transfer function can be obtained determ inistically using a series of regu

lar waves with different periods and wave heights. The structural stress response 

to  each regular wave (base wave case) produces a point on the transfer function 

between the  sea state  spectrum  and structural response spectrum. The stress re

sponse spectrum  is then obtained by m ultiplying the transfer function by the sea 

s ta te  spectrum . Finally, several methods are available to  find the fatigue damage. 

However, it m ust be noted th a t if the wave force versus structural stress response 

is nonlinear then the transfer function will depend rather critically on the choice 

of the  wave heights and the wave periods for the base wave cases. Although the 

determ inistic-spectral m ethod is effective for dealing with the fatigue analysis of off

shore platform s, especially for deep water platform s where dynamic response of the 

structures is im portant, an im portant problem exists with it because of the nonlinear 

wave height against wave force relationship. Generally it is assumed th a t spectral 

analysis techniques can only properly deal with linear systems.

The problem of choosing appropriate base wave cases is therefore an im portant, 

in fact critical, aspect of the determ inistic-spectral m ethod. It is the purpose of this

104
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chapter to  address th is issue in detail and then develop a more rigorous methodology 

for choosing these base wave cases. The most conservative approach is to  use the 

largest non breaking wave height for the associated wave period. But this results in 

overconservative fatigue designs, which has been proved by comparing the results 

from a theoretical calculation with measurem ents (Inglis and Kint, 1985). Hence a 

new approach for improving the  determ inistic-spectral m ethod has been developed 

which is based on the  Longuet-Higgins wave height-period joint probability density 

function. In order to  dem onstrate the improvement with the new m ethod, a simple 

linear single degree of freedom system (SDOF) and a full offshore platform have been 

used to carry out structural analyses in the  tim e domain. The results from both the  

spectral analysis m ethod and the tim e history analysis have been compared.

This was repeated for both a deep water platform  and a shallow water platform  

in order to assess the  performance of the improved m ethod. This was a  ra ther 

difficult problem which required a new m ethod to  be developed for constructing and 

analysing the sea surface elevation tim e history from the sea state spectrum .

5.2 T he nonlinear problem

Waves are the most im portant source of loads acting on m arine structures. For the 

purpose of calculating the force due to wave action, it is first necessary to calculate 

the wave particle velocities and accelerations as functions of tim e in term s of spatial 

coordinates. A suitable wave theory is used to  calculate the surface elevation and 

the particle velocities and accelerations. Most wave theories assume th a t the wave 

characteristics are unaffected by the  presence of the structure. The selection of a 

wave theory for each base wave case depends on the values specified for wave height, 

period and water depth.

For regular wave theories, the wave particle velocities and accelerations depend 

on the wave heights and associated periods for each wave train. It can be seen from 

the expressions for the  various wave theories and M orison’s equation eq. 4.5 th a t 

a nonlinear relationship between wave force and wave height exists. This nonlinear
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relationship is caused by the following three factors:

(1) T he wave theory m ay be nonlinear. If a wave theory other than  linear wave 

theory  is used, the relationship between wave particle velocities and accelerations 

and wave height is nonlinear.

(2) Program s such as ASAS-WAVE calculate the loading to local sea level instead 

of m ean water level,

(3) T he drag term  in M orison’s equation results in a nonlinear relationship between 

wave force and wave height.

For the  determ inistic-spectral m ethod, stress transfer functions are produced by 

stepping periodic waves past the structure in the tim e domain. This is achieved 

by stepping a wave with a  particular frequency and a selected wave height past the 

s tru c tu re  and then calculating the cyclic fluctuation in stresses for all members. The 

range of the stress is normalized by the wave height to obtain the transfer function 

ordinate. The actual relationship between wave force and wave height for each 

poin t on the structure for each particular frequency can be described by a curve. A 

linearised line of wave force against wave height is then used to  replace the actual 

curve as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Associated points on the  transfer function consist 

of th e  normalised stresses with respect to  wave height. Each point on the  transfer 

function is therefore a function of the stress am plitude per unit of wave am plitude 

a t th e  wave frequency indicated. The number of points on the transfer function is 

equal to  the number of base wave caaes used. A typical set of relationships is shown 

in Figure 5.2.

If the  physical process is tru ly  linear, the selection of a wave height for each wave 

frequency is unim portant since any choice will lead to the same transfer function 

result. For shallow water platforms, in particular, the wave forces and resultant 

stresses involve certain nonlinear effects and so the wave height used for determining 

th e  stress response and hence for linearising the problem must be selected on some 

appropriate  basis. For safety, the  largest non breaking wave heights are usually 

selected for the base wave case heights. An overestimate of fatigue damage then
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Figure 5.1: Linear and actual relationship between wave force and wave height.

occurs due to  th e  presence of nonlinearities. This is because the actual wave heights 

present in the  sea s ta te  spectra are much lower than the largest non-breaking wave 

heights. Some comparisons of the predicted fatigue damage with measured fatigue 

damage has previously been done by other authors (Inglis and Kint, 1985). The 

fatigue damage estim ated from the measured hot spot stress range distribution was 

substantially lower than  the predicted fatigue damage.

Another nonlinearity of importance is related to the stiffness of the foundations 

which is often nonlinear. This nonlinearity also affects the use of the deterministic- 

spectral m ethod. This nonlinear foundation problem is addressed in Chapter 6. The 

work in this chapter is baaed on rigid foundations.

5.3 C alculations for fatigue analysis

5.3.1 Structural m odels

In order to  investigate the effect of the nonlinear relationship between wave forces 

and wave heights, two typical fixed offshore platforms (as described earlier) were 

used for the analysis. These are shown in Figures 3.1 and 4.1.
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Figure 5.2: The relationship between wave height and force for each base wave case 
and the associated points on the transfer function.

5.3.2 Effects of different base wave heights

If the wave period is measured in deep water, and this can be done relatively easily, 

the wave length and speed, which can not be easily measured in the open sea, can 

be estimated from it. The first order relationship between the wave lengths and 

period is given by L =  ^ tan /i(2 7 rd /L ) where L and T are wave length and period 

respectively. On the other hand, the ratio of wave height to wave length is known 

as the steepness, which is expressed as follows:

2t̂ H
S  =  HI L = gT'^ (5.1)

where

S —  steepness,

T —  wave period, 

g —  gravity acceleration.
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It is physically possible for waves of a given height to exist with a wide range 

of associated periods provided th a t the height to  length ratio does not exceed the 

theoretical breaking lim it of around 1:7. However, there is no similar lower limit for 

this param eter.

In this investigation, the base wave cases for both the deep water and the shallow 

w ater platforms were initially selected by using the largest non breaking heights. For 

the  deep water platform a steepness of 1:8 was used. The steepness for the shallow 

w ater waves was taken as 1:10 (Marex Technology Ltd, 1991).

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the fatigue response to the variation of 

base wave heights for each specified wave period, these base wave cases were also 

chosen by using a quarter of the largest non-breaking wave heights for the deep 

w ater platform and half of the  largest non breaking wave heights for the shallow 

w ater platform. The results for fatigue lives a t two representative critical nodes 

are shown for the deep water platform and the shallow water platform in Figures 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. For the deep water platform the fatigue life is clearly very 

sensitive to the choice of base wave case heights. There is difference of about 30% 

between the largest and quarter largest base wave case results. However, it is with 

th e  shallow water platform th a t there is the largest discrepancy between the largest 

and half largest base wave case results. The half largest base wave case fatigue life 

results are 300-400% longer than the largest non breaking results. It can be seen 

from  the shallow water platform tha t the fatigue lives at each “hot spot” is almost 

inversely proportional to  the wave heights used. Therefore, the estim ated fatigue 

dam age result depends not only on the wave spectrum, but also rather critically on 

th e  choice of the base wave case height. The problem of how to select the optimum 

wave heights for each of the base wave cases is therefore very im portant.

5.4 Im proved determ inistic-spectral m ethod

Because of the nonlinear relationship between wave force and wave height, it would 

seem sensible, when choosing base wave cases, to take account of the actual wave
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Figure 5.3: Fatigue lives at node 902 of element 163 for full and quarter largest 
non-breaking base wave heights for the deep water platform.
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Figure 5.4: Fatigue lives at node 602 of element 160 for full and quarter largest
non-breaking base wave heights for the deep water platform.
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Figure 5.5: Fatigue lives at node 310 of element 315 for full and half largest non
breaking bcise wave heights for the  shallow water platform.
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Figure 5.6: Fatigue lives at node 302 of element 305 for full and half largest non
breaking ba^e wave heights for the shallow water platform.
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Figure 5.7: An example of the way a percentage exceedance is used to choose the 
base wave case height.

height content in the relevant sea states. A new m ethod, based on this proposition, 

is proposed to solve the problem of the choice of base wave case heights. The 

idea behind this new method is to  find and use the  distribution of the waves in 

the  sea state  representing the actual sea conditions. Then, the wave height used 

with each associated base wave case period m ay be determined by choosing some 

percentage exceedance. This percentage exceedance represents the probability of a 

wave occurring with a height greater than  the  height corresponding to  the specified 

percentage exceedance. As the percentage exceedance reduces the corresponding 

wave height increases until virtually no waves occur with a height greater than  the 

height corresponding to  the percentage exceedance. A typical relationship for a 

percentage exceedance 0 of 0,10 is given in Figure 5.7.

If a  fatigue analysis is the required result some care is needed about the choice 

of 0 since the desired objective must be to get a zero error in the estimate. Fatigue 

dam age is related to the stress ranges through the  nonlinear S-N diagram with a 

constant b. Additional nonlinearities between the  wave height and fatigue result may 

exist and so the initially obvious value of is not correct. The Longuet-Higgins wave 

height-period joint probability density function Wcis used to obtain the distribution
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of the wave heights and periods. The details of this m ethod are described in the 

following sections.

5.4.1 D istrib u tion  o f individual wave heights and associ
ated  periods

The available Hs — Tz scatter diagram was used to  obtain a distribution of indi

vidual wave heights and associated periods through the bivariate Longuet-Higgins 

probability distribution.

Although an estim ation of the theoretical wave height-period joint probability 

distribution function is a complex problem, several approximate formulae are avail

able. An approxim ate form ula for the probability density of non-dimensional wave 

height and period has been proposed by Longuet-Higgins (1983) as given by the 

equation 3.12. This form ula can be used to calculate the relevant probabilities and 

using equation 3.10, the  num ber of waves for each sea state  occurring in a year. 

Hence the to tal num ber of waves of various heights and periods can be determined. 

Usually, this formula results in fewer waves being estim ated in the sea state  than 

would be estim ated from Tz. This is because the formula is based on the envelope 

of the peaks of the  w ater surface elevation. This has the effect of biasing the results 

of a broad banded sea state  away from the higher frequency components. This is 

consistent with the  likely response of a structure which will typically respond more 

to  the underlying low frequencies than  to the superimposed low am plitude high fre

quency components. In order to  obtain the overall average annual distribution of 

individual wave heights and associated periods the contribution in each sea state of 

the Ha — Tz scatter diagram  needs to be considered.

The deep water sea states were described using the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 

and the shallow w ater sea states using the JONSWAP spectrum . The probability 

of occurrence for each sea state  in one year is available from the  proportion of tim e 

th a t the given sea-state occurs in parts per thousand in the sea state  scatter diagram 

(see Table 3.7).
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5.4.2 Procedure for producing th e wave height-period joint 
probability

The sea state  d a ta  for the deep water situation is in the form of 11 sea states and is 

given in Table 5.1. The data for the  shallow water situation is in the form of 69 sea 

states and is given in Table 3.7. In order to produce the wave height-period joint 

probability density functions the  following procedure was adopted.

(1) The sea s ta te  spectra were com puted using equations 3.5 and 3.13 for the deep 

water and the  shallow water situations respectively.

(2) The spectral moments, mo, m i, and mg were calculated for each sea state using 

a numerical integration technique and hence u and L{u) were generated.

(3) The num ber of waves Ni th a t would occur in sea-state i for a full year was 

com puted using equation 3.10. The probability, P(H ,T), of each H, T interval was 

evaluated using equation 3.14.

(4) The wave height interval w idth, A ff , was selected as 0.1 metres and the wave 

period interval width A T, was selected as 0.1 seconds. A distribution of the waves 

against wave height and period for the 11 deep water sea states is illustrated in 

Figure 5.8. A similar distribution for the  69 shallow water sea states is shown in 

Figure 5.9. The intervals used for the  plotting were chosen as 1.0 seconds for A T  

and 1.0 m eters for A H .

(5) The num ber of waves in any H, T  interval was calculated using the sum NiP(H^  T ), 

where A,-, the num ber of waves in the  sea state  i in the full year, was computed using 

equation 3.10.

The procedure 1 to 4 above was repeated for each sea state in the Ha, Tz scatter 

diagram. The num ber of waves was then summed in step 5 in order to obtain the 

to ta l num ber of waves from all sea states

N { H , T )  =  E E  Ni{H,T,Ha,Tz)  (5.2)
Hs Ta

The individual wave height-period joint probability diagrams for both the deep 

water waves and shallow water waves were produced using programs w ritten to
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implement the above procedure. Results for the deep water and shallow water 

platforms are given in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

The reason which causes higher base wave heights of a specific percentage ex

ceedance for shallow water than those for deep water is because different wave spec

tra  were used (Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for deep water and JONSWAP spectrum 

for shallow water).

number o f waves

0.5
2.

wave height (m)

1.000,000

100,000

10.000

9.5 14.5 19.5
wave period (sec)

24.5

Figure 5.8: The histogram wave height and period for the deep water situation with 
bin width 1.0s and 1.0m.

5.4.3 Choice of base wave cases

As mentioned earlier the choice of base wave case heights for each wave period 

of interest is an important problem. If the largest non-breaking wave heights are 

selected, the range of wave heights in each sea state are probably far below the base
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H.
(metres)

T,
(seconds)

Proportion 
of Occurrence

16.01 12.3 0.0000368
14.48 11.7 0.0000932
12.96 11.2 0.00037
11.43 10.4 0.0022
9.90 9.7 0.0073
8.38 9.0 0.0135
6.86 8.2 0.0265
5.53 7.3 0.06
3.81 6.5 0.21
2.28 5.5 0.49
0.76 3.1 0.19

Table 5.1: The sea state data  for the deep water.

Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height O.O-l.O 1.0-2.0 2.0-3.0 3.0-4.0 4.0-5.0 5.0-6.0

(metres) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
O.O-l.O 1352.62 15162.27 61097.75 94645.53 78727.60 70805.25
1.0-2.0 0.000 0.000 0.29 125.87 4402.50 17381.31
2.0-3.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 14.112 556.108
3.0-4.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 10.243
4.0-5.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.085
5.0-6.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.0-7.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7.0-8.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8.0-9.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

9.0-10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0.000
10.0-11.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
11.0-12.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
12.0-13.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 5.2: D istribution of individual wave height-period joint probability density 
function for the  deep water waves.
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Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height 6.0-7.0 7.0-8.0 8.0-9.0 9.0-10.0 10.0-11.0 11.0-12.0

(metres) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
O.O-l.O 51066.59 32682.50 20813.10 13773.86 9547.39 6905.82
1.0-2.0 20255.152 14617.567 9121.303 5516.243 3387.658 2151.716
2.0-3.0 2512.953 3392.959 2588.620 1612.311 959.106 576.253
3.0-4.0 193.577 574.505 673.939 519.372 336.626 205.138
4.0-5.0 9.667 75.168 153.060 159.520 119.104 75.328
5.0-6.0 0.273 6.923 28.629 43.946 38.903 25.526
6.0-7.0 0.005 0.485 4.422 10.389 11.127 7.645
7.0-8.0 0.000 0.026 0.554 2.063 2.754 2.02
8.0-9.0 0.000 0.001 0.056 0.344 0.593 0.480

9.0-10.0 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.048 0.112 0.10
10.0-11.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.019 0.020
11.0-12.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.004
12.0-13.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

Table 5.3: Distribution of individual wave height-period joint probability density 
function for the deep water waves (continued).

Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height 12.0-13.0 13.0-14.0 14.0-15.0 15.0-16.0 16.0-17.0 17.0-18.0

(metres) (second) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
O.O-l.O 5179.806 4004.774 3175.617 2572.183 2121.229 1776.436
1.0-2.0 1420.130 972.782 689.325 503.409 377.523 289.792
2.0-3.0 356.276 227.847 150.731 102.943 72.388 52.262
3.0-4.0 123.487 75.078 46.568 29.592 19.291 12.898
4.0-5.0 44.077 25.046 14.201 8.155 4.781 2.872
5.0-6.0 14.331 7.479 3.803 1.936 1.002 0.531
6.0-7.0 4.129 1.974 0.895 0.401 0.181 0.084
7.0-8.0 1.066 0.470 0.190 0.075 0.029 0.012
8.0-9.0 0.251 0.103 0.037 0.013 0.004 0.002

9.0-10.0 0.055 0.021 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.000
10.0-11.0 0.011 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
11.0-12.0 0.011 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
12.0-13.0 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
13.0-14.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 5.4: Distribution of individual wave height-period joint probability density 
function for the deep water waves (continued).
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Figure 5.9: The histogram wave height and period for the shallow water situation 
with bin width 1.0s ad 1.0m.

wave case height and so most stress response will be over predicted. Even small 

errors in the stress spectrum cause big errors in the calculation of fatigue damage or 

fatigue life because of the nonlinear S-N relationship. If the base wave case heights 

are appropriately chosen within the range of the wave heights in the real sea states, 

a zero error in fatigue life can be aimed for. Based on this idea, the wave height- 

period joint probability density functions were used to determine the ba.se wave 

case height which should be used with each associated period. Using this approach, 

the choice of base wave cases can be based on a more rigorous methodology. The 

errors associated with the fatigue response can therefore be minimised. This new 

method can therefore improve the accuracy of the results obtained when using the 

deterministic-spectral method (Bishop, Witz, Feng and Kirkwood, 1994, and Bishop, 

Feng, Schofield, Kirkwood and Turner, 1995).

The base wave case heights estimated for different percentage exceedances are 

shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 for the deep water and shallow water cases respec

tively. It can be seen that the wave heights produced using the improved method
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Wave Period Period Period Period Period Period Period
Height 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25

(m) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)
0-1 1507.5 1294.2 1122.3 981.9 865.9 769.1 687.4
1-2 227.05 181.13 146.83 120.72 100.51 84.64 72.0
2-3 38.64 29.18 22.46 17.59 13.99 11.28 9.21
3-4 8.836 6.193 4.435 3.239 2.410 1.823 1.401
4-5 1.771 1.121 0.727 0.484 0.329 0.228 0.162
5-6 0.290 0.163 0.094 0.056 0.034 0.022 0.014
6-7 0.040 0.020 0.010 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001
7-8 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8-9 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 5.5: D istribution of individual wave height-period join t probability density 
function for the  deep water waves (continued).

are much lower th an  those from the largest non-breaking wave heights. A program 

which can be used to  select theses base wave case heights for different percentage 

exceedances has been developed by the author. The im portan t rem aining question 

is what percentage exceedance should be used. This question is addressed in the 

next section.

5.5 A ssessm ent o f the improved spectral m ethod

It is obvious, for a  shallow water platform exhibiting nonlinear response, th a t chang

ing the percentage exceedance 6 causes a change in the resultant response spectrum 

and fatigue damage. The im portant question is how to decide upon a correct value 

for 9. One way would be to perform on-site measurements against which to cali

brate the spectral m ethod and hence find a value for 9. U nfortunately such tests 

are very difficult to  perform. The next best solution is to  perform  a tim e history 

analysis, fully including all nonlinearities, in order to obtain a response tim e his

tory of stress. This “reference” value for response can then be used to  calibrate the 

improved spectral m ethod. This has been done for both a simple single degree of 

freedom (SDOF) system and for the fully detailed shallow w ater platform  described 

in chapter 3. Several new programs were written by the author for the  analysis and
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Figure 5.10: The base wave cases used for particular chosen percentage exceedances 
for the deep water platform.
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Figure 5 .IT. The base wave cases used for particular chosen percentage exceedances
for the shallow water platform.
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of the calibration for SDOF structural model, 

these are described later in this chapter.

5.5.1 A ssessm ent for a SDOF structure

A sim ple numerical example is presented to illustrate the im portance of the improved 

m ethod. A single degree of freedom linear structural system on which the wave force 

acts is shown in Figure 5.12. The pile external diam eter is 2m and the thickness is 

0.075 m . The concentrated mass was assumed to  be located 10 m below the mean 

w ater level. The water depth chosen was 100 m. The concentrated mass, m, is 

29 tonnes, the damping, c, is 0.5 kN sec/m , and stiffness, k, is 132.3 K N /m . A 

typical sea state  of Ha =3.5 metres and T* =  6.0 seconds was used to  carry out the 

analysis. The wave spectrum  was described using a Perison-Moskowitz spectrum. 

The determ inistic-spectral analysis method was performed for this SDOF system by 

using firstly the largest base wave case heights and then the  improved method with 

various values for Q. The structural response displacement spectra obtained using 

the  various values for B are shown in Figure 5.12.

T he tim e history structural analysis was carried out by solving the equation of 

m otion using Wilson 0 numerical method in order to  compare the results with the
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determ inistic-spectral m ethod. The calculation procedures are as follows.

(1) Select w ater depth , significant wave height Hg, and zero crossing period T, for 

a sea state  of in terest.

(2) Calculate th e  wave spectrum  using the Perison-Moskowitz spectrum .

(3) Decompose th e  random  sea surface elevation into a num ber of sinusoidal wavelets, 

such as 80 wavelets.

(4) Calculate th e  w ater particle velocities Uh(t) and Uv(i), and accelerations

and flv(f) as tim e  histories with random phases for each individual wavelet by using 

linear wave theory.

(5) Sum the obtained  water particle velocities and accelerations.

(6) Use M orison’s equation to  calculate the wave force tim e history by using the 

summed velocities and accelerations.

(7) Solve the  equation of motion in the tim e domain to  obtain a structural response 

displacement h istory  using the Wilson 0 method .

(8) Produce a  s truc tu ra l response displacement spectrum by using an F FT method. 

These procedures are illustrated in Figure 5.13. The structural displacement

response spectra  obtained from the tim e history analysis m ethod are shown in Figure 

5.14.

Figure 5.14 does show th a t the largest non-breaking wave approach for choos

ing base wave cases is very conservative. The results suggest th a t a value for the 

percentage exceedance of around 0.5%-0.1% would appear to  be appropriate.

5.5.2 A ssessm en t for a shallow water platform

In the  previous section a simple single degree of freedom structural model was used 

to  calibrate th e  improved spectral method. In this section the  fully detailed shallow 

water platform  described in chapter 3 was used to  carry out a similar calibration 

study. Again, th e  structural stress response at a critical hot spot stress location 

under the action of random  ocean wave loadings wa^ calculated by using a time his

tory analysis approach. This proved to be a difficult and computationally expensive
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sea state Hs, Tz

random phase angles

wave spectrum: P-M spectrum

produce response displacement 
spectrum using FFT method

decomposition of random sea surface 
elevation into many wavelets (say 80)

summation to obtain combined water 
particle velocities and accelerations

use Morison's equation to produce wave 
force in the time domain using the 
summed velocities and accelerations

solve equation of motion in time domain to 
obtain structrual response displacements 

using Wilson 0 numerical method

water particle velocities and accelerations 
as time histories with random phases 

for each individual wavelet

Figure 5.13: The flow chart of the approach for computing structural response 
displacement spectra using the tim e history analysis method.
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Figure 5.14: The response spectra for SDOF structural model.

exercise which required several new programs to be developed by the author. After 

obtaining the stress time history a rainflow counting method was used to generate 

the fatigue damage and life. This “reference” value was again compared with the 

results obtained for the improved spectral method with various values of percentage 

exceedance 0 (Bishop, Feng el at, 1995).

G enera l p rocedure

In order to carry out a time history structural analysis a time history of the random 

wave forces needs to be generated from the sea state spectrum used for the parallel 

spectral method. These wave forces are then applied in the time domain to the 

offshore platform. Finally, the time history of stress response at the hot spot of 

interest is calculated using a suitable analysis procedure. The fatigue damage and 

life can then be estimated using the methods described earlier. The stages of the 

time history analysis procedure are given below (see also. Figure 5.16).

(1) Select the water depth, significant wave height zero crossing period T, and
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wave direction for the sea state  of interest.

(2) Choose a suitable wave spectrum  Srjn(f) to  describe the  random  sea state.

(3) Decompose the random  sea surface elevation into a num ber of wavelets. The 

am plitude spectrum  Srj{f) was calculated by using the following expression.

5 , ( / 0  =  v '2 S ',,(/()A /i (5.3)

The am plitude spectrum  was then divided into m any frequency bands. For the 

appropriate com putation tim e and accuracy, 80 frequency bands were chosen for 

generating associated regular sinusoidal wavelets. These wavelets can be superim 

posed to produce the sea surface elevation which was described by the specified wave 

spectrum. This division may be based on equal frequency bands or on a equal areas 

of the spectrum  in each band. If there is a significant resonant response then closely 

spaced frequencies will be required in the vicinity of the natural frequency. Equal 

frequency bands were used for the investigation here because there is relatively little 

dynamic response for the shallow water platform used.

(4) Calculate the wave surface elevation rj{t), water particle velocities Uh{t) and 

Uv(t), and accelerations ah(t) and av{t) by using a Monte Carlo type approach. 

The sea surface elevations were calculated by using the generated regular sinusoidal 

wavelets and random phases. In order to  simplify the calculation linear wave theory 

wcis used to  sum the sinusoidal components as follows.

v W  — \ / (f i ) ^ f i  ( — — — ) +  <̂ t] (5.4)
t=i

Similarly, water particle velocities and accelerations were calculated by using the 

following expressions.

»<■)= -  s ' +*1 M

“ ■ «  -  -  T , > + «  < - )
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Figure 5.15: An example of the  grids and structure used to  define velocities and 
accelerations .
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In order to carry out a tim e domain analysis for a full shallow water platform , 

the GRID WAVE DATA of the  ASAS-WAVE program was used. 60 horizontal grid 

locations and 29 vertical grid locations were chosen to  span the part of the  platform 

under water. Each horizontal grid had 1 m eter span. From sea bed to  20 meters 

water level the span of vertical grid was 4 meters, from 20 to  30 m eters water level 

the span was 2 m eters and from 30 meters to 39.5 meters (3.5 m eters above mean 

water level) the span was 0.5 meters. Figure 5.15 illustrates the grid location and 

structure used for the calculation. The velocities and accelerations a t the  locations 

above local surface elevation were chosen to  be zero. At locations below local surface 

elevation and above m ean water level they were chosen as the values a t m ean water 

level. The summed velocities and accelerations at each grid location were then 

calculated by the pre-processing programs written by the author.

(5) Calculate wave loading tim e histories using Morison’s equation

F ( t )  = 0.5CdpDlu(t)lu(t) + CmpAa(t). (5.9)

The calculation of the wave loadings was based on the summation of water particle
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velocities and accelerations at the specified grid locations. These calculations were 

performed for each tim e step by using the ASAS-WAVE program.

(6) Calculate the structural stress responses. The structural response forces and 

displacements were then calculated using the ASAS-H program.

(7) The stresses of the critical node of interest were calculated using the ASAS- 

BEAMST program.

(8) The stages (4) to (7) above were repeated for 10000 time steps in order to obtain 

a structural response stress tim e history. The tim e increment for each step was 0.1 

seconds. The fatigue damage and life of the critical hot spot of interest were then 

obtained by rainflow cycle counting the output stress tim e history and applying 

standard S-N data and the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage analysis by using 

the post-processing programs w ritten by the author.

Figure 5.16 shows the flow chart used for the analysis.

C o m p a riso n  o f re su lts

One typical sea state was chosen for the analysis in order to compare the improved 

spectral approach with the tim e domain m ethod. This sea state  was described by 

Hs = 3.25 m and = 6.5 s. It occurs very frequently in the shallow water 

situation. Figure 5.17 shows the selected sea surface elevation spectrum  and Figure 

5.18 shows the generated random sea surface elevation at horizontal grid location 

60. The structural stress response tim e history at the hot spot of interest is shown 

in Figure 5.19. The fatigue lives for the same hot spot are given in Table 5.6.

This single sea state analysis run would suggest using a percentage exceedance 

between 0 = 0.5% and 6 — 0.1%. However, for a full analysis more than 1 sea 

s ta te  should be considered in order to check for possible variations in 6.

5.6 R esults and discussion

In order to illustrate the use of the improved determ inistic-spectral m ethod and 

compare the results between this improved approach and the old m ethod, a fatigue
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sea state: Hs, Tz

structural configeration 
and environmental data

wave spectrum: PM/JONSWAP 
(pre-processing program)

random phase angles 
(pre-processing 

program)

input data format for 
ASAS-WAVE 

(pre-processing progam

response forces and displacements 
for one time step (ASASH)

stress response at the hot spot of interest 
node for one time step (ASAS-Beamst)

fatigue damage and life using rainflow 
counting method (post-processing program)

decomposition of random sea surface 
elevation into wavelets (say 80) 

(pre-processing program)

generation of wave surface elevations, velocities 
and accelerations as time histories with random 
phases for each wavelet (pre-processing program)

summation to obtain combined of all wave 
surface elevations, velocities and accelerations 

respectively (pre-processing program)

use Mori sons ' equation to produce wave forces in the 
time domain on structure from the summed velocities 

and accelerations for each time step (ASAS-WAVE)

Figure 5.16: The flow chart for computing structural stress responses for the random 
sea state using a tim e history analysis.
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Figure 5.17: The sea surface elevation spectrum.
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Figure 5.18: The sea surface elevation time history.

time
domain

(yrs)

spec,
3.0%
(yrs)

spect.
2.0%
(yrs)

spect.
1.0%
(yrs)

spect.
0.5%
(yrs)

spect.
0.1%
(yrs)

spect.
1/10
(yrs)

spect.
1/18
(yrs)

deter.

(yrs)
9.85 16.21 13.72 11.66 11.02 5.97 0.88 10.50 8.27

Table 5.6: Fatigue lives at a critical hot spot point of node 310 of element 315.
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Figure 5.19: The structural response stress tim e history.

analysis for both the ileep water and the shallow water platforms was im plemented 

by using the largest non-breaking heights and the improved m ethod using various 

values for percentage exceedance 0. The fatigue lives at critical nodes on the shallow 

water and the dee;; water i)latfornis are given in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 and shown in 

Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 illustrate the deep 

water case sea s tate  spectra, 1, 6 and 11, the appropriate transfer functions and 

stress response spectra obtained using the largest non-breaking wave approach and 

the improved method with 0 =  0.1%. Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 show similar 

results for t he shallow water jdatform using sea state spectra 10, 30 and 69. Again, 

tlie results obtained suggest tha t the largest non-breaking wave approach is very 

conservative.

5 .7  C o n c lu s io n s

The studies presented in this chapter show th a t the choice of base wave cases in 

the determ inistic-spectral m ethod is very im portant. In general, the largest non

breaking wave heights produce very conservative fatigue damage results because the 

realistic wave am plitudes in the actual sea sta te  data  are much lower than this value.
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Figure 5.20: Fatigue lives at node 902 of element 163 using different methods for 
the deep water platform.
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Figure 5.21: Fatigue lives at node 602 of element 160 using different methods for
the deep water platform.
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Figure 5.22: Fatigue lives at node 310 of element 315 using different methods for 
the shallow water platform.
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Figure 5.23: Fatigue lives at node 302 of element 305 using different methods for
the shallow water platform.
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Figure 5.24: Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
deep water platform (H, =  16.01m, Tz =  12.3a).
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Figure 5.25: Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
deep water platform (Jfs =  8.38m, Tz =  9.0^).
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Figure 5.26: Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
deep water platform (Ifa =  0.76m, =  3.1a).
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Figure 5.27: Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
shallow water platform (Ha = 0.75m, =  4.5s).
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Figure 5.28: Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
shallow water platform {H, =  2.25m, T* =  7.5s).
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Figure 5.29; Wave spectrum, transfer function and stress response spectrum for the
shallow water platform (Hg =  7.75m, T, =  10.5s).
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Fatigue life of 
largest non breaking 

(years)

Fatigue life of 
improved spectral method 

(years)
node 902 element 163

& = 1.0% e = 0.5% 9 =  0.1%
hot spot 1 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.13
hot spot 2 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.12
hot spot 3 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11
hot spot 4 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.12
hot spot 5 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.13
hot spot 6 0.12 0.17 0.16 0.15
hot spot 7 0.13 0.18 0.17 0.16
hot spot 8 0.12 0.17 0.16 0.15

node 602 element 160
hot spot 1 1.26 1.89 1.86 1.81
hot spot 2 1.09 1.64 1.61 1.56
hot spot 3 1.02 1.55 1.52 1.47
hot spot 4 1.09 1.64 1.61 1.56
hot spot 5 1.26 1.89 1.86 1.81
hot spot 6 1.47 2.19 2.16 2.11
hot spot 7 1.56 2.33 2.30 2.25
hot spot 8 1.47 2.19 2.16 2.11

Table 5.7: A comparison of the fatigue lives from the  two different methods for the  
deep water platform.
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Fatigue life of 
largest non breaking 

(years)

Fatigue life of 
improved spectral m ethod 

(years)
node 310 element 315

e =  1.0% e =  0.5% $ =  0.1%
hot spot 1 
hot spot 2 
hot spot 3 
hot spot 4 
hot spot 5 
hot spot 6 
hot spot 7 
hot spot 8

48.60
98.62

202.12
106.73
89.29

207.50
225.66
66.89

245.90
512.45
1099.35
544.17
452.36
1061.40
1131.93
327.6

186.40 
387.65
827.40 
416.12 
336.25 
823.50 
886.73 
245.70

131.65
277.55
591.60
299.07
244.26
580.29
635.92
182.46

node 302 element 305
hot spot 1 
hot spot 2 
hot spot 3 
hot spot 4 
hot spot 5 
hot spot 6 
hot spot 7 
hot spot 8

60.23
60.04
167.72
254.69
106.30
105.16
245.16 
160.39

277.15
241.24
622.06
1215.27
487.31
415.08
1020.75
902.65

218.42 
190.20 
500.75 
968.26 
379.82 
325.18
806.43 
709.54

168.39
144.17
382.60
751.61 
290.77 
252.03 
630.53 
550.06

Table 5.8: A comparison of the fatigue lives from the two different methods for the 
shallow w ater platform.
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An improved spectral m ethod has been developed and checked against a “reference” 

tim e history analysis. The results show tha t the  new m ethod has a considerable 

amount of potential for new design work. The new method is currently being used for 

British Gas platforms in Rough gas field in the North Sea and M orecambe Bay area. 

This is because the new m ethod for selecting the wave heights is more accurate than 

the old method and more efficient for dealing with the  nonlinear relationship between 

wave force and height which is so im portant with these shallow w ater platforms.
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Effect o f N onlinear Behaviour of 
Piled Foundation Stiffness on  
D ynam ic A nalysis

6.1 Introduction

Piled foundations have been widely used in offshore structures. The most im portant 

function of piles is to transfer a load th a t can not be adequately supported at 

shallow depths to a depth where adequate support becomes available in order to 

prevent offshore platforms from moving excessively under the action of wind and 

wave loadings. The performance of soils around piles has an im portant influence on 

the dynamic structural response of offshore platforms. Soil is a nonlinear m aterial 

in which the stiffness progressively decreases with increasing shear stress until it 

deforms plastically at a sufficiently high stress level. Therefore the flexibility of the 

soil makes the soil/structure system less stiff than  if the structure were on a rigid 

foundation. In this situation the natural frequencies of the system are reduced and 

so the dynamic response of the structure is increased.

Only a few very special versions of piles, which have simple configurations and 

wholly elastic behaviour, can be solved by closed-form m athem atics. More compli

cated cases may be handled using nondimensional curves and tables. In order to 

take the nonlinear stiffness of soil into accounted, nonlinear p-y springs are usually 

used to describe the behaviour of the soil. Analysis of piled foundations is usually

142
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based on the following assumptions.

(i) The forces occurring between the soil and the pile at any level on a pile are 

independent of the deflections at any other level.

(ii) The soil damping need not be calculated. Rough percentage critical damping 

figures for the complete structure which are based on a lim ited number of tests can 

be used.

(iii) The effect of the mass of the  soil acting with the piles has a negligible effect on 

the structural dynamic behaviour.

Because the characteristics of soils under the sea bed change from one stratum  

to another, several different soil models at different levels are needed. A simple 

single member platform was used for the dynamic analysis. The dynamic structural 

response of the platform was computed using a tim e history analysis approach. All 

of the calculations were implemented by using programs developed by the author 

and the ABAQUS software package.

6.2 Influence o f different soil m odels on the struc
tural natural periods

In order to  carry out a dynamic analysis investigation for offshore platforms with 

nonlinear piled foundations under ocean wave loadings a simple single member p lat

form model was selected as shown in Figure 6.1. It has 20 elements and 21 nodes. 

10 elements are above the sea bed and the other 10 below. The deck mass was 

250 tonnes. The mean water level was 32 meters. 10 nonlinear springs were used 

to describe the soil behaviour in the x direction and 10 in the y direction. At the 

bottom  of the pile movement in the z direction and rotation about the  x, y, z axis 

were set to zero.

The p-y curves of 3 typical soil models and rigid foundation were used for calcu

lating structural natural periods in order to assess the change in the natural periods 

for the chosen structural model. The p-y curves are shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 

6.8. The first 10 longest periods of the structure were worked out and are shown
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of structural model with nonlinear piled foundations.
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Figure 6.2: The first 10 longest structural natural periods for different nonlinear 
piled foundations.

in Figure 6.2. It can be seen from this figure th a t the natural periods are greatly 

increased as the foundation stiffness is reduced.

6.3 Several typical soil m odels

The proper form of the p-y relationship is influenced by many factors, such as,

(1) natural variation of soil properties with depth,

(2) the general form of the pile deflection,

(3) the corresponding state of stress and strain throughout the affected soil zone,

(4) the rate, sequence and history of cyclic wave loadings.

However, the most feasible method of performing an analysis for a realistic nonlinear 

problem is to  simplify the soil behaviour at each depth to  a simple p-y curve.

Sands and clays respond differently to pile movement. This is because the soil 

is remoulded around the pile by its movement and this remoulding process is influ

enced by the soil properties. The methods of estim ating p-y curves for sands and
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clays are semi-empiricaL The construction of the curves in both cases requires the

ultim ate lateral pressure to be determined. A nonlinear curve is then fitted to 

the Py, value. Matlock (1970) proposed the method usually used for soft clays, Reese 

(1975) presented the m ethod for stiff clays, and (1974) the m ethod for sand. Some 

experim ental work showed good agreement with the predictions for the p-y curves 

by the above methods.

6.3.1 R esistance-deflection  (p-y) curves for clays

The m ethod for calculating the p-y curves of clays is proposed in API-RP2A. At 

depth, a large movement of the pile requires a flow of clay around the pile. The 

ultim ate resistance per unit length of pile is given by

Pu = NpSu {z > Zr) (6.1)

where

Py —  ultim ate resistance per length,

Np —  nondimensional u ltim ate resistance coefficient, Ap =  9 at a con

siderable depth Zr, Np = Z very close to the surface,

Sy —  the undrained shear strength.

J Q  U|
Py =  ZSy (Tz -\-  S   { 0  < Z <  Z r )  (6.2)

D

where

J —  0.5 for soft clays, 0.25 for stiff,

(Tz —  overburden pressure,

D —  diam eter of the pile.

This empirical formula is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Nondimensional p-y curves for both soft and stiff clays are shown in Figures 6.4 

and 6.5.

Based on the ultim ate resistance, the p-y curves for clays can be generated by

the following formula (Matlock, 1970 and Reese, 1975)
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Figure 6.4: nondimensional p-y curves for soft clays
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Figure 6.5: Nondimensional p-y curves for stiff clays. 

For static loading:

P  = y
1/3

p  = p,,

For cyclic loading:

P  = y
1/3

(0 < -^ < 8)
Vc

(0 <  — < 3)
Vc

(6.3)

(6.4)

P  =  P-,, 0.06—— -  f l 5 -  — I -f 0.72—
Zr yc Zr

(3 <  — < 15) 
yc

where

P  = P^O.72—
Zr

P —  actual lateral resistance, 

y —  actual lateral deflection, 

yc — 2.56cD,

(6.5)

(6.6) 

(6.7)
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Figure 6.6: p-y curves at 10 different depths for soft clays

6c —  strain occurring at 50% of the m axim um  stress in a laboratory 

undrained compression test. If laboratory data  is not available a value of 0.005 

should be used for brittle  or sensitive clays, 0.02 for disturbed, remoulded, or un

consolidated soils and 0.01 for other cases.

The p-y curves at the 10 depths used in the structural model, for soft clays and 

stiff clays were worked out using the above m ethod. They are plotted in Figures 6.6 

and 6.7.

6.3.2 R esistan ce-d eflection  (p-y) curves for sands

The p-y curves for sands are produced empirically. Reese presented methods for the 

construction of the p-y curves, which were based on full-scale tests of instrum ented 

piles. The experiments for both static and cyclic loading show th a t the shape of the 

p-y curves can be represented by three straight lines and a parabola. The initial 

portion of the p-y curve represent the linear elastic behaviour of sands. But this 

initial straight line portion governs for only small deflections and has little relevance
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Figure 6.7: p-y curves at 10 different depths for stiff clays, 

for most analyses. The slope of this portion can be expressed by

Esi — kz (6.8)

where

k —  a coefficient obtained from a test, 

z —  depth below ground surface.

In order to produce the other portions of the p-y curves the u ltim ate soil resis

tance needs to be determ ined as follows.

U ltim ate resistance near ground surface:

tan^, K q z  tari(f)sin^
Pet =  7 Z [-.— — -------    +tan{(3 — (j))cosa tan((3 — <f))

+  Koztan^(tan(f)sinl3 — tana)  — Kab] 

U ltim ate resistance well below the ground surface:

(6 4- z ta n ^ a )

(6.9)

Pcd = Kab^z(tan^ 0  — 1) + (6.10)
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where

7  —  66 lb s //t^ , submerged unit weight, 

z —  depth below surface, 

ÿ —  39°, 

a  —  ÿ/2 ,

K q —  0.4,

^  —  45° +  f ,

Ka —  tan^(45° — ^), 

b —  diam eter of pile.

y . =  ^  (611)

Pu =  ^-Pc (6.12)

where

where

Pu —  ultim ate resistance in proposed criteria, 

Pc —  ultim ate resistance from theory,

A —  empirical adjustm ent factor.

Vm = 6/60 (6.13)

Pm  — B P c  (6.14)

B —  empirical factor.

The parabola portion of the p-y curve is described by

P = cy^ (6.15)

where

n = P m
m y m 1

m = Pv̂ -
V u -

Pm
Vm

c = p  ~^ m  n  
Vm )
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Figure 6.8: p-y curves of 10 different depths for sands.

y>̂ -  ( é )
Figure 6.8 shows 10 p-y curves for sands for the 10 investigated depths used for the 

structural model.

6.4 Dynamic structural response for different soil 
models

The dynam ic structural analysis for a single pile platform  shown in Figure 6.1 was 

carried out by using a tim e domain analysis m ethod. The structu re was assumed to 

be subjected to a regular sinusoidal wave loading. Two cases of regular waves were 

used for the investigation respectively. The wave height and period for case 1 were 

0.98m and 2.5s. The wave height and period for case 2 were 3.0m and 6.0s. The 

structure was modelled in full with the soil represented by nonlinear springs. The 

deck mass was 250 tonnes. The pile was a tube cylinder with external diam eter of 

2.0m and thickness of 0.075m.
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Figure 6.9: The structural stress tim e histories for case 1.

In order to assess the influence of different soil models, 7 different soil models 

were chosen for the investigation. They are sands, soft clays, stiff clays, soft clay- 

sands, stiff clay-sands, soft clay-stiff clays, and soft clay-stiff clay-sands. The first 

three models have only one kind of soil under the sea bed. The other models have 

more than one soil. The fourth one has soft clays from the sea bed to 20m and 

sands from 20m to 40m. The fifth one has stiff clays from the sea bed to 20m and 

sands from 20m to 40m. The sixth one has soft clays from the sea bed to 20m and 

stiff clays from 20m to 40m. The seventh one has soft clays from the sea bed to 

16m, stiff clays from 16m to 28m and sands from 28m to 40m. The soil models were 

described by p-y curves at 10 independent levels below the sea bed. In addition, 

a fixed structural model on the rigid foundation was used in order to assess the 

influence of the variation of foundation stiffness.

The ABAQUS FE package was employed for the dynam ic calculation. The tim e 

duration used was 400 seconds and each tim e increment was 0.1 seconds. The 

dynamic structural stress response of a critical hot spot of a node at sea bed level 

for the rigid, sand, stiff clays and soft clays are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

The fatigue lives at the critical node for different soil models were calculated by
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Figure 6.10: The structural stress tim e histories for case 2.

soil
model

rigid sand soft stiff soft-
sand

stiff-
sand

soft-
stiff

soft-stiff
sand

fat. life 1.0 0.187 2 T 8 ^ ^ 0.017 0.011 0.0307 2.51e-3 4.17e-3

Table 6.1: Fatigue lives at the critical node for case 1 for the different soil models.

using the obtained stress tim e histories and rainflow cycle counting routine. The 

results were normalised by taking the value of the rigid foundation model as a 

reference value of 1.0. They are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

6 .5  C o n c lu s io n s

From Figure 6.9 it can be seen th a t the structural stress response are very sensitive 

to the small waves of short wave periods. Because the flexible of the soils makes the 

so il/structure system much less stiff than the structure on a rigid foundation. The 

natural period of the structure with soft soil foundation increases greatly. Therefore,

soil
model

rigid sand soft stiff soft-
sand

stiff-
sand

soft-
stiff

soft-stiff
sand

fat. life 1.0 0.831 0.555 0.621 0.597 0.675 0.583 0.591

Table 6.2: Fatigue lives at the critical node for case 2 for the different soil models.
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the natural period is close to the range of the periods of small waves. These small 

waves can cause very large fatigue damage to the structure. From Table 6.1 it is 

obvious th a t fatigue life decreases greatly due to reducing foundation stiffness under 

the action of the small wave loading of low period.

However, the influence of the foundation stiffness is not very serious for the waves 

of long wave periods because the structural natural period is far from wave periods. 

This can be seen from Figure 6.10 and Table 6.2. In summary, the foundation 

stiffness of offshore platforms has an im portant influence for the fatigue damage 

assessment. It must therefore be considered for the fatigue analysis of offshore 

platforms.
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A pplication o f Neural N etw orks 
for the D ynam ic Spectral Fatigue  
A nalysis o f Nonlinear System s

7.1 Introduction

Dynamic response is ctn im portant consideration in offshore engineering, especially 

for deep water platforms. If a dynamic analysis is required it is, in principle, prefer

able to use a spectral analysis m ethod because it involves less com putational effort 

whilst providing a better understanding of the behaviour of the structure. Spectral 

analysis methods have been widely applied for the calculation of steady dynamic 

response and random dynam ic response, in particular, after the FF T  was developed 

in the 1960’s. Unfortunately, the  spectral analysis method is based on the assump

tion of a linear system and, in general, can only correctly handle linear problems. 

However, as a m atter of fact, nonlinearities exist at various stages of a typical fatigue 

analysis of an offshore structure. For example both fluid loadings and piled founda

tions involve significant nonlinearities. These nonlinearities in engineering restrict 

the use of spectral analysis techniques. In some situations a linearized approach can 

be used but sometimes the  results may not be satisfactory.

In previous chapters it has been shown tha t the primary difficulty with spectral 

m ethod is how to find the transfer function between the input spectrum  and the 

output spectrum. Theoretically, it is almost impossible to work out a full mathe-

156
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m atic expression to describe the transfer function of a nonlinear system. In order to 

solve the nonlinear problem, a new m ethod incorporating neural network techniques 

is proposed. This is a relatively new approach and does not require an algorithm 

or rule, to  link the input and output spectra. The difficulty associated with con

struction of the transfer function can therefore be avoided. Such a neural network 

approach can therefore be envisaged as a  technique for computing the nonlinear 

input-output relationship which is analogous to  the linear transfer function.

In order to illustrate the feasibility of this new method a simple single degree 

of freedom (SDOF) structural platform model with nonlinear stiffness was used to 

calculate the structural response spectra. Programs needed for application of the 

neural network technique were developed by the author.

7.2 Neural network technique

7.2.1 Background of neural networks

The neural network technique is a new com puter bcised approach which has been 

applied to  many different fields since the early 1980s. It is fundamentally differ

ent from the more well known traditional programmed computing approach. Pro

gram m ed computing has of course been used in all types of information processing 

applications. Solving a problem using programmed computing involves devising an 

algorithm  and a set of rules for solving the  problem and then correctly coding these 

in software. Obviously, programmed computing can only be used for situations 

where the processing to be accomplished can be described in terms of a known pro

cedure or a known set of rules. And if the  required algorithmic procedure or set of 

rules are not available then the traditional programmed computing method can not 

be used. For such a situation neural network techniques appear to be very powerful.

The initial concept of neural networks wcls presented by Warren McCulloch and 

W alter P itts  (1943). It was shown in their paper tha t even simple types of neural 

network could compute any arithm etic or logical function. The first paper received
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wide attention and was very influencial. Following this paper Norber W iener and 

John von Neumann (1951 and 1953) made the suggestion th a t research into the 

design of brain-like or brain-inspired computers might be interesting. Unfortunately 

no substantial progress on the work was made during th a t period of tim e. Many 

years la ter Frank Rosenblatt and Charles W ightman (1958) m ade successful contri

butions to  the first neurocomputer. Besides Rosenblatt and W ightm an there were a 

num ber of other people during the late 1950s and early 1960s who contributed to  the 

development of neural network architecture and implementation concepts. However, 

in the  following years this field suffered from overambitious claims made by some 

researchers. Furthermore, research in neural computing had run out of good ideas 

in the  m id and late 1960s. These problems led to  there being a lack of rigour in the 

field and research in the area reduced to  a low level again.

By the  early 1980s many researchers were again putting forward proposals to  ex

plore the  development and applications of neural computing. Ira Skurnick made an 

im portan t contribution at the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency which 

was the  first breakthrough. Later on more and more people at other research fund

ing organizations became interested in the field. In the years 1983 to 1986 John 

Hopfield, an established physicist of worldwide reputation, m ade great progress. He 

produced two highly readable papers (Hopfield, 1982 and 1984) on neural networks. 

He also delivered many lectures all over the world and persuaded many highly qual

ified scientists to join this new research field. Now an ever increasing num ber of 

difficult problems which could not be satisfactorily dealt with using traditional pro

gram m ed computing techniques were being solved by neural network techniques. 

Neural networks have taken off in the field of engineering.

7.2.2 Definition of neural networks

A neural network is a parallel, distributed information processing structure con

sisting of processing elements (which can possess a local memory and can carry 

out localised information processing operations) interconnected via unidirectional
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signal channels called connections. Each processing element has a single output 

connection tha t branches ( “fans out”) into as many collateral connections as de

sired; each carries the sam e signal —  the processing element outpu t signal can be 

of any m athem atical type desired. The information processing th a t goes on within 

each processing element can be defined arbitrarily with the  restriction th a t it must 

be completely local; th a t is, it must depend only on the current values of the  input 

signals arriving at the processing element via impinging connections and on values 

stored in the processing elem ent’s local memory (Hecht-Nielsen, 1990).

A directed graph is a geometrical object consisting of a set of points (called 

nodes) along with a set of directed lines segments (called links) between them . A 

neural network is a parallel distributed information processing structure  in the form 

of a directed graph, w ith the following sub-definitions and restrictions:

(1) The nodes of the graph are called processing elements.

(2) The links of the graph are called connections. Each connection functions cis an 

instantaneous unidirectional signal-conduction path.

(3) Each processing elem ent can receive any num ber of incoming connections (also 

called input connections).

(4) Each processing element can have any num ber of outgoing connections, but the 

signals in all of these m ust be the same. In effect, each processing element has a 

single output connection th a t can branch or fan out into copies to  form multiple 

output connections, each of which carries the same identical signal (the processing 

elem ent’s output signal).

(5) Processing elements can have local memory.

(6) Each processing element possesses a transfer function which can use (and alter) 

local memory, can use input signals, and which produces the processing elem ents’ 

output signal. In other words, the only inputs allowed to the  transfer function 

are the values stored in the processing elem ent’s local m em ory and the current 

values of the input signals in the connections received by the processing element. 

The only outputs allowed from the transfer function are values to be stored in the
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X

Figure 7.1: An illustration of a typical neural network.

processing elem ent’s local memory and processing elem ent’s output signal. Transfer 

functions can operate continuously or episodically. If they operate episodically, there 

must be an input called “activate” th a t causes the processing elem ent’s transfer 

function to  operate on the current input signals and local memory values and to 

produce an updated output signal (and possibly to  modify local memory values). 

Continuous processing elements are always operating. The “activate” input arrives 

via a connection from a scheduling processing element th a t is part of the network.

(7) Input signals to a  neural network from outside the network arrive via connections 

th a t originate in the outside world. O utputs from the network to the outside world 

are connections th a t leave the network (Hecht-Nielsen, 1990).

A typical neural network architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.1.

7.2.3 T he processing elem en ts o f a neural network

As mentioned above, processing elements consists of input and output connections, 

transfer function and local memory. Figure 7.2 shows the typical structure of a 

processing elements. Processing elem ents receive input signals which belong to a 

single or multiple input class. The inputs of each class enter the transfer function
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Figure 7.2: An illustration of a processing element.

as a group. T he transfer function carrys out operations after receiving signals from 

both input connections and its local memory. Then, it generates new output signals 

for its ou tpu t connection and new values for its local memory.

In the form of m athem atical expression the input values which the transfer func

tion receives can be given by

Ik — "^kj^kj —
j£ c la s s  k

(7.1)

where

Wk —  local memory variable associated with each input of class k, 

xjc —  input vector of class k.

The transfer function of a processing element uses a  weight to  calculate the input 

contribution of the  input connections. It should be noticed th a t not all input classes 

need to have weights. Some may have and others m ay not. In addition, the local 

memory of each processing element can have other values, which are called data 

variables. The num ber of data  variables and their m athem atical expression can be 

determ ined in any desired way.

Neural networks consist of layers. There may be one or more processing elements 

for each layer. All processing elements in the same layer m ust have the same transfer 

function. Each processing element in the layer m ust have the  same set of input
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classes.

7.2.4 T he backpropagation network

For neural network techniques, many kinds of network are available. Backpropaga

tion networks are one kind. They have a powerful capability for dealing with the 

problem of the  approxim ation or mapping of a m athem atical function. The types of 

nonlinear in p u t/o u tp u t relationships tha t can be trained by a backpropagation net

work are essentially arbitrary. These use training on inpu t/ou tpu t examples (x^, y t )  

for the  process of m apping, where =  f(xk). It is very im portant for the  use of 

these m apping networks to  generate such examples of mapping functions for input 

to  the network.

The backpropagation neural network architecture is a hierarchical design consist

ing of fully interconnected layers below and above which are individual processing 

elements. W hen the  network is given an input, the updating of activation values 

propagate forward from the  input layer to the output layer through each internal 

layer. The ou tpu t from the  network will be compared with a desired output. The 

ou tpu t layer then provides a network’s “error feedback” . W hen the network cor

rects its internal param eters, the correction mechanism starts with the  output layer 

and back-propagates through each internal layer to  the input layer. These proce

dure are repeated m any tim es until an output with an acceptable error is obtained. 

Backpropagation networks employ three or more layers. For most backpropagation 

networks the  layers above and below are fully connected. But they do not have to be 

fully connected. It should be noted tha t a  backpropagation network has to  employ 

a t least two layers, i.e. an input layer and an output layer. Figure 7.3 illustrates 

a  five-layered backpropagation network which is fully connected. The first layer is 

called the  input layer, the  last layer is called the output layer and the internal layers 

are called hidden layers. Figure 7.4 shows a basic backpropagation processing ele

m ent which has a  weighted sum of inputs 5j, an output value yj and an associated 

error value Sj th a t is used during weight adjustments. Weights associated with each
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interconnection are adjusted during the training of the network. After training is 

completed, the weights are fixed. These fixed weights are used during recall sessions.

It is difficult to  say how m any processing elements are required for each hidden 

layer and how m any layers are best for a practical problem. However, Kolmogorov’s 

m apping neural network existence theorem  can be used as a reference. Any con

tinuous function can be implemented exactly by a three-layer feedforward neural 

network having n fanout processing elements in the input layer, (2n-bl) process

ing elements in the middle layer, and m processing elements in the output layer 

(Hecht-Nielsen, 1990).

The backpropagation neural network is one of the very useful mapping networks 

which has been applied successfully in applications in a broad class of problems since 

David Rum elhart and other authors introduced and developed it in 1985 (Anderson 

and Rosenfeld, 1988, Rum elhart and McClelland, 1986, and Rum elhart et al, 1986). 

This is the network used for the  the dynamic spectral analysis of nonlinear systems 

in this chapter.

7.2.5 T he algorithm  for a backpropagation network

The backpropagation learning algorithm involves a forward propagation step and a 

backward propagation step. The forward propagation step begins with the provision 

of an input pattern  to  the input layer of the network. Then, activation level calcu

lations are carried out forward through the hidden layers. The processing elements 

in each layer sum the inputs from their connections and use a transfer function to  

compute their outputs. The outputs from the output layer are the outputs of the 

network. All of the calculations of the forward propagation step can be described 

by the  following m athem atical expressions.

Sum m ed inputs from the connections of processing elem ent j for pattern  

P:

=  ^ ^ i j o p j  (7.2)
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Figure 7.3: An illustration of a five-layered backpropagation network.
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Figure 7.4: An illustration of a basic backpropagation processing element. 

O u tp u t  o f p ro c e ss in g  e le m e n t j:

Opj — fj{ i^^ ip j)  (^'^)

S u m m ed  in p u ts  f ro m  th e  co n n ec tio n s  o f p ro cess in g  e le m e n t k  o f n e x t 

layer:

(7 4)
j

O u tp u t  fro m  p ro c e ss in g  e le m e n t k:

Opk =  fki'^^^^pk) (75)

where

/ j ,  —  transfer functions of processing elements j and k.

The backward propagation step begins with the comparison of the network’s 

output pattern  with the  desired ouput. The error values between the two are calcu

lated. The backward propagation step is from the output layer, moving backward 

through the hidden layers. In this step the network corrects its weights in a way

designed to  decrease the  observed error values. The calculations in the backward

step are described by the  expressions below.

E r ro r  b e tw ee n  th e  o u tp u t  o f n e tw o rk  a n d  th e  d e sired  o u tp u t :

^pk — {Vpk ~  Opt) (7*6)
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M ean square error:

Gradient direction:

E p  =  (7-7)
 ̂ k

—  {Vpk (7-^)
dn e t^ k  d n e t^ k

N egative gradient direction:

d w i -
=  -(ypfc -  Opjfe)/fc (netp;t)<̂ pj (7-9)

For a nonlinear problem, the sigmoid function is strongly suggested to  be used as 

the transfer function, and is given by

/(ne<°t) =  J g-cneljj (7-10)

r '  =  =  /io,*(l-O p*) (7.11)

where

p  —  a positive constant.

A step size and quantity are determ ined by

n U  =  { y p k - o , , ) n ' ( n e t ; , )  (7 .12)

The weights are upgraded by

“̂ k j  d" Vpk^pj

The weights in the hidden layer can be upgraded by

4  =  (7.14)
m

7.2.6 Training o f th e neural network

There are a number of neural network architectures tha t have been studied and 

characterized sufficiently to allow their use in solving practical problem. Each of 

these architectures has its own unique mix of information processing capabilities.
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domains of applicability, techniques for use, required training data, training regime, 

and so on. Firstly, a suitable neural network is determ ined for the  specified problem. 

A multi-layer neural network architecture is often used for practical purposes. It 

consists of one input layer, one output layer and one or more than  one hidden 

layers. The input layer is the first layer, the outpu t is the last layer and the hidden 

layers are between them . The num ber of the processing elements in the input and 

output layers is equal to  the num ber of the input and ou tpu t da ta  respectively. In 

addition, a  suitable nonlinear transfer function for each processing element has to 

be determ ined, such as Sigmoid’s function, which is suitable for many complicated 

nonlinear problems. Secondly, a certain num ber of input samples are chosen and 

associated desired output samples are generated. Then the  training of the neural 

network can be started. The training is performed through a modification of the 

processing element weights by minimizing the errors between the output signals of 

each iteration and desired output signals. There are m any kinds of training methods 

for different types of networks. Supervised train ing was used for the calculations 

in this chapter. This type of training is generally used in situations where the 

network is functioning as an in p u t/o u tp u t system. In other words, the network 

receives an input vector and emits an ouput vector. Supervised training for such a 

system implies a regime in which the  network is supplied with a set of examples of 

the desired or correct in p u t/ou tpu t pairs. As each input is entered into the neural 

network, the correct output is also supplied to  the  network. The network is thus 

told precisely what it should be em itting as its output. The actual output then is 

taken as an estim ation of the correct output. In m any supervised training situations 

the inpu t/oupu t vector pairs used during training are assumed to be examples of 

a fixed function. The neural network is then used to  identify the system. After 

having accomplished the training, the  best set of processing element weights are 

determ ined and recalled. This trained network, w ith the best weights, is used as 

the “solution” network for future use. Using this solution network the responses of 

an offshore structure to any incoming ocean wave conditions may be estim ated very
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quickly and efficiently with little  com puting effort.

7.3 A pplication o f th e backpropagation network

The backpropagation network can be used to  solve many complicated problems 

which are very difficult to  be dealt with by the traditional program m ed computing 

approach. It is essential th a t a  certain relationship exists between any input and 

output data  for a com plicated system. For example, it is very difficult to find a 

m athem atical relationship for a nonlinear structural system between input spectra 

and output spectra. However, it is supposed th a t there is a certain relationship for 

the specific nonlinear system  between them . This can be seen from the example 

in the following sections. As long as a certain num ber of typical input spectra and 

output spectra for a nonlinear system can be found through some alternative method 

(which may require excessive com puting tim e) a suitable backpropagation network 

can be obtained by using supervied training. All the  input da ta  and output data 

needs to be normalised between -1.0 and 1.0 before training. Then they  can be used 

for training. After obtaining the  trained network, any other output spectra for the 

given input spectra can be efficiently produced by using the trained network.

7.4 A SDOF nonlinear structural m odel

In order to dem onstrate the  feasibility and the effect of the  application of neural 

networks, for nonlinear structural analysis, a single degree of freedom (SDOF) non

linear structural model was used to  carry out the calculation of structural response 

using a spectral approach. This model had constant mass, constant damping and a 

nonlinear stiffness value. The relationship between force and displacement is there

fore linked by a nonlinear system. The structural model is illustrated in Figure 7.5. 

Dynamic response results from the  action of dynamic loadings near to  the system 

natural frequencies. The nonlinear spring stiffness used consisted of 4 lines which 

are illustrated in Figure 7.6. The mass used Wcls 823.887kg and the damping was
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Figure 7.5: A SDOF nonlinear structural model.

690.21KN sec/m .

7.5 G enerating the input and output sam ples for 
the neural network

Training of the neural network begins with the selection of a certain number of 

in p u t/ou tpu t samples. The input samples are force spectra (input PSD’s) and the 

output samples (output PSD ’s) are structural response spectra. It must be assumed 

th a t there is a link between the input and output samples for this kind of nonlinear 

system. 25 typical input and output spectral pairs were used to work out the link. 

The input and output spectra were divided into about 0.07Hz equal frequency bands, 

ranging from O.OHz to 0.55Hz. The ordinates of the spectra were used as the input
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Figure 7.6: The nonlinear stiffness of a spring.

and o u tpu t d a ta  for the neural network training. The 25 input spectra are shown 

in Figure 7.7.

A fter choosing the input force spectra the associated force tim e signals were 

generated by using a Monte Carlo simulation technique (Rice, 1955 and Yang 1971). 

The tim e history corresponding to  spectra 1 is plotted in Figure 7.8. Structural 

displacem ent response tim e signals were computed by solving the nonlinear equation 

of m otion by using the numerical Wilson-0 method. Figure 7.9 shows the output 

response tim e signal for spectrum 1. After obtaining the  displacement tim e history 

the o u tpu t PSD was then produced by using an FFT. All of the chosen input spectra 

were dealt w ith in this way. The results are plotted in Figures 7.10,7.11,7.12,7.13 

and 7.14. The input and output signals were normalised between -1.0 and 1.0 due to 

the requirem ents of the chosen neural network. After evaluating the inpu t/ou tpu t 

pair samples as above the training was carried out. Figure 7.15 illustrates the stages 

of generating training samples.
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Figure 7.7: The 25 input force spectra.
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Figure 7.8: The force time history obtained from force spectrum 1.
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7.6 R esu lts and discussions

Having generated in p u t/o u tp u t samples, the neural network was then trained. Each 

input spectrum  had 103 ordinates and each output spectrum  had 51 ordinates. 2 

hidden layers were selected with 150 processing elements in the first hidden layer and 

50 processing elements in the  second hidden layer. 20000 iterations were performed 

for training the  network. The best weights for the network were thereby obtained 

by training.

In order to  check th e  trained  network for the  given structure, 3 completely new 

and different input spectra  were chosen (located in the range covered by the train

ing samples). These 3 input PSDs and the generated simulation tim e signals are 

shown in Figures 7.16, 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19. Figures 7.20, 7.21 and 7.22 show the 

structural tim e history responses which were obtained by numerically integrating 

in the  tim e domain. The outpu t response spectra which were obtained from these 

tim e signals are shown in Figures 7.23, 7.24, 7.25, 7.26, 7.27 and 7.28, along with 

the  corresponding spectra obtained using the neural network.
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From the results obtained, it can be seen th a t the values of the  output PSDs 

produced using the  neural network axe very close to  those obtained by numerical 

integration in th e  tim e  domain. Therefore, it can be concluded th a t neural networks 

can produce satisfactory output spectra for the given nonlinear system.

7.7 C onclusions

The results from this study  show th a t the neurcd network technique represents a new 

and powerful technique for the spectral analysis of nonlinear system . Although the 

method requires th a t a  few representative inpu t/ou tpu t samples can be obtained, 

it is still a valuable tool where a wider range of responses need to  be considered. 

An example of such a situation is where a spectral fatigue analysis of a nonlinear 

offshore struc tu re  is required. Furthermore, if spectral d a ta  of inpu t and output for 

a real offshore struc tu re  is available from measurements this new m ethod will also 

be very useful.
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Conclusions

8.1 General conclusions

The spectral fatigue analysis m ethod has been shown to have many advantages when 

carrying out a fatigue analysis for an offshore structure, especially when subjected to 

random wave loading. The advantages and the problems associated with the method 

have been addressed in the previous chapters. The nonlinearities are the most im

portant lim itation of the spectral analysis method. Therefore, some improvements 

are required in order to  apply the spectral analysis m ethod to  fatigue damage as

sessment of offshore platforms where nonlinearities are often severe. A m ajor part 

of the original work presented in this thesis was focused on one specific spectral 

fatigue analysis m ethod —  the deterministic-spectral m ethod. A new approach for 

extending this m ethod to deal with the nonlinear wave force against wave height 

relationship was presented in Chapter 5. The basis of the m ethod is a more rigorous 

methodology for choosing base wave case heights. The Longuet-Higgins wave height- 

period joint probability density function was employed to  generate more rigorous 

base wave case heights for specified wave periods. The effect of the improvement 

was assessed by using more accurate reference fatigue life values based on a tim e 

domain analysis method.

A new m ethod for performing a tim e domain analysis for a full offshore platform 

subjected to random ocean wave loading has been developed and was used to  produce 

useful reference fatigue life values.

184
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Chapter 3 compared the fatigue life of a typical shallow water platform subjected 

to random wave loading by using the determ inistic and the determ inistic-spectral 

methods. The predicted fatigue lives by the determ inistic m ethod are longer than 

those predicted by the deterministic-spectral method. Although the deterministic 

method is a common method for the design of shallow water platforms it does not 

consider the characteristics of random waves. Therefore, the spectral m ethod has 

considerable amount of potential for fatigue damage assessment of shallow water 

platforms.

Chapter 4 investigated the sensitivity of the fatigue damage calculation, for both 

deep water and shallow water platforms, to  the variations of several im portant struc

tural and environmental param eters by using the determ inistic-spectral method. 

The fatigue lives are very sensitive to wave direction and mean water levels. The 

offshore platforms must be located in positions which avoids the most dangerous 

damage from the attacking wave. The horizontal bracing level must be as far as 

possible away from mean water level. The optimum values for the num ber of base 

wave cases, the number of increments used for the nodal wave force sine fitting, the 

num ber of the increments used for subdivision of the individual elements and the 

choice of wave theories have been given. In addition, the rainfiow cycle counting 

routine was shown to be better than the narrow band m ethod, especially for deep 

water platforms. Some practical guidance for the design of offshore platforms has 

been given.

Chapter 6 carried out a dynamic analysis of a single cylinder platform  with a 

piled foundation. The dynamic responses of the structure for several typical soil 

models were calculated and discussed. The dynamic responses were shown to be 

sensitive to the variations of the nonlinear stiffness of piled foundations.

The dynamic response of offshore structures is complicated by nonlinear piled 

foundation behaviour. This makes the application of spectral techniques very dif

ficult. The neural network technique has been dem onstrated to  be an alternative 

and efficient approach for performing nonlinear spectral analysis in Chapter 7. It
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was shown th a t, as long as several inpu t/ou tpu t data samples can be produced, a 

suitable neural network can be trained for a specified nonlinear structural model. 

The results show th a t this new method is a promising alternative method for non

linear structural analysis. This represents the other main area of original work in 

this thesis.

In summary, this thesis addresses a number of im portant aspects of the spectral 

fatigue analysis of offshore structures. Some new approaches for improving the 

spectral fatigue m ethod have been presented and evaluated.

8.2 Future work

All of the original objectives concerning the spectral fatigue analysis method in this 

thesis were achieved. Some interesting research still needs to  be done. Therefore, 

suggestions for future work are proposed as follows.

The sensitivity of the fatigue damage assessment to the interactions between 

some im portant structural and environmental param eters used in Chapter 4 should 

be investigated by using the deterministic-spectral method. The uncertainty needs 

to be addressed to assess their influence on the calculated fatigue life random vari

able.

It is very useful to  assess the improved spectral technique presented in this thesis 

by using test results for an offshore platform. Therefore, an approach using exper

imental data is suggested. In order to do this, the structural stress tim e history is 

required from measurements. The service response of an existing British Gas p la t

form should be estim ated using measured acceleration tim e histories recorded from 

the topside of a platform. In order to accurately relate these acceleration histories to  

stress ranges the foundation stiffness needs to be known. In order to determine this 

a controlled im pact test is proposed in order to obtain the structures first natural 

frequency. A lternatively the response to  high frequency waves in relatively calm 

weather may provide the required data. By incorporating this information into a 

Finite Element model of the platform an appropriate foundation stiffness may be
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evaluated by trial and error. This foundation stiffness can then be used to  produce 

the correct natural frequency using the FEA model. Acceleration tim e histories 

from the topside of the jacket could then be measured over a specified periods. The 

FEA model could then be used to relate the topside displacements to stresses in the 

base of the jacket. Although the procedure will ignore the contribution to the stress 

history from local member wave loads it should provide a reasonable accurate means 

of comparing the spectral and the determ inistic methods against the corresponding 

tim e domain (measured) trace.

In order to consider the influence of foundation stiffness for a full offshore plat

form when using the determ inistic-spectral m ethod the nonlinear piled foundation 

model will be incorporated into the fatigue analysis for a full platform . The errors 

due to structural nonlinearities associated with the use of the determ inistic-spectral 

m ethod could then be evaluated.

Neural network techniques have been dem onstrated to be an alternative approach 

for nonlinear spectral analysis. This approach needs to be further applied to  a 

complicated structural model. The choices of inpu t/ou tpu t sample data  should be 

investigated in order to produce more accurate results.
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program elveac
c ----------------------------------------------------------------
c * Program elveac.f was writen to produce velocities, 
c * accelerations and surface elevations for wavelets and 
c * different depths from given wave spectra.
c * mpl ---  numbers of decomposited wavelets
c * mp2   number of horizontal grid
c * mp4 ---  numbers of spereted depths below mean water level
c * mp5 ---  numbers of spereted depths above mean water level
c * n(iwvsp) ---- n=l for P-M spectrum, n=0 JONSWAP spectrum
c ----------------------------------------------------------------

parameter(mpl=80,mp2=60,mp3=22,mp4=2) 
real g (mpl),phase(mpl),r(mpl),h(mpl),f(mpl),

+ velcyh(mp3+mp4),velcyv(mp3+mp4),surelv(mpl,mp2),
+ acctnh(mp3 +mp4),acctnv(mp3+mp4),sumsel(mp2),x(mp2),
+ 1 (mpl),kk(mpl)
real la,Id 
integer bl

c ------------------------
c * open files *
c ------------------------

open(10,file='data.in') 
open(11,file='veac.dat') 
open(12,file='surelv.dat')

c ------------------------
c * read parameters *
c ------------------------

read(10,*)hs,tz,dmwl,n 
close(10)

c ------------------------
c * input time step *
c -----------------------------------------

write(*,*)'input time step' 
read(*,*)itsp
write(*,*)'time step=',itsp

c -------------------------
bl=mpl
pi=3 .141592653589793
numwlt=mpl
numgrd=mp2
numdep=mp3
numdpj =numdep+1
nexdep=mp4
cfws=0.45
delf= (cfws-0.06)/(bl-1.0) 
deldep=dmwl/numdep 
deltat=0.1 
t=(itsp-1.0)*deltat 
do 10 igrd=l,numgrd

X (igrd)=(igrd-1.0)-30.0 
10 continue

do 20 iwvlt=l,numwlt
f(iwvlt)= (iwvlt-1.0)*delf+0.06 

20 continue
c --------------------------------------
c * calculate sea state spectrum *
c --------------------------------------

if(n.gt.0)then
call pmspec(hs,tz,pi,bl,f,g) 
else



fm=1.0/(1.286*tz) 
call jwspec(hs,tz,bl,f,fm,g) 

endif
c -------------------------------------
c * calculate random phase *
c -------------------------------------

call rn(pi,bl,r,phase)
c --------------------------------------------------
c * calculate wave heights for each wavelet *
c --------------------------------------------------

do 40 iwvlt=l,numwlt
h (iwvlt)=2.0*sqrt(2.G*g(iwvlt)*delf)

40 continue
c -----------------------------------------------------------------
c * calculate velocities, accelerations and surface elevations *
c -----------------------------------------------------------------

do 60 iwvlt=l,numwlt 
period=l.0/f(iwvlt)
1(iwvlt)=1.0 
ncount=0

1200 la=9.81*period*period/2.0/pi*tanh(2.0*pi*dmwl/l(iwvlt))
ld=abs(1(iwvlt)-la) 
if(Id.le.0.02)then 
goto 1100 
else
1(iwvlt)=1(iwvlt)+0.01
ncount=ncount+l
if(ncount.gt.100000) goto 1300
goto 1200
endif

1100 kk(iwvlt)=2.0*pi/l(iwvlt)
do 70 igrd=l,numgrd

aa=2.0*pi*((x(igrd)/I(iwvlt))-(t/period))+phase(iwvlt) 
surelv(iwvlt,igrd)=h(iwvlt)/2.O*cos(aa)

c -----------------------------------------------------
c * calculate surface elevation for random wave *
c ----------------------------------------------------

sumsel(igrd)=sumsel(igrd)+surelv(iwvlt,igrd)
70 continue
60 continue

do 90 igrd=l,numgrd
sumdlo=sumsel(igrd)+dmwl 
write(12,*)sumdlo 
do 100 idep=l,numdep+nexdep 

if(idep.le.6)then
z=-(dmwl-((idep-1.0)*4.0)) 
else
if(idep.gt.11)goto 75 
z=-(dmwl-10.0-((idep-1.0)*2.0) ) 

endif 
goto 7 6

75 z=-(dmwl-25.0-((idep-1.0)*0.5))
76 zcom=abs(z)

do 110 iwvlt=l,numwlt 
period=l.0/f(iwvlt)
aa=2.0*pi*((x(igrd)/I(iwvlt))-(t/period))+phase(iwvlt:
deploc=dmwl+surelv(iwvlt,igrd)
if(surelv(iwvlt,igrd).ge.0.0)goto 120
if(sumsel(igrd).ge.0.0)goto 131
if(surelv(iwvlt,igrd).ge.sumsel(igrd))goto 132



131 surcom=abs(surelv(iwvlt,igrd)) 
if(surcom.gt.zcom)goto 110 
goto 130

132 surcom=abs(sumsel(igrd)) 
if(surcom.gt.zoom)goto 110 
goto 130

120 if(sumsel(igrd).ge.0.0)goto 121 
surcom=abs(sumsel(igrd))
if(surcom.gt.zoom)goto 110 
goto 130

121 if(surelv(iwvlt,igrd).ge.sumsel(igrd))goto 122
if(surelv(iwvlt,igrd).It.z)goto 110
goto 130

122 if(sumsel(igrd).It.z)goto 110
130 tranl=pi*h(iwvlt)

tran2=cosh(kk(iwvlt)*(z+deploc))
tran3=period*sinh(kk(iwvlt)*deploc)
tran4=sinh(kk(iwvlt)*(z+deploc))
tran7=period*sinh(kk(iwvlt)*deploc)
velh=tranl* tran2/tran3 * s in(aa)
velv=tranl*tran4/tran7*cos(aa)
acch=pi*2.0 * tranl* tran2/ (period*tran3)*sin(aa)
accv=-pi*2.0*tranl*tran4/(period*tran3)*cos(aa)
velcyh(idep)=velcyh(idep)+velh
velcyv(idep)=velcyv(idep)+velv
acctnh(idep)=acctnh(idep)+acch
acctnv(idep)=acctnv(idep)+accv
if(idep.It.numdpj)goto 110
velcyh(idep)=velcyh(numdpj)
velcyv(idep)=ve1cyv(numdpj)
acctnh(idep)=acctnh(numdpj)
acctnv(idep)=acctnv(numdpj)

110 continue
if(velcyh(idep).eq.0.0)goto 140
write(11,5000)igrd,z,sumdlo,velcyh(idep),

1 velcyv(idep),acctnh(idep),acctnv(idep)
140 velcyh(idep)=0.0

velcyv(idep)=0.0 
acctnh(idep)=0.0 
acctnv(idep)=0.0 

100 continue
90 continue
5000 format(i2,lx,f8.4,lx,f7.4,lx,4(lx,f9.4)) 

close(11) 
close(12) 
goto 1500 

1300 write(*,1400)
1400 format(Ix,"the value of 1 has not been found')
1500 stop 

end
c ---------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to calculate P-M spectrum *
c ---------------------------------------------

subroutine pmspec(hs,tz,pi,bl,f,g) 
integer bl 
real g (bl),f(bl) 
do i=l,bl

ain=4.0*pi*(tz**4)*(f(i)**5) 
bin=-l.0/pi/((f(i)*tz)**4) 
g(i)=((hs**2)/ain)*exp(bin)



enddo
return
end

c ---------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to produce random phases *
c ---------------------------------------------

subroutine rn(pi,bl,r,phase) 
integer bl
real r(bl),phase(bl) 

c i=760013
do k=l,bl

r(k)=rand(0) 
phase(k)=2.0*pi*r(k) 

enddo 
return 
end

c -------------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to calculate JONSWAP spectrum *
c -------------------------------------------------

subroutine jwspec(hs,tz,bl,f,fm,g) 
integer bl 
real g(bl),f(bl) 
do i=l,bl

if (f(i).gt.fm) goto 1000
q=exp((-(1.286*tz*f(i)-l)**2)/(2.0*0 . 07**2) ) 
goto 1100

1000 q=exp((-(1.286*tz*f(i)-1)* * 2 )/ ( 2 . 0 * 0 . 0 9 * * 2 ) )
1100 g(i)=0.0749*hs**2*tz/(tz*f(i))**5*

1 exp(-0.4567/((tz*f(i))**4))*3 .3**q
enddo 
return 
end
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program caldam
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c * Program was writen to produce rearranged data from *
c * stress time history, to work out Rainfiow counting *
c * cycles and to calculate fatigue damage *
c * mp ---  original number of data *
c * time ---  time in seconds of stress time signals *
c * sncof --  coefficient of S-N curve *
c * snslop -- slope of S-N curve *
c * ranval -- stress ranges *
c * Icount -- number of cycles for each stress range *
c * damage -- fatigue damage in the duration of input *
c * stress signals *
c * fatlif --  fatigue life in years *
c * file 'strs.in' ---  input stress signals *
c * file 'dam.out' ---  damage and life *
c ------------------------------------------------------------

parameter(mp=10000)
real strs (mp) , pkvy (mp) , range (mp) , ranval (mp) , rnsn(mp)
integer Icount(mp)
open(11,file='strs.dat')
open(12,file='dam.out')

c --------------------------------------------------------
c * read S-N curve data and time of stress signal *
c --------------------------------------------------------
c read(*,*)time,snslop,snstr,sncyc
c ----------------------------------------------------

skk=sncyc*(snstr**snslop) 
do 10 i=l,mp

read(11/*)strs(i)
10 continue

close(11)
c ------------------------------------------------------
c * take out all peak values and valley values *
c -----------------------------------------------------

call valpv(strs,pkvy,mpnew) 
do 20 i=l,mp 

strs(i)=0.0 
20 continue
c ----------------------------------------------------
c * rearrange all values to begin and end with *
c * maximum peak (or minimum valley) *
c ----------------------------------------------------

call rearg (mpnew,pkvy,strs,mpnewl)
c ----------------------------------------------------
c * work out stress ranges of rearrange sequence *
c * using rainfiow counting cycles method *
c -----------------------------------------------------

k=mpnewl-l
m=0
call rainfc(k,pkvy,range,m)

c ----------------------------------------------------
c * calculate number of cycles for each different *
c * stress ranges *
c ----------------------------------------------------

ncount=0
call cycnum(m,range,ranval,Icount,ncount)

c --------------------------------------------------
c * calculate fatigue damage and life *
c --------------------------------------------------



damage=0.0 
do 40 i=l,ncount

rnsn(i)=sncyc*((snstr/ranval(i))**snslop) 
damage=damage+(Icount(i)/rnsn(i))

40 continue
daml=2 * damage/time
fatlif=1.0/(daml*365.0*24.0*60.0*60.0) 
write(12,*)'damage=',daml,' ','life=',fatlif 
close(12) 
end

c -------------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to take out all peak values and * 
c * valley values *
c -------------------------------------------------

subroutine valpv(strs,pkvy,mpnew) 
parameter(mp=10000) 
real strs(mp),pkvy(mp) 
pkvy(1)=strs(1)
3=1mpnew=2
do 10 i=2,mp-l

if(strs(i).ge.strs(i-1) .and. strs(i).
1 ge.strs(i+1))then

if(strs(i).eq.strs(i-1))goto 40
mpnew=mpnew+1
3=3+1pkvy(j)=strs(i)

40 continue
else
if(strs(i).le.strs(i-1) .and. strs(i).

1 le.strs(i+1))goto 20
goto 30

20 if(strs(i).eq.strs(i-1))goto 50
3=3+1mpnew=mpnew+1 
pkvy(3 )=strs(i)

50 continue
30 endif
10 continue

pkvy(mpnew)=strs(mp)
return
end

c ------------------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to rearrange all values to begin and * 
c * end with maximum peak (or minimum valley) *
c ------------------------------------------------------

subroutine rearg(mpnew,pkvy,strs,mpnewl)
parameter(mp=10000)
real pkvy(mp),strs(mp)
vamax=0.0
do 10 i=l,mpnew

cpkvy=abs(pkvy(i)) 
i f (cpkvy.gt.vamax)then 

vamax=abs(pkvy(i)) 
maxi=i 
else 
goto 10 

endif 
10 continue

3 = 0



3 5 do 30 i=maxi,mpnew
3=3 + 1strs(j)=pkvy(i)

3 0 continue
do 40 1=1,maxi 

3=3+1strs(j)=pkvy(i)
40 continue

do 45 i=l,mp 
pkvy(i)=0.0 

45 continue
pkvy(1)=strs(1)
3=1mpnewl=2
do 50 i=2,mpnew

if(strs(i).ge.strs(i-1) .and. strs(i).
1 ge.strs(i+1))then

if(strs(i).eq.strs(i-1))goto 70
mpnewl=mpnewl+1
3=3+1pkvy(])=strs(i)

7 0 continue
else
if(strs(i).It.strs(i-1) .and. strs(i).

1 It.strs(i+1))goto 60
goto 50

60 if(strs(i).eq.strs(i-1))goto 80
3=3+1mpnewl=mpnewl+1 
pkvy (j)=strs(i)

80 continue
endif 

50 continue
pkvy (mpnewl)=strs(mpnew+1)
return
end

c ------------------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to work out stress ranges of rearrange 
c * sequence using rainfiow counting cycles method
c

subroutine rainfc(k,pkvy,range,m) 
parameter(mp=10000) 
real pkvy(mp),range(mp)

40 n=0
20 n=n+l

if(k.It.2)goto 10
if(n.It.3)goto 20
x=abs(pkvy(n)-pkvy(n-1))
y=abs(pkvy(n-1)-pkvy(n-2))
if(x.It.y)goto 20
m=m+l
range(m)=y 
do 30 ]=n,k+1

pkvy(3 -2)=pkvy(j)
3 0 continue

k=k-2 
goto 40 

10 return
end



c --------------------------------------------------------
c * subroutine to calculate number of cycles for each * 
c * different stress ranges *
c --------------------------------------------------------

subroutine cycnum(m,range,ranval,1count,ncount)
parameter(mp=10000)
real range(mp),ranval(mp)
integer Icount(mp)
mcount=0
do 10 ]=l,m

if(range(j).eq.0.0)goto 10 
rancom=range(j) 
do 20 i=l,m

i f (range(i).eq.rancom)then 
mcount=mcount+l 
r=range(i) 
range(i)=0.0 
else 
goto 20 

endif
2 0 continue

ncount=ncount+l 
ranval(ncount)=r 
Icount(ncount)=mcount 
mcount=0 

10 continue
do 3 0 i=l,ncount-1 

min=i 
kk=i+l
do 40 j=kk,ncount

if(ranval(j).It.ranval(min))min=j 
40 continue

rtemp=ranval(i) 
ranval(i)=ranval(min) 
ranval(min)=rtemp 
ltemp=lcount(i)
Icount(i)=Icount(min)
Icount(min)=ltemp

3 0 continue
return
end
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/*
/ *
/ * -------------

#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
long 
int 
int 
int 
char 
FILE 
int
/ * ------------------
/* Wait
/ * ------------------
void 
{

Neural network program
• * /

* /
/

200
5
200

3
2
1
0

int

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<ctype.h>

NMXUNIT 
NMXHLR
NMXOATTR 100
NMXINP
NMXIATTR 150
SEXIT 
RESTRT 
FEXIT 
CONTNE 

eta; 
alpha; 
err_curr; 
maxe ; 
maxep;
*wtptr[NMXHLR+1];
*outptr[NMXHLR+2]; 
*errptr[NMXHLR+2];
*deIw[NMXHLR+1]; 
target[NMXINP][NMXOATTR] 
input[NMXINP][NMXIATTR], 
OUtpt[NMXINP][NMXOATTR]; 
ont, cnt_num; 
nunit[NMXHLR+2], 
result; 
nsnew/ nsold; 
task_name[20];
*fpl, *fp2, *fp3; 
fplotlO;

ep[NMXINP]

nhlayer, ninput, ninattr, noutattr;

for a key input
. * /

* /
■ * /

pause(

}
/ *  —  

/ *
/ *  —  
void 
{

if (getcharO == '\n') 
getchar();

User interface
user_session()

. * /

*/
* /

float x;
int i/ j, showdata;
char fnam[20], dtype[20] 
FILE *fp;
printf("\nStart of learning session") 
printf("\n\tEnter the task name: "); 
scanf("%s", task_name);
printf("\n\tHow many features in input pattern?: ") 
scanf("%d", &ninattr);



printf("\n\tHow many output units?: "); 
scanf("%d", &noutattr);
printf("\n\tTotal number of input samples?: "); 
scanf("%d", &ninput);
strcpy(fnam, task_name); 
strcat(fnam, ".dat");
if ((fp=fopen(fnam, "r")) == NULL)

{ printf("\nFILE %s does not exist", fnam); 
pause(); 

exit(0);
}

printf{"\n\tDo you want to look at data just read?(y/n): "); 
scanf("%s", dtype);
showdata = ((dtype[0]=='y') || (dtype[0]=='Y'));
for (i=0; i<ninput; i++)

{ for (j=0; ]<ninattr; j++)
{ fscanf(fp, "%f", &x); 

input[i][j] = x;
if (showdata) printf("%10.2f", input[i][j]);

}

{

}
}fclose(fp);

for (j=0; j<noutattr; j++)
fscanf(fp, "%f", &x); 
target[i][j] = x;
if (showdata) printf("%10.2f\n", target[i][j]);

/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Specify architecture of net and value of learning */
/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void set_up()
{

int i ;
eta = 0.9;
printf("\n\tMomentum rate eta (default=0.9)? : ");
scanf("%f", &eta);
alpha = 0.7;
printf("\n\tLearning rate alpha (default=0.7)? : ");
scanf("%f", &alpha);
maxe = 0.01;
maxep = 0.001;
printf("\n\tMax total error (default=0.01)? : ");
scanf("%f", &maxe);
printf("\n\tMAX individual error (default=0.001)? : ");
scanf("% f", &maxep);



cnt_num = 1000;
printf("\n\tMax number of iterations (default=1000)? : "); 
scanf("%ld"/ &cnt_num);
printf("\n\tNumber of hidden layers?: "); 
scanf("%d", &nhlayer);
for (i=0; i<nhlayer; i++)
{ printf("\n\t\tNumber of units for hidden layer %d?: ", i+1);

scanf("%d", &nunit[i+1]);
}

printf("\n\tCreat error file? if so type 1, or type 0: "); 
scanf("%d", &fplotlO);
printf("\n\tExecution starts");
nunit[nhlayer+1] = noutattr; 
nunit[0] = ninattr;

}

/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Allocate dynamic storage for the network */
/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void initO
{ int lenl, len2, i, k;

float *pl, *p2, *p3, *p4;
lenl = len.2 = 0;
nunit[nhlayer+2] = 0 ;
for (i=0; i<(nhlayer+2); i++)
{

lenl += (nunit [i]+D * nunit [i + 1]; 
len2 += nunit[i] + 1;

}

pi = (float *) malloc((lenl+1)*sizeof(float)); /* weights */
/* output

* /

* /

p2 = (float *) malloc((len2+l)*sizeof(float))
p3 = (float *) malloc((len2+l)*sizeof(float))
p4 = (float *) malloc((lenl+1)*sizeof(float))

/* set up initial pointers */
wtptr[0] = pi;
outptr[0] = p2;
errptrio] = p3;
delw[0] = p4;
/* set up the rest of pointers */ 
for (i=l; i<(nhlayer+1); i++)
{

wtptr[i] = wtptr[i-l] + nunit[i] * (nunit[i-1]+1) 
delw[i] = delw[i-l] + nunit[i] * (nunit[i-1] +1);

}
for (i=l; i<(nhlayer+2); i++)

/* error 
/* delw



outptr[i] = outptr[i-l] + nunit[i-1] +1; 
errptrii] = errptr[i-l] + nunit[i-1] +1;

}

/* set up threshold outputs */ 
for (i=0; i<nhlayer+l; i++)
{

* (outptr[i]+nunit[i]) = 1.0;
}

}

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Random number generator */
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
long randseed = 568731L;
int randoml()
{

randseed = 15625L * randseed + 22221L; 
return ((randseed »  16) & 0x7FFF);

}

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* initialize weights with random numbers */
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void initwtO
{ int i, j;

for (j=0; j<nhlayer+l; j++)
for (i=0; i<(nunit[j]+1) * nunit[j+1]; i++)

{ *(wtptr[j]+i) = randoml()/pow(2.0, 15.0) -0.5; 
*(delw[j]+i) = 0.0;

}
}

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Bottom_up calculate of net for input pattern i */
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void forward(i) 

int i ;
{ int m, n, p, offset; 

float net;
for (m=0; m<ninattr; m++)

* (outptr[0]+m) = input[i][m];
for (m=l; m<nhlayer+2; m++)
{

for (n=0; n<nunit[m]; n++)
{

net = 0.0; 
for (p=0; p<nunit[m-1]+1; p++)

{ offset = (nunit[m-1]+1) * n +p;
net += *(wtptr[m-1] + offset) * (*(outptr[m-1]+p));

}



* (outptr[m]+n) = 1/(1+exp(-net));
>

}

for (n=0; n<nunit[nhlayer+1]; n++)
OUtpt[i][n] = * (outptr[nhlayer+1]+n);

}

/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Check the learning temination condition */
/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /
int introspective(nfrom, nto)

int nfrom; 
int nto;

{
int i, flag;
if (cnt>=cnt_num) return(FEXIT);
nsnew = 0 ; 
flag = 1;
for (i=nfrom; (i<nto) && (flag==l); i++)
{ if (ep[i] <= maxep) 

nsnew++;
else

flag = 0;
}if (flag == 1) return(SEXIT);

/* if (err_curr <= maxe) return(SEXIT); */ 
return(CONTNE);

}

/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Backpropegation learning the network */
/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
int rumelhart(from_snum, to_snum) 

int from_snum; 
int to_snum;

{ int i, j, k, m, n, p, offset, index; 
float out;
char *err_file = "criter.dat";
nsold = 0; 
cnt = 0 ;
result = CONTNE;
if (fplotlO == 1)

if ((fp3=fopen(err_file, "w")) == NULL) 
{
printf("\nCan not open error file"); 
pause(); 
exit(0);

}
do {

err_curr = 0.0;
for (i=from_snum; i<to_snum; i++)



propagation */

(1-out) * out;

forward(i);
for (m=0; m<nunit[nhlayer+1]; m++) /* top_down error
{

}

out = *(outptr[nhlayer+1] + m);
*(errptr[nhlayer+1]+m) = (target[i][m]-out) *

for (m=nhlayer+l; m>=l; m— )
{ for (n=0; n<nunit[m-1]+1; n++)

{ * (errptr[m-1]+n) = 0.0; 
for (p=0; p<nunit[m]; p++)

{ offset = (nunit[m-1]+1) * p + n;
*(delw[m-l]+offset) = eta *

(*(errptr[m]+p)) * (*(outptr[m-1]+n)) + alpha * (*(delw[m-1]+offset));
*(errptr[m-1]+n) += * (errptr[m]+p) *

(*(wtptr[m-1]+offset)) ;
} *(errptr[m-1]+n) = * (errptr[m-1]+n) * 

(1- * (outptr[m-1]+n)) * (*(outptr[m-1]+n));
}

}

*(delw[m-l] + offset)

/* weight changes */
for (m=l; m<nhlayer+2; m++)
for (n=0; n<nunit[m]; n++)
{ for (p=0; p<nunit[m-1]+1; p++)
{ offset = (nunit[m-1]+1) * n + p; 

*(wtptr[m-1]+offset) +=
}

* (outptr[nhlayer+1]+m)));
}

}

ep [ i] = 0.0;
for (m=0; m<nunit[nhlayer+1]; m++) 
{ ep[i] += fabs((target[i][m] -

err_curr += ep[i] * ep[i];
err_curr = 0 . 5  * err_curr/ninput; 
cnt++;
if ((cnt % 100) == 0)
{

printf("\niretation time %8d\t", cnt); 
printf("%10.4f", err_curr);

}

result = introspective(from_snum, to_snum); 
} while (result == CONTNE);



/* updata output with changed weight */ 
for (i=from_snum; i<to_snum; i++) 

forward(i);
for (i=0; i<nhlayer+l; i++)

{ index = 0 ;
for (j = 0; j<nunit[i+1] ; j++)
{printf("\n\nWeights between unit %d of layer %d", j, i+1); 

printf(" and units of layer %d\n", i); 
for (k=0; k<nunit[i]; k++)

printf("%f", * (wtptr[i]+index++)); 
printf("\nThreshold of unit %d of layer %d is %f", j ,  i+1,

*(wtptr[i]+index++));
}

}

for (i=0; i<ninput; i++) 
for (j=0; ]<noutattr; ]++)
printf("\n\nsample %d output %d=%f target %d=%f", i, j, outpt[i][j], 

j, target[i][j]);
printf("\n\nTotal number of iteration is %d", cnt); 
printf("\nNormalized system error is %f\n\n\n", err_curr); 
return(result);

}

/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Read file for net archtecture and learning */
/* parameters. File name has suffix _v.dat */
/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void dread(taskname)

char *taskname;
{

int i, j;
char var_f ile_name[20];
strcpy(var_file_name, taskname); 
streat(var_file_name, "_v.dat"); 
if ((fpl = fopen(var_file_name, "r"))==NULL)
{

printf("\nCannot open data file "); 
pause(); 
exit(0);

}

fscanf(fpl, "%d%d%d%f%f%d%ld", &ninput, &noutattr, &ninattr, &eta, 
&alpha, &nhlayer, &cnt_num);

for (i=0; i<nhlayer+2; i++)
{

fscanf(fpl, "%d", &nunit[i]);
}

fclose(fpl);



/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Read file containing weights and thresholds. */
/* File name has suffix _w.dat */
/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void wtread(taskname)

char *taskname;
{ int i, j ;

char wt_file_name[20];
strcpy(wt_file_name, taskname); 
streat(wt_file_name, "_w.dat");
if ((fp2=fopen(wt_file_name, "r")) == NULL)
{ printf("\nCannot open data file"); 

pause(); 
exit(0);

}

for (i=0; i<nhlayer+l; i++)
{ for (]=0; j<(nunit[i]+1)*nunit[i+1]; j++)

{ fscanf(fp2, "%f", (wtptr[i]+j));
}

}

fclose(fp2);

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Great file for net architecture and learning */
/* parameters. File name has suffix _v.dat */
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void dwrite(taskname)

char *taskname;
{ int i, j;

char var_file_name[20];
strcpy(var_file_name, taskname); 
strcat(var_file_name, "_v.dat");
if ((fpl=fopen(var_file_name, "w+")) == NULL)

{ printf("\nCannot open data file"); 
pause(); 
exit(0);

}fprintf(fpl, "%10d%10d%10d%10.5f%10.5f%10d%101d\n", ninput, 
noutattr, ninattr, eta, alpha, nhlayer, cnt_num);

for (i=0; i<nhlayer+2; i++)
{

fprintf(fpl, "%10d", nunit[i]);
}

fprintf(fpl, "\n%10d%10.5f", cnt, err_curr); 
fprintf(fpl, "\n");



for (1=0; i<ninput; i++)
{

for (j=0; j<noutattr; j++)
fprintf(fpl, "%10.5f\t", outpt[i][j]); 

fprintf(fpl, "\n");
}

fclose(fpl);

/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /

/* Great file for saving weights and threashold */
/* learned from training. File name has suffix _w.dat */
/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /
void wtwrite(taskname)

char *taskname;
{

int i, j, k;
char wt_f i1e_name[20];
strcpy(wt_file_name, taskname); 
strcat(wt_file_name, "_w.dat");
if ((fp2=fopen(wt_file_name, "w+")) == NULL) 
{ printf("\nCannot open data file"); 

pause(); 
exit(0);

}

k = 0;
for (i=0; i<nhlayer+l; i++)
for (j=0; j<(nunit[i]+1)*nunit[i+1]; j++)
{ if (k==8)

{
k = 0 ;
fprintf(fp2, "\n");

}fprintf(fp2, "%f\t", *(wtptr[i]+j)); 
k++;

}

fclose(fp2);

/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /
/* Learn the network */
/ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* /
void learning 0
{

int result;
user_session(); 
set_up(); 
init(); 
do {

initwt();
result = rumelhart(0, ninput);



} while (result == RESTRT); 
if (result == FEXIT)
printf("\nMax number of iterations reached, but failed to decrease 

system error sufficiently"); 
dwrite(task_name); 
wtwrite(task_name);

}

/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
/* Main body of output generation */
/ * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- * /
void output_generation()
{ float x;

int i, m, nsample; 
char ans[10]; 
char dfile[20];
FILE *stream; 
char file_name[30];
printf("\nGeneration of output for a new pattern"); 
printf("\n\tPresent task name is %s", task_name); 
printf("\n\tWork on different task? "); 
printf("\n\tAnswer yes or no: "); 
scanf("%s", ans);
if ((ans[0]=="y") || (ans[0]=='Y'))
{ printf("\n\tType the task name: "); 

scanf("%s", task_name); 
dread(task_name); 
init();
wtread(task_name);

}

printf("\nEnter file name for pattern to be processed: ");
scanf("%s", dfile);
if ((fpl=fopen(dfile, "r"))==NULL)
{

printf("\nCannot open dfile"); 
pause(); 
exit(0);

}

printf("\nEnter number of patterns for processing: "); 
scanf("%d", &nsample);
printf("\nEnter file name to save result: ");
scanf("%s", file_name);
stream = f open(f i1e_name, "w");
for (i=0; i<nsample; i++)

for (m=0; m<ninattr; m++)
{ fscanf(fpl, "%f", &x); 

input [i] [m] = x;
}

for (i=0; i<nsample; i++)
{

forward(i);



for (m=0; m<noutattr; m++)
{ printf("\nSample %d output %d = %f", i, m,

*(outptr[nhlayer+1]+m));
fprintf(stream, "%f\n", * (outptr[nhlayer+1]+m));

}printf("\n");
}
printf("\nOutputs have been genetrated");
fclose(stream); 
fclose(fpl);

/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------
/* Program for feedford neural network
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------
void

• * /

* /
• * /

{
main()

char select[20], cont[10];
strcpy ( task_name, ■■*********") ; 
do {

printf("\nSelect L(earning) or 0(utput generation)\n"); 
do {

scanf("%s", select); 
switch (select[0])
{ case 'o': 

case 'O' :

case '1' 
case 'L'

output generation(L/0): ")
}

output_generation() ; 
break;

learning(); 
break; 
default :
printf("\nAnswer learning or 
break;

} while
((select[0]!='o')&&(select[0]!='0')&&(select[0]!='1')&&(select[0]!='L'))

printf("\nDo you want to continue(y/n): "); 
scanf("%s", cont);

} while ((cont[0]=='y') || (cont[0]=='Y'));
printf("\nPress any key to exit"); 
pause();


